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HOLLAND, MICHIGAN. THURSDAY, AUGUST

Council

Approves

New Pay Plan

(or

Gty Employes
Sobm Already

at

CoundWorfring

Up Lopsided Vote

On New Ordinance

h

Torrid

Top;

In

TUs Year

130.39 for the fiscal year 1954-55,
according to ‘City Manager H. C.
McClintock who explained that
"the Municipal Personnel Service
had classified all positions in the

TANKER-CAR COLLIDE— A

lowftd oil taiiltor
dipped the left rear of the above car on new
U5-31 and the intersectionof James St.f north
of Holland Wednesdaymorning. Driver of the
car, Mrs. John Ortman, 33, of 2766 Beeline
Rd.( and her children,Judith Ann, 4, and Ruth
Elaine, six months, were treated for cuts and

various departments. Many already are at the top of the pay
receive

no

creases. v

McClintock also explained that
appointive city officers and department heads will be reviewed

annually for possible merit

pay

yield the right of

way.

(Sant/ne/ photo)

Laisrig Resident

At Adams St, 76th Are.
(Special)— Cars
driven by Mrs. Joan S. Pry*,
route 3, Holland, and Lee Arend-

Hospital Addition

By Wide Margin

scale.

Holland property owners voted
overwhelminglyin Tuesday’sprimary electionto bond the city for
$500,000 to build an addition to
Holland Hospital. The vote was
1,958 to 416. It was an almost 5

hailed the move as one of the biggest improvementsin dty government this year and said employes
can now feel they ar« on a sane
pay plan. Vote was unanimous.
Council also decided to give further study to the possiblitiesof to 1 victory.
landscaping the municipal parking
The half-milliondollars will be
lot at Civic Center. The city man- the city's share in the new addiager submitted a sketch drawn by tion whictawill cost an estimated
Parte Supt. Dick Smallenburgcall- $1,100,000.The remainderwill be
ing for 12 areas of two parking financed by federal funds and by
stalls each which would break up a fund campaign in surrounding
tha “sea of asphalt.” Such “is- townships. It will boost the hospilands" - would be planted with tal to a 125-bed capacity comparshrubs and perennials rather than ed with the current 72-bed capagrass which would require con- city.
siderably more care. Should such
Vote by wards foUows:

Stricken on

From Lake Mickifai

Jerry

Vanderbeek
merged victoriou* In his fight
over three opponent* for the Republican nomination in Tuesday's
primary election which atraeted
a "normal" vote hi Ottawa coun-

Boat

son, route 3, Holland, collided at
Lyle P. Ellis, 501 North Walthe comer of Adams St. and 76th nut, Lansing, is in "good" condiAve. at 7:15 Tuesday night when tion today at Holland Hospital
Mrs. Prys made a left turn in after suffering a heart attack at
front of traffic.
3 pjn. Wednesday while operatArendson, who was traveling ing his' power boat at the east
west on Adams, received a bump end of the channel n Lake Macaon the head and a laceration on tawa.
his left arm. She was issued a
Ellis’ 38-foot boat hit the north
summons for failure to yield the pier and scraped 'along the pier
right of way causing a personal
for about 150 feet before Coast
injury accident. She was headed
Guardsmenboarded the eraft at
north on 76th, which runs dead at
the request of Ellis' wife. .
Adams.
Coast Guardsmen stopped the
Ottawa deputies who Investi- boat, got the man into the fresh
gated said damage to the '51 air and took the cr^ft to the
model Arendson car was $300 and
Coast Guard Station where they
to the '51 model Pry* car $50.
called an ambulance.Also aboard
the boat was his wife, Genevieve,
their 11-year-old son, Paul, and
Bussard Proteiti

City Council Wednesday right
*et certain machinery in motion
toe the Board of Public Works to
proceed with providing a new
water supply system for Holland
city at an estimated cost of $2,996,-

ty.

Vanderbeek polled an

NEW

unofficial

Um a

OFFICERS — Captain Ratsall R. Kempker, commanding
D of Hit 46th Infantiv
Division, pins first liautanant ban on nawly commissionedJock
H. Mellema and Roger L Schtarhom. Tha two, both of whom
havo ban in tha guards for six yean, have complotod extension
counes on military knowledge and wore approved by divisional
representativosin Grand Rapids. Both mon cam* up through the
ranks of Co. D. Mellema (loft) is o graduate of Hope College
and will command 31 mon in a machine aun
gun plal
platoon, whilo
Scheerhorn (right) will ba in charge of the 40-man mortar

decisive

Mad over Verne C Dagen who
polled 2,381 votes; Clayton W.
Forry, Sr., 2,109 Votes, and William M. Boevt, 1,637 votes.
The sheriffs race was by far

platoon.

it if

can nominees with 3,678 votes.
Donald S. Leonard poUed 2,940

C

votes; Eugene
Keyes, 1,560
votes, and OWen J. Cleary 1,003

ir

(SoafinW photo)

it it

it

National Guards Leave

votes.

County . Clerk

Anna

Van

Horssen easily won over her Republican opponent, Eugene 8.
Batema, 6,844 to 2,229 votes.
U.S. Rep. Gerald Ford, unopposed, led the Republican
ticket in the county with 8,194
votes and UJS. Senator Homer
Ferguson was a close second with
8,131 votes. Gov. G. Mennen Williams, as expected, led the Democratic ticket with L317 votes.

000.

Specifically,Council

officer of Holland NationalGuard Co.

3,643 votes in Ottawa county's 36
precincts, giving

&

Provide Pipeline

the most absorbing in the cdtinty,
although conaiderableinterest was
shown in the governor’s contest.
D. Hale Brake led the Republi-

ZEELAND

in-

Councilman Lavem Rudolph

braises at Holland Hospital and releasad.
Driver of the tanker was James McGoldrick,
route 1, Fennville,who was traveling south on
US-31. Mrs. Ortman was travding west ea
James St. when they collided at tha intarsoction. She #as issued a ticket far failure to

AutomobilesCoDidt

Voters Approve

in-

creases and other employeeswill
be reviewed every six months until employes reach the top of the

Extern hre Plan* Will

Four-Man Race;

Sheriff

ing to action taken Wednesday
night by City Council which approved a new classification schedule which has been under study
for several months.
The increase amounts to $11,-

and will

For Water Sopply

Van Hortsei Wins

increases effectiveJuly 1 accord-

'"'

Rate

Da, to Runt Stcond

Mo«t city employe*received pay

scales

QGHT PAGES— fRICl TEN CENTS

Incumbent Pies

Plan Calls for Outlay
For $11,130

S> 1954

For Grayling Saturday
Two

newly commissioned offiamong the six officers and 127 enlistedmen of Holcers will be

Local Churchman

National Guard Co. D
summer
encampment at Grayling.

land’s

that leave* Saturday for

Succumbs

mm

at

74

The two, Lta. Jack H. Mellema

and Roger L. Scheerhorn,

re-

had

two

readings of a new ordinance which
provided for improving, enlarging
and extending the city's water supply and for the issuance of bonds
therefor,and then laid the matter
on the table until the regular meeting Aug. 18.
Plans call for laying a 36-inch
pipelinefrom Holland city to Lake
Michigan, and building a pumping
stationand filtration plant on property in the vicinity of Tunnel
Park.
Council also considered a bin of
complaint by Walter E. Anderson
of Muskegon petitioningthat the
zoning ordinance be declared void
insofar as it affects the Anderson
property on River Ave. and 13th
St, where Anderson seeks to build
a filling station on property currently zoned B residential. The petition also asks that the dty of
Holland be permanently enjoined
from enforcing or attempt^* to
enforce the zoning ordinance, and
that plaintiff be granted other and
furtherrelief as shall appear equitable and orooer.
The petition was referred to Gty
Attorney James E. Townsend who
will investigatethe matter and file
an answer.
The Anderson property contains
two dilapidatedhouse* which have
been condemned as fire hazards in
CircuitCourt action. Holland’* appeal board previously had denied
Anderson’s request for rezoning to
allow construction of
filling

Peter Veen, 74, died at 3 a.m. ceived commissions just in time to
Saturday
Holland Tospital help lead the local company in
where he had been a patient since the two week training period that
May 31. His home was at 107 West will be climaxed with Co. D get14th St, He was born May 6, 1880 ting the Eisenhower trophy they
Jack Burnett,14.
Of Park for Prison Farm
in Hie Netherlandsand came to won recently.
Holland 31 years ago.
* a plan be adopted a few water
The Eisenhower trophy Is
Yes No
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
He was the son of the late Mr. awarded to tha best unit of the
lines would have to be laid, Mc154 47 Prosecutor James W. Bussard has
and Mrs. Klaas Veen. He was for- 110 state group* on the basis of
Clintock pointed out.
Soil
written a letter to the Kent
merly employed at the H. J. Heinz attendance, strengthand perfor, He also tread a letter from a
County Board of Supervisors proCo. for 26 years. He retired in mance in inspections and a host
representative of Kingscott and
testing the use of Aman Park in
a
1950. He was a member of the New of other military duties.
Associates, building architects,
station.
Ottawa county for housing In
Apostolic Church and the church
. pointing out that the parking
Gov. G. Mennen Williams, and
prisoners from Kent county jail.
In other business, Council
needs In this case were of primary
custodian. He was subdeacon for Major General Gordon A. MacThe park is owned by Kent coun"The annual tour of the Allegon
28 years.
importance. "We are always symDonald, commanding general of granted permission to the Junior
1,958 416
ty but lies in Ottawa county.
Soil Conservation District will be
pathetic to beauty, but in this
He is survived by the wife, the 46th division and c4mp com- Chamber of Commerce to place a
Tuesday's hospital vote nearly
Prosecutor Bussard, who said held Aug. 12," Varnum Dilley,
ease parking space is more neces- paralled the results of the teleJantje,two sons, Klaas and Justus, mander, will lead the list of nativityscene in Centennial Park
sary than tha esthetic landscap- phone poll campaign carried on he bat received petitionsfrom chairman oftht district board,
both of Holland and eight grand- dignitaries at these ceremonies. during the Christmas season: The
mow than IDO Ottawa residents said today. ‘1h* tour wW ftart at
ing, ^ the latter read. Statistics Carly this summer by Hospital
children. Also surviving are two
PFCs Marvin Petroelje and communicationsaid tha members
were quoted on utilization of park- Atnpliary-members to sample protesting such use of the pro- 10 a.m. from What-Not-Innat the
sisters and three brothers in The John Stobs along with Pvt* have pledged themselvesto raise
ing space compared with building opinion among local property own- perty, is asking the Kent board junction of US-31 and M-fcr"
Netherlands, Mrs. Justus Imthom George Schipper,already, h%vt left fundi with which to purchasethe
Details will be wortted out
"The district include* Laketown,
attendance.
ers whether they would be in to reconsider it* plan to the end
and Mrs.'TrjiH*Mol, Dirk, Klaas
Consideration also was given to favor of bonding the city for $500,- of keeping Ken; prisoners within Fillmore, Saugatuck, Manlius,
and John Veen.
an island walkway for safety's, 000' for • new hospital addition, the county of Kent, and if any Ganges, Clyde, Casco and Lee
wood Kok and Sgt Richard Han- “Pwtotendwit.K
sake. CouncilmanRobert Visscher, provided approximately 40 per such work farm is to be establish- township*in Allegan County and
son left with unit supplies today. raycee President Arthur
VANDERBEEK
Council’s representativeon the cent will be financed by federal ed that it be ctnfined to the South Haven and Geneva townships
Captain Russell R. Kempker, Schwartz who was present* with
county of Kent.
planning commission,said the funds.
in Van Buren County," Dilley said. Second was William J. Dug* for
commandingofficer of the local four or five other Jaycees spoke
He added that the complaints Dilley said that the morning pro- survayorwith 980.
commission was meeting tonight
Of persons contacted, 80.2 per
contingent,said main body of briefly on the plans. Mayor Harry
and could discuss the parking cent gave an outright yes, 3.7 per he has received are not directed gram would be devoted to orchard State Senator Clyde Geerlings
troops would leave in three buses Harrington commended the organagainst the use of prison labor land and management There will who was unopposed will face Wilquestion.
cent registered no and 16.1 per
at 10 am Saturday, arriving at ization for its efforts and for being
a "live" organization.
Current drawings on parking cent were undecided. A total of within Ottawa county on behalf be stops at the Gordon Babbitt, liam S. Hodges of Muskegon in
Graylingabout 2:45 p.m.
utilizationall call for "head-in” 16.5 per cent of the 1,376 names of the city of Grand Rapids or Leo Tucker and Roy Van Dragt the November election. Hodges
Truck convoy* from all the Fourteen residents of the 18th
Kent county, but against housing orchards.
parking in stalls 10 by 20 feet, could not be reached.
defeated his Democratic op- Total building permits -dipped _ state are on a rigid timing sche- and 19th St. area where the closnot angle parking. This arrangeThe dty bond issue calls for and maintainingthese prisoners "The afternoon program," Dilley ponent, Robert E. Marsh, by a little last week as only nine were dule that spaces them in order ing of part of an alley running
ment allows the greatest possible an estimated $2 per thousand doU during off hours in Ottawa county. said, “will take place on the Bert narrow margin in Ottawa and issued by the city.
from River to Pine Aves. has been
to avoid highway tieups.
number of cars to be parked ki lar valuation for a period of 15
A house will be built for Mrs. Co. D, already possessor of the under consideration visited the
Grotenhuis and Henry Boevt farms Muskegon counties of 2,880 to 2,an area such as this
years.
Joe Kramer at 546 Pine Ave. by Grayling volleyball championship meeting and several voiced opinin Fillmore township. On these two 822.
Gov. WilHams to Visit
Mayor Harry Harrington said Plans for the hospital addition
farms will be seen the construction Ottawa's 96 precincts gave Essenberg Building and Lumber for five consecutiveyears, will ions against closing. Councilman
Civic Center is nearing comple- are being drawn by H. E. Beyster Coast Guard Feitival
Robert Visscher, who is Council’s
of a sod waterway and an estab- Hodges 476 votes and Marsh, 694. Co. Estimatedcost of the 50 by 26 be out to repeat earlier wins.
tion and would soon be ready for and Associatesof Detroit who
Muskegon’s 57 precincts gave foot structure is $11,500. A 14 by
lished waterway," he said.
But real attention will focus on representativeon the planning
GRAND HAVEfc (Special)
dedication,and appointed the fol- were retained last month by the
"Mark the date of Aug. 12th on Hodges 2,404 votes and Marsh, 22 foot garage will also be con- the Stewart medal competition commission reiterated the comlowing committee to map plans Hospitalboard. Rough drawings A highlightat the Coast Guard your calendar," Dilley said, "and 2,128.
structed at
v
the divisionalaward as the best mission's view that whole alleys,
for the dedicationand open house- are expected to be submittedby festival parade Saturday after- plan to come on the tour."
Blair Moody, fanner U.S. Senanot Just a part, should be vacated.
Other building permits were all-around soldierin camp.
the president of Hope college,the Sept. 1, preliminary plans by Oct. noon will be the appearance of
tor who died unexpectedlytwo issued to:
Representing the local company Since this particular alley is used
president of Inter-ClubCouncil, 1 and final plans and specifica- Gov. B. Mennen William* who will
weeks ago, received 344 votes in Jennie Barron, 560 College Ave., will be SFC Sherwood Kok.
at both ends and closing it would
president of the Chamber of Com- tions ready for bids by Feb. 1 fly here. The parade will start at Demands Examination
Ottawa county. The other Demo- reroof house, $225, Sears Roebuck
Other company officersinclude involve hardship to a few property
merce, superintendents of the pub- Contracts probablywill be let on 4:30 p.m^ a half hour later than
cratic candidate far senator, A Co., contractor.
1st Lts. Clarence Boeve and John owners, Council denied the original
On Margarine Connt
lic and Christian schools, presi- March 1, and construction should originally planned to allow the
Patrick V. McNamara, received Lucia Brink, 147 West 17th St., Schutten and CWO Oscar Van petition to close part of the alley.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
dent of the Ministerialassocia- start shortly thereafter. Con- governor ample time to arrive.
805 vote*.
No public hearing was called.
reroof house. $110, Sears Roebuck Anrooy.
Admiral H. C. Perkins who will Frank Bernard Reghel, owner and
tion and one alderman.
struction is expected to take a
The
Republican
ticket
had
no
Because city workers are unable
A
Co.,
contractor.
represent Admiral A. C. Rich- operatorof Oval Inn, demanded candidate for county surveyor.
Council approved purchase of a year to a year and a half.
to lay $ sewer line on 16th St. from
Melvin Vande Water, 248 East
examination
in
Municipal
Court
10,000-gallon underground gasoJohn F. Donnelly, president of mond, Washington'commandant, this morning when he was ar- There were several write-in- 12th St., install four picture win- Holland Driver Fined
Fairbanks Ave. to the new GE
line storage tank from Owosso the Hospital board, said today, will arrive in Grand Haven Friday
plant east of the city, Council authraigned
on
a
charge
of
selling candidates, but results will be dows, $250, self, contractor.
In
Grand
Haven
Conrt
Tank Co. for $792, the low bid "Wefre certainlyvery pleased with with Mrs. Perkins.
orized the city manager to adverDr. Lester J. Kuyper, 73 East
oleomargarine
without
displaying compiled in the county cleft's
Capt. and Mrs. H. C. Moore of
submitted.
the large majority and hope that
office.
tise for bids for the work.
10th St., repair chimney, $65,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
notice.Examinationwas set Aug.
City Manager McClintock re- the plans that develop will more Cleveland also will be present
No Anal results on county de- Matheson Co., contractor.
David Eugene Rhoda, of 53 Council voted to purchase the
20 at 2 p.m. and he was released
ported that the 1954 paving re- than justify the confidencethe Capt Moore will representAdlegates were available today, but
Robert Strabbing,514 Central Cherry St., Holland, paid $20 fine property of Mrs. C. N. Wagner at
miral Ray Raney, 9th district on his own recognizance. Com- it wa* certain that all nominees
surfacing program costs were con- voters have placed in us.”
Ave., remodel kitchen, $500, self, and $5.10 costa in Grand Haven 53 West 12th SL for $8,000.This
plaint was signed by a representcommander who will be reassigned
isiderablybelow estimates and re'
Municipal Court Wednesday on house is the second house west of
ative of the bureau of marketing whose names appeared on voting
to Boston shortly. Capt. and Mrs.
commended that the contract with
machines had been elected. ReBernard Van Den Berg, 302 East a charge of leaving the scene of the Mathilda Vender Woude proand enforcement.
Jesieks
Go
to
Court
the MichiganColprovia Co. be exG. P. McGowan of Chicago headperty which Council obtained some
Ted Vender Sys, and William sults of all write-in candidates Seventh St., rebuild front porch, a property damage accident.
quarters also will attend.
tended to include the resurfacing On Rezoning Problems
Rhoda was picked up by Hol- weeks ago. The Vender Woude
Semkiw,
22, both, of route 1, will be compiled in the county $400, self, contractor.
The festival will be climaxed by
of the following streets with 1|clerk’s office.
land police on request of Grand property adjoins the city hail parkinch asphaltic wearing surface: GRAND HAVEN (Special )-Tbe ,a fireworks display at 9 p.m. Spring Lake, were each amassed Holland dty cast more than 2,- Paul Van Raalte, 280 College Haven dty police, following an
ing lot on 12th St.
Ave.,
erect garage and rear en$20 fine and $5.95 costs when they
22nd St. from State to Michigan; case of Adolph W., Harold F. and Saturday from Dewey Hill across
appearedbefore Justice Frederick 500 votes in Tuesday's primary, trance to house, $400, Ed Holke- inddent last Sunday afternoon Council also canvassed the dty
21st St from Columbia to Central; Donald E. Jesiek, doing .business Grand river at the foot of Washwhen Rhoda’s car sideswipeda vote on the hospital addition in
J. Workman in Spring Lake today somewhat leu than the 3,300 cast boer, contractor.
23rd St from State to Central; as Jesiek Brothers Shipyard at ington St
on a charge of trespassingon in the 1952 primary which was John Stepanski, 51 West Second car driven by Edmund Hushyn, Tuesday’s primary election, listing
11th St. from Pine to Van Raalte.
Macatawa Park in Holland, seekopening day of duck hunting sea- sandwiched between the drama- St- reroof house. $150, George route 2, Spring Lake, who was the vote favoring the $500,000 bond
Estimateof such work was listed ing a zoning change against Park
Local
Bns
Craih
Victim
waiting in a line of traffic for issue at 1,958 to 416. Hie necessary
son last Oct 1 in Crockery Town- tic TV politicalconventionsand Mooi Roofing Co., contractor.
at $10,500. Council approved.
Township was heard in Ottawa
the November election.
the swing bridge to dose. Rhoda resolutionswere adopted.
McClintock also reported on a Circuit Court Wednesdaybefore In Good Condition Today ship. They appealed their cases to
Leading the Republican ticket
apparently
became impatient and City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
Circuit
Court
and
will
appear
petitionrequesting paving of West
Judge Raymond L. Smith without
pulled around the Hushyn car and presented a letter from Dr. G. H.
there Aug. 3L The case was in Holland dty was County Mut Beverly Garvelink
30th St from Central to Michigan
Joyce
Van
Liere,
20-year^ld
a jury. The court took the case
after the sideswipe failed to stop. Mennenga together with a copy of
tried before a justice court Jury TreasurerFred Den Herder who
Aves. and recommended that
under advisementand will render daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard last March 24 but after delibera- polled 2,288 votes and Senator Feted at Farewell Party
Other drivers in the line ob- his letter to the MichiganHighway
Council authorize construction of
Van Liere of 26 Gordon St., is in
a decision later.
ting 50 minutes the jury could not Ferguson who polled 2,287 votes
A surprise farewell was given tained Rhoda’s license number. commissionin which he suggested
the necessary storm sewer and digood
condition in a hospital at
and Rep. Ford, 2,260 votes.
Plaintiffs are seeking permission
agree.
Wednesday evening far Miss Bev- The car had been sold several that for various reasons a caution
rect the city manager to submit
to construct a one-story building Sudbury, Mass., following a but
Gov. Williams led the dt/s erly Garvelink of Holland,who times since the original license light at 19th St. and Michigan Ave.
further reports as requiredby
accident
Tuesday
in
which
19
pepon four lots they own which under
Democratic ticket with 257 votes, will leave Sept. 8 to spend the was obtained, but police finally would be preferable to a stop
charter.
sons were injured, three of them Collides With Car
far ahead of the next candidate, winter in Arizona.
the
1946 zoning ordinance have
traced it to Rhoda.
/
Other petitionsrequesting pavseriously.
Phillip Hekman, 5, of KB West Robert S. McAllister for U.S. reTwo letters filing claims against
. The party was given by Mrs.
ing of 31st St. from Central to been classed as residential pro- Joyce’s mother talked with a
21st St, was treated for a bump presentative, who received 187.
the dty were referred to the dty
Michigan and Pine Ave. from 31st perty. The Jesieks contend the nurse at the hospital Wednesday
Glenn Tucker, Miss Charlotte Zeeland Voters Elect
on the head after a bicycle he was Bair Moody, deceased, received
property should not be classed as
attorney and the MichiganMutual
Mulder and Mrs. Roger Koning at
to 32nd Sts. also were referred to
and
learned
Joyce
was
treated
for
riding collided with a car driven 59 votes in Holland dty.
Liability Co. One came from Mrs.
the city manager. A petition re- residentialpropertyand are ask- head injuries and was in good
the Koning home, 556 Wert 29th 13 ConventionDelegates
by Henry Maentz, 50, of 134 West
The Sentinel office was a bee- St.
ing
the
court
to
have
the
plot
“*wy E. Rademacher,route 2.
questing constructionof a sanitary
condition.Joyce’s words were, "If 12th St. near Pine Ave. and 21st hive of activityfrom 9 to 11 p.nx
A corsage and a gift were pre- ZEELAND (Special)— Thir- Twin Lake, Mich., for $20 damage
sewer to service properties at 332, rezoned and classifiedas indus- they keep me in bed until tomorSt late Wednesday afternoon.
trial.
as townsfolkcalled in for infor- sented to the honored guest. Dur- teen delegates to the . county to a car fender, and the other from
351, 367 and 374 West 31st St.
mation on progress of the elec- ing the social eveniifg, games were Republicanconventionwere nam- Clarence William Rankin of 317
Dick Nieuwsma, Nick Stielstra row, I'll be mad." Ihere was no
and 363 West 32nd St also was reMr. and Mrs. Granville B. Cut- tion. Virtuallyall persons who
ed at Tuesday's biennial primand
Simon Sybesma, members of indication Wednesday when she
ferred to the city manager.
would be discharged, but it prob- ler and daughter,Mary Louise, inquired about the hospital luue played and prize* awarded. The ary election.An unusuallylarge Union St, Grand Rapids, seeking
the
Parte
Township
board,
ore
hostesses
served
a
two-course
Applications for licensesto con5300 for injuries received at a
ably will be soon.
have returned to Holland after a expressed satisfactionin one way lunch.
group of candidates filed for the cn**walk sign on East Eighth St.
struct sidewalks were okayed for defendants in the case.
The accident occurredduring a *t*y in Cincinnati.Cutler, who is or another, but emotions were
race.
two petitioners, Bronkema and
Guests were the Mesdames
heavy rainstormTuesday after- chief Judge of the Michigan Chap- considerably more mixed on the
Elected and number of votes
•lames Topp, Gordon Evink, Lester
Derks, and Gerrit De Leeuw.
Jaycees Pick Up 20
noon. The sight-seeing bus went out ter of the judges association of sheriffsand governor’s fronts.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Chase
Van Wieren, Robert Prins, Roger were: Nick Cook, 463; Henry A.
Chapter 14, Disable American
of control, went 'across a four-lane AH American Drum and Bugle
A complete chart of Ottawa Brouwer and A1 Van Beek.
Geerlings, 415; Robert Den HerVeterans, was granted permission Appliances in Drive
Feted By Study Group
highway and hit a tree and a Corps and Band Association,acted county’s votes by precinctsapder. 391; /Howard C. Miller. 289;
to sell forget-me-nots in Holland
ditch.
a*
adjudicator
of
band
competipears
on
page
4.
Twenty old iceboxes and refrigAnthony Mulder, 281; Clarence J.
Our Lady of the Rotary study
for a 24-hour peirod beginning 6
The nurse told Mrs. Van Liere tion and inspecting officer of the
Marriage Licenses
erators were picked up Saturday
Yntema, 333; John H. Holleman, Club of St Francis De Sales
p.m. Friday, Aug. 27.
Ottawa County
as the Junior Chamber of Com- Joyce did not want her mother Drum and Bugle Corps and rifle
331; George M. Van Peursem, 323, Church gatheredat the home
Twa Cars Damaged
Ronald McKnight. 20. route 1, Harold E. Pikaart, 271; Joan G. Mr. and Mrs. Jay Mulder, r
meree marked suedessfulcom- informed Tuesday night "because drill team contest at the Ohio
Two cars were damaged when Marne, and BernadetteUmlor, 20, Danhof, 266; James C Boonstra,
Bike Rider Injured
pletion of its drive to rid the city she didn't want her to stay up and American Legion convention. He
2, Zeeland, Saturday evening
worry all night."
al*o has received word of his ap- they collided on Lake Shore Dr. Routel, Coopersvlle;Gilbert C. 264. and Don R. Vos, 249.
Seven-year-old Richard Bonge, of potential death-traps.
event honored Mr. and Mrs. ']
north
of
Lakewood
Blvd.
early
pointment
for
the
fourth
consecuSteinman, 21, Maybee, Mich, and
243 West 21s{ St., son of Mr. and
Defeated were Yvonne De
A vehicle from the motor pool of
tive year to the contest commit- Wednesday night Involved were Dolores Pointer, 21, route 2,
Richard Bonge, was treated at company D, driven by. Richafd Open New Budding
Jonge, 223; George Van Koevertee of the Michigan VFW by Leon cars driven by Richard Heffner, Nunica; George Frank Hendrych, ing, 219; Laura Ver Plank, 196
Holland Hospital for bruises after „
. assisted in the project.
KALAMAZOO _ Upjotm Com- Buer, commander-in-chief. Cutler 20, Caledonia^ $nd Vance Bouman, 22, route 2, Grand Haven, and
a bicycle he was riding and a car Doors were taken off the appiiand William H. Van Loo, 146.
an waa issued a Shirley Griffin,19, Grand Haven;
George CabalL with two votes
they were takeTto
an improper left Helmer Nordwall, Jr.. 18, route
and laboratoryof the
the cars was 2. CoopersviUe,and Noreen the
Doi Glicrart w», pro** chairin
p.m. today.
t, Ottawa Swanson. IS, route 1,
mw, lor the Jaycees.
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Mrs. W. Oilman rectatly ririted
friends at Fennville.
The film “Unto Every Creature"
was shown at the Sundag School
picnic of the Reformed Owrch
held at the TownhaD ground*

Justice

Goort Last

Week

Prior to the program the group
enjoyed a picnic supper, a ball
game and sports.
Bobby Schrotenboerof Zeeland
spent a few days with his relatives, Mr. and Mrs. John Hlrdes
and Carol
Pfc. Jurrian Potter left Saturday, July 24, for Fort Lewis,
Wash., to report for his overseas
assignment Mr. and Mrs. G Zylstra received word from their son
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Twwty-fiv* persons paW fines
MMJ0UCAN PARTY
week totaling1279.70 In JusD. Hole Brake .......... 86 183 140 176 241 236
tice C. G Wood’s court
59 171 101 J6 48 71 404 80 44 27 41 19 88 46 123 81 106 42 37
39 19 12 12 14 29 118 17 34 7
14
Owen J. Cleary ......
37 26 33 33 34 35 32 49 38 17 23 32
They included Garence Welters,
94 76 115 24 51 '53 24 34 38
53 40 23 19 28 36 23 50 72 19 59 24 21
51
Eugene C Keyes ........ 40 65
route 6, defective brakes, S&90;
49 78 71 43 62 74 154 36 23 19 39 74 39 5* 153 42 '98 50 51
Donald S. Leonard ..... .. 78 141 142 185 182 167
Robert Wbbey, 78 West Ninth St,
ClarenceA. Reid
151 297 260 333 347 399 125 280 224 82 14 158 842 158 77 48 93 113 197 122 273 88 208 117 86
fishing without a license in Park
U.S.
Seeeter
Township on Lake Macatawa, $12205 367 327 438 458 492 150 319 257 91 164 197 601 168 92 64 111 134 222 148 321 104 244 131 101
Homer Ferguson
.90; Ralph Bouwraan, Grand Rapids, parking in no parking area Harold, stationed at Camp Chaf- U.S. Represseteflvs
Gerald R. Ford, Jr. ...... 205 360 317 430 463 485 149 330 265 93 168 201 580 169 96 48 124 147 228 149 321 103 250 128 10)
fee, Ark., that he is being transat Holland State Park, $5.
State
Seeeter
Lawrence E. Meindertsma ferred to Panama. Pvt Edward
.......
354 321 408 470 486 125 257 222 62 128 159 832 142 78 SO 97115 183 111 284 99 231 115 94'
Popp
also
received
his
overseas
Grand Rapids, parking in posted
assignment
and
will
be
leaving
for
•ree of Holland State Park, $12;
George Von
191 346 316 408 465 484 113 253 211
72 124 155 601 183 98 49 89 135 208 107 301 102 240 129 102
John Jeltes, Grand Rapids; speed- Europe in the near future.
Preset etlef Attorney
The Rev. F. Nets and children
ily 45 miles an hour in 25 mile
James W.
. 153 286 237 336 362 388 143 300 245 •1 153 193 432 132 62 80 100 98 162 147 254 79 180 101- 77
zone, $17; Edward Ondersma, of Patterson, N. J., were recent Swiff
Grand Rapids, driving without due visitors at the J. Ter Horst hone.
William M. Boeve ........ 28 39
52 71 60 77 17 33 26 13 31 36 144 26 20 22 20 67 66 21 152 23 57 28' 43
7
caution, Holland State Park, $12; The Nets family is enjoying their
Veme C Dogen ........ 73 64 44 70 67 101 72 195 126 38 85 107 .138 63 17 38 72 32 24 77 42 15 .14
4 12 51 1Q4 11 142 43 121 33 35
Clayton W. Forry, 5r.
75 111 104 164 147 160 13 29 13 10
6 23 •116 18 22
George Schutmaat, 24 East 14th vacation at a cottage on Lake
Gerald Vanderbeek ...... 124 214 193 219 275 236 88 115 133 65 89 82 261 68 43 14 28 16 48 91 93 44 117 61 45
St, overtime parking of trailer at Michigan. Mrs. Netz was unable to
visit here due to illness of one of Ceeety Clerk
Holland State Park, $8.90.
Eugene S.
47 98 71 124 91 120 31 31 42 23 41 48 145 57 33 21 25 116 159 41 110 32 73 43 34
James D. Cole, Three Oaks, the children.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Hirdes
atAnna
Von
Hansen
......
188
305 298 361 424 425 151 328 249 98 150 184 491 114 65 53 102 38 65 137 264 81 200 97 86
speeding 60 miles an hour in 45
mile zone, M-21 in Georgetown tended funeral services for their Ceeety Troeserer
Fred Den Herder ........ 203 366 331 439 457 492 156 317 267 92. 166 198 610 159 95 60 114 148 214 133 110 110 253 128 102
Township;$12; Stanley Brandsen, uncle, Gerrit Handlogten of LaRegister of Deeds
ment
last
week.
route 2, excessivespeed in Holland
Robert J. Kammerood ... . 193 3V 297 428 441 468 161 331 279 98 164 216 560 157 86 59 117 126 190 154 302 101 236 12J 101
Mrs. J. Oilman and Gertrude of
State Park, $12; Douglas Gene
Wfits CArvtvgilfttifinM
Wyoming
Park
were
recent
visiHoezee, 68 School, Hudsonville,
George De Vries ........ 187 338 313 431 446,478 130 287 237. 76 148 182“ .563 157 92 55 102 131 197 123 323 107 241 123 106
entering posted against area after tors at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Coroners (Vote for Two)
hours at Holland State Park, $14- William Oilman and Cristl Ann.
Joseph Kommeraod ...... 125 241 199 259 294 317 162 331 265 99 164 208 543 139 45 60 111 121 188 160 200 69-140 79 59
Mr. and Mrs. Feringhill and
Gilbert Van De Water
99 80 26 60 92 113 72 311 99 236 112 103
194 338 *325 393 440 466 88 160 144 45 85 94 546
•30.
Wayne Vender Hulst, route 1, children of North Carolina visited
entering posted against area after Teir relatives,the J. Westering DEMOCRATIC
hours at Holland State Park, $14- family during the past week.
34 13 10 10 44
9 66 47 30 29 15
James Klynstra recently spent
G. Mennen Williams ..... 52 44 30 57 48 26 42 51 26 55 78
.30; Anicedo Castro, no operator's
Lieetenoet Governor
licenseand defective brakes, M-21 _ week with his relatives, Mr.
24
17
12 11
George S. Fitzgerald .....
16 24
15 13
34
20 13 16 23
24 29 45
15
16
8
In Georgetown Township, $17.80; and Mrs. John Berghorst at Dr&n39 26 14
19
Philip A. Hart .....
26 17 12 20 24 16 29 24 21 32 40 43
17
35
3
the.
Donald Wenger, Grand Rapids, exU.S. Seeeter
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
Hoogewind
of
cessive noise in Holland State
Patrick V. McNamara .... 30
7
48 13 24 13 12
19
26
35 17 30 34 19 31 34 22 41 36 64
Park, S8.90; John Zwagerman, Walker visitedtheir children,Mr.
19
3
16 . 1
Blolr Moody ......
14
17 10
8
12
2
8
18
10
7
8
23 19
6 12
11
and
Mrs. F. Knoper and family.
route 1, speeding60 in 35 mile
Mr. and Mrs. W. Dys recently
sane, Holland Townhsip, Ottawa
Robert S. McAllister ...... 32 37 22 42 33 21 27 31 21 37 41
29
6 27
7 45 26 26 23 12
last

. .

s

30 3

.

W

Peursem

Bussard

9
12

46 69 149 159
13 26 16 35
33 57 50 73

12

110

90

35 133 3,678
17 15 1,003
17 42 1,560
22 ,49 2,940

38 145 178 68

10
4
6
29

I 200
7 107
24 94
25 215

95 208 295 219

27

SO 450

124 70

122 120 239 358 290

37

60 S49

149

83 219 0,131

124 115 247 341 313

40' 61 570

161

86 215 8,194

108 lip 233 325 212

35

46 428

106

59 184 7,159

124 118 217 327 249

32

43 431

125

62 1\1 7,393

108 67

98

81

90.173 264 216

31

SO 507

36

36 <48 43

1 80
42 363
25 29
13 185

17

20
44

180 6,617

154 6,489

'
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84

56
87

18
41

15

6
29

54

1,637

77 88 187

83

9
5
38
9

59 76 90

54

26

71 201 281 269

31

18 103 42
52 524 114

122 123 239 341 258

36

65 537

138

75 214 7,868

112 112 219 319 297

35

58 543

150

81 190 7,851

114 126 230 345 244

34

55 505

122

71 205 7,624

88 77 150 197 296
103 102 219 319 169

34
32

55 521 129
28 278 82

U

31 55

100
23 143 123 73

11

25
65
37
92

26

1

32 2,381
40 2,109
19 3,643

12 56 2,229
76 179 6,844

t
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92

15 8

17

6 28 44 59 14
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Beach Rd.; $22; Roger Emelander, entertained Mr. and Mrs. J. Kloos- State Seeeter
William S. Hodges ...... 13
route 3, Hudsonville,excessive terman and baby of Zeeland an
Robert E. Marsh ...... .. 28
muffler noise and no operator’s Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Hoek and State Represeetetlrs
license, Holland State Park,
family spent a day last week with
Marguerite Clevenger .... 35
$15.90.
Prosecuting Attorney
• Kenneth Coy, 39, Spring, Hud the A. Welrenga family at Big
Robert J. Conley .......
35
sanville, ran stop sign on Lake- Star Lake.
Several
migrant
workers
are Sheriff
wood Blvd. and the railroad tracks
Frank Cherven
...... 36
in Holland Township,$5; Douglas employed in this vicinity.
Mrs. G. Rezelman and Ruth of Ceeety Clerk .
D. Hovingh, Grand Rapids, impru
Alice C PoWeH
...... 34
dent yieed, Holland State Park, Adams. Nebr^ and Mrs. P. Rezel Ceeety Treasurer
man
of Holland spent Wednesday
$12; Daniel Hollis,route 2, HudStanley Daining ........ 37
and Thursday with Mr. and Mrs.
aonville,ran stop sign at LakeRegister ef Deeds
H.
H.
Vander
Molen.
Mrs.
Rezelwood Blvd. and Howard in HolAndrew Scott, Sr. ....... 34
man and Ruth also called on sev- Dveie CoeieilssloBsr
. land Township, $5; Darle D. Mein-
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7
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land Township; $5; Willis “

Pamela Bruins is visitingher

Woodwyk, failureto observe clear grandparents,Mr. and Mrs. De
Jong at Door.
distance ahead on M-21 In Holland
The Christian Reformed church
TbwnsWp, $12.
-Theodore Ellman. Grand Rapids, picnic scheduled to be held at the
ran stop sign Lakewood Blvd. and Towrthall last Wednesday was
Douglas Ave„ Holland Township, held at the church basement due
$5; Billy Ray Grisham, 45 East kto the rain.
Several local children attended
18th St, entering posted against
the Hi Way Bi Way Daily Vaca
, area after hours at Holland State
-park, $12; Marvin Renkema, route tion Bible School held at the A1
lendale Tabernaclelast week. On
4, defective muffler, M-21 in Holland Township, $830; James P. Friday evening a program was
Driesenga, rout* 1, Zeeland, fail- presented for the public. Local
ure to wear correctiveglasses teachers included Mrs. R. Lamer,
whfla driving,M- 21 and Gordon Mrs. D. Berghorst, Miss Lorraine
Klynstra and Mr. D. Blom.
fit, Holland Township $8.90.
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IS 14 4 II 24 25 21 12
35
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20
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1 17 30 29 10 20 83 18 21 7 910
2 16 31 36 7 25 69 18 21 9 919
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13 8
17 8
14 8 4

37 11 7 48 27 25 19
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15
8

13
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2

15 7
14 8

113 26 30

35

4 21 32 34 9 21 65 16 21 10

11

I 31 12 5 43 22 26 18 12
7 32 13 6 49 27 24 21 T2

J
25 14
4
27 11
4
25 14
5
eral other friends here.
Gerry Schermer ......... 35
59 30 13 .7 4
etna, 112 Main, Hudsonville, enMr. and Mrs. Junior Bruins be- Coroners (Vote for Two)
tering posted against area after
vame the parents of a son bom
Gerald B. Dennison ...... 37 32 '18 42 32 20 31 31 22 41 SI S8 25 IS 7 S
.hours at Holland State Park, $12
John Domna, 135 Burke, ran stop at Zeeland Hospital last Saturday
He has been named Larry Jay
William J. Dugo ........ 36 31 22 37 35 20 34 38 26 40 54 72 26 15 • 5
shin at Bee Line and US-31, Hoi
.

15 5

15

28

30 18 40 34 2K 32 38 26 46 52 62 25 II
33 15 45 34 21 26 33 18 38 46
34 15 40 37. 22 30 33 20 43 48
36 17.* 45 36 21 32 17 23 42 50
37 *18 42 3$ 21 33 35 23 40 48
36 16 42 5 21 28 16 21 41 46

7

82 140 6,347
33 200 6,286

19 31 34 10 25 77 17

3 19
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31
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9
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Miss Grace Woodworth at the
Mother of Three It
Allegan Hospital
at
Mrs. Mable Hale returned to Eighth Polio Victim
the former also calling at the
Mr. and Mrs. Milan Van HJD. Strabbing home.
Mr. and Mrs. James Edwards her home in Detroit Saturday for
Onden announce the birth of a Mrs. William Roelofs who has and Mr. and Mrs. Herman a few days, having spent several GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Mrs.
son, Lynn Leigh, bon at Hol- been ill for a long while, was
weeks here with her sister, Sirs. Joe (Stella) Kolenic, 33, of 218 Stale in
Stremler were hosts to the
land Hospitallast Saturday.
Earl Thompeon and other rela- Friant St., Grand Haven, is Ottamoved to the home of her son,
The Rev. and Mrs. Edward the Justin Roelofs family, for Young Married Peoples Club of tive*.
wa county’s eighth polio victim SAUGATUCK (Special) — Dot
the Ganges M.E. church Tuesday
Tanis and son Wayne of Pella, care.
this year.
Iowa, were guests in the home
The familiesliving in the James evenng.
co-operativesupper
She was taken ill Sunday and Strengholt looked like the majqp
of Mrs. Tanis sister and husband, Koops addition,numbering eight, was enjoyed on the Church
entered Municipal . Hospital Mon- threat to defending champion FloMr. and Mrs. Harry J. Lampen for are being served mail by Rural grounds and 24 were present De
day and later in the day was re- rence Tahaney as the Saugatuck
a few days last week. They also Free Deliveryroute 1, the ser- votions were led by Mr. Edwards
moved to St Mary’s Hospital, Ladies Golf tournament opens
visited at the homes of Mr. and vice beginning Aug. 7. Dale Maat- and a business meeting held.
Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Ben Tanis and Mr. and Mrs. man is carrier on this route.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Neff and
Her condition is fair and no re- Thursday.
Tilts
John Brower.
Wednesday
Dot shot a 48 for low qualifying
Harvey Koop, Hamilton dahlia two children of Chicago were report has been received as to inPreston Martinie returned home
evening Mrs. Lampen entertained grower who has a large acreage cent guests in the home of Mr.
honors.
First rounds Thursday will
volvement.
She
is
the
mother
of
last week after spending a few
Walks paved the way for Hill- three children,ages 10, 5 and 3.
at a family picnic supper la their of these flowers just at the south- and Mrs. AH. Lanen. They were
be followed with regular ma tehee
days with Mr. and Mrs. H. Mar- home -for their guests.
west outskirts of the village Is joined on Sunday for dinner by top Farms and Padnoa Iron and
tinie and Mr. and Mrs. M. Marthroughout the week. Finals are
A
large
group
whs
present
st already picking many bouquets Mr. and Mrs. George Freeman Metal to rack up several more
tinie at Holland.
scheduled for Aug. 12.
runt than hits, but Hilltop edged
of
these
lovely
blooms,
and
is
and
two
children
of
Holland
and
Bob and Janice Klooaterman of the welcome receptionheld at
Drawings for the tournament
Padnoa
in
the
run
column
12-10
Mr Mni Mrs. Herbert Freeman
New Gronlgen spent last week the local Reformed Church last showing many varieties.
include:
Robert
Joostberns, son of Mr. and son of Arlington Heights, in American Legion Junior BaseFriday
evening
for1
the
new
with their grandmother,Mrs. N.
Championshipflight — Florence
ball Tuesday night
pastor’sfamily, Rev. and Mrs. and Mrs. James Joostberns is HI
Elzinga.
Tahaney vs. Bernice Fogerty;
Kaat took the Riverview Park
stationed in Nurenburg Germany,
The
Benson
family
enjoyed
a
Norman
Van
Heukelom
and
chil
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bruggink preAlice Yost vs. Lilian Bloemers;
mound for Hilltop and was tagged 'Appointed
A group of 24 young men includ- sented vocal duets at the evening dren, Gary Alan and Jayne. An serving on the poet office depart- family get-to-gether recently at for five hits. But seven walks and
Dot Strengholtvs. Lano Dyke;
the Johnson cottage on the lakeing 15 from Holland will report service at the Reformed Church hour's program . consisting of ment
Helen Jones vs. Dot Rogers.
some fielding errors made the
shore.
Those
present
were
Mrs.
ALLEGAN.
Mich.
A
former
musical selections by the Junior
to Grand Haven Armory Tues- Sunday.
First flight—Beryl Harris vs.
difference
allowing
the
metal
lads
S. Benson, Mrs. James Dailey
Allegan resident, Dr. W. T. 8.
day, Aug. 10, at 105 p.m. to
A. Vander Molen of Ahvard Choir under direction of Mrs.
Carol Van Raalte; Betty Floto vs.
to get their 10 runs.
and
family
of
Wyandotte,
Mr.
and
Thorp,
has
been
appointed
dean
of
H.W.
Tenpas,
with
Miss
Marion
leave for induction into the arm- Dist, Mr. and Mrs. R. VinkemulBig gun in the Hilltop attack the University of Minnesota’s vet Carol Petter; Doris Schurman vs.
Mrs. Edward Benson and family
der of Allendale; Sharon, Howard Kaper as pianist, orchestra numed forces in Detroit
LucilleWilliams; Isabel! Ketchura
was
Faber who banged out a erinarian school.
and Roger Benson of Nevada,
The 15 from Holland are Ron- and David Meeusen of South Blen- bers by a group of young people
vs. Barbara Klaasen.
triple and single in three trips
Ohio,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
•
Now
serving
as
chief
of
the
labeld De Weert, 574 Maple Dr., don were Sdhday visitors at the with Miss Fannie Bultman and
Second flight — Grace Geufler
to
the
plate.
Frull of Grass Lake. The marriage
oratory aids branch of the National
James Hildebrand, 101 West 26th home of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Van- Mrs. John Brink, Jr., assisting, Collide
vs. Irene Hensley; Hazel Erickson
Hilltop rune were scattered in
of
ther
son,
Donald
Frull
will
Institutes
of
Health
at
Bethesda,
and
a
welcome
poem
written
by
St; Laverne Barkel, 36 East 27th der Molen.
vs. Marion Nles; Carol Gilcrestvs.
all but the third and sixth innSt; David Cranmer, 322 Pine Several local young folks at- Miss Josephine Bolks and read Clarence Meyer, 45, of the Hol- take place Aug. 4 in Wiscbnain. ings, but Padnos scored seven of Md., Dr. Thorp will take up his Lilian Dalman; Shirley Helmink
The Rev. Charles Holies has
new post in mid-August
Ave.; Warren Sinke, 175 High- tended the Alliance Picnic at by Mrs. Della Bowman. The
vs. Eve Shaw; Betty Nyland vs.
their market* in the fifth inning.
land ; John Elenbaas, 190 West Jamestown Spring Grove last song service was led by Dr. H.W. lander Hotel was reported in ‘fair’ been in Grand Junction the past Three walks, a couple of errors He graduated from Allegan high Elsie Jalving; Cleo Venhuizen vs.
20th St; Edwin Bredeweg, 483 Thursday evening. The group en- Tenpas, with Marlene Jooetbems condition Monday in Holland Hos- week where he has been attend- and a home run by Dykens con- school in 1931. He is the son of the Kay Miller;Marion Van Lente vs.
at the organ. Frederick Johnson pital where he is being treated for ing Camp meetings.
Gordon St; Kenneth Quist, 52 joyed a wiener roast
late Dr. H. L Thorp and Mrs. Millie Cook; Betty Gamby vs.
tributed to the rally.
East 18th St; Ronald Bos, 194
Edward Elzinga was again able presided and John Klingenbefg fracturedribs and head injuries William Shannon leaves soon
Fogerty
was
tagged
for
seven Thorp and was raised in Cheshire Ruth Whipple.
West 16th St; Earl Welling, 323 to attend services Sunday follow- and John Brink, Sr., conducted received Saturday afternoon at for California where he will visit hits' in losing.
township. His mother now lives in
Third flight — Dorothy KlomChicago.
West 20th St.; Calvin Bosnian, ing his recent illness.Garold Berg- devotions. The Rev. C. Denekas 12:30 in a spectacular -tanker-car for a few weeks in the home of
parens vs. Fran Hamlin; Natali*
route 2; Edwin Raak, route 2; horst has also been confined to spoke words of welcome from the collisonon US-31 five miles south his cousin, Miss Sadie Shannon.
Dr. Thorp received his degree in Miles vs. bye; Jill Slenk vs. VirJoe Okrri struck out 13 batters
Mr. and Mrs. John Flores have
congregation. Rev. and Mrs. Van of Holland.
Glenn Ebels, route 2; Carroll his home for two weeks.
and
held Bowman to two hits as veterinary medicineand his mas- ginia Working; Joane Bade vs.
returned to their home in Chicago
Cnsistory meeting was held at Heukelom responded and the
Seats, route 11; Richard Plagenters in animal pathology from bye; Rose Johnston vs. Helen De
Meyer was driver of a car beadfollowing a month’s vacationin Barber Fords suht out the Bowthe Reformed Church Monday program was followed by
hoef. 225 West 28th
,
Michigan State College. From 1938 Groot; Lorraine Broker vs. bye;
ed west and the tanker, headed
the home of her mother, Mrs man squad 5-0 in the second game. to 1947 he was a member of the
fellowship hour.
There are two from Grand evening.
east was driven by Earl Cook of
Marge Collins vs. Florence JenPaul
Marie
slapped
out
a double
Bertha Plummer. Their two
Howard Lugten underwent Muskegon.
Haven, two from Zeeland, two
In the fourth, and Teusink had a staff of the Penn State department cks; Elly Kuiper vs. bye.
daughters
remained
for
a
longer
major surgery last Saturday at
from Coopersville and one each Demands Examination
Cook, who was driving the big
single in the fifth for the only of animal husbandry.
visit
Holland Hospital
from Grandville, Hudsonville and
During this time he began a reoil rig to Muskegon after unloadMrs. Waldo Phelps returned hits off Okrei.
Two New Nursei Added
Mrs. Ben Ter Haar and chil- ing at Fennville, said the car
Spring Lake.
On Assault Charge
All five Barber hits were search program which resulted in
Friday
evening
from
the
Allegan
dren and Mrs. Marion Kaper and came over the centerline and
From Zeeland are Roger Winparasite
control
procedures
for
singles, but some fancy base
To Local Health Office
GRAND HAVEN (Special) childrenspent last week trailer rammed the front dual wheel just Health Center where she had running turned them into scores. sheep and other livestockand conkels, 38 East Main St., and Henry
been
for
a
few
days
for
observaArthur Smith, 48, arraigned in camping at the Ottawa Beach behind the tractor and bounced
Holstege, 301 Washington Ave.
The Holland office of the Ottawa
Singles went to Yskes, Dekker, ducted extensive experiments 00
Others are Richard Harbeck Circuit Court Tuesday for assault oval The Harold Schipper fami along the entire length of the tion.
Hoeksema,
Otting and Grissea the control of certain diseases of County Health Departmentwill
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alec
Boyle
and
and William Ten Have, Grand with a deadly weapon, demanded ly returnedfrom a month’s stay rig before spinning around and
the newborn, particularly calf soon have a full complement of
Losing pitcher was Hilblnk.
Haven; Gene Stiles and Roger examination, set for Aug. 12 at 2 at the oval
coming to rest on the opposite family spent Saturday in Colddysentery, or “scours”and pneu- nurses, according to Florence VanA regular meeting of the Kami shoulder.The car was headed water where they visited the latVande Kieft, Coopersville;Marvin p.m., and was released on his own
monia.
der Woude, local supervisor.
ter’s
sister,
Miss
Dorothy
MerhRon Rod and Gun Club was held east after the accident
Dewinter, Crandville; Harry Mul- recognizance.
Three Men Charged
In 1947 he accepted a position Mn. Henrietta Stone, a graduder, Hudsonville; LaVern Van
Smith, picked up in Grand last week with Henry Funckes, Meyer has not been questioned ley.
with the National Institutes of ate of Henry Ford Hospital in
Beck, Spring Lake.
Rapids Monday for state police the president, in charge. Plans by Deputy Henry Bouwman, who Mr. and Mn. Fred Clark, son With Moral Offeiief
Health where he had full time Detroit, assumed her new duties
Robert and daughter Joyce of
and brought to Grand Haven, were discussed for further investigated.
responsibilities fpr animal disease as public health nurse here July
Three
men
were
arraigned
in
allegedlythreatened Guy Hitsman, strengthening of the dam in
The impact knocked the en- Allegan,Mr. and Mrs. Russell Municipal Court Saturday and research. In 1948 he was com 16 and is working in Holland area
Three Youths Injured
Jesiek
and
three
chldren
of
Hoiroute 1, Nunica, with a rifle on Rabbit River. Several interesting tire axile and dual wheels off the
Monday on separate charges of missioned a veterinary director, and Georgetown and Jamestown
July 24. The alleged offensa oc- conservation picture* were shown front of the trailer and they came and spent Sunday in flic home
When Car Hits Tree
ranking equally with an army townships. She received her certigross indecensy.
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Nyes,
enand refreshments doted the to rest in a nearby field, just off
curred at the Hitsman home.
colonel,in the U.S. Public Health ficate in public health nursing from
I. Russell Van Koevering, 48,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
It is reported the Hitsmans are meeting.
the shoulder. Cook was able to joying a picnic dinner together. Grand Rapids, waived examina- Service.
Wayne University and previously
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brower bring the rig to a stop some 300 Edwin Ensfieldreturned FriThree Grand Rapids boys are in caring for the Smith children and
He has also been active for sev- W&s employed in Detroit City
tion
and
was
bound
over
to
Cirday from South Haven Hospital
St Mary’s Hospital as the
Smith had gone to __
the Hitsman spent a few days at Indian River feet from point of impact
cuit Court for appearance during eral years as a consultanton Health department and Grand
of an accident at 10:30 p.m. Mon- home to see "his children.An argu- on a vacation trip. They also planDebris from the two vehicles where he recently underwent the October term. Bond of $1000 atomic energy projects relatingto Haven Municipal Hospital.
surgery
on
his
knee.
day in Tallmadge township. A ment followed and Smith went to ned to stop at Petoskey to visit was spread over a wide area and
animal husbandry.
Mrs. Gunhiid Morgan, a gradMr. and Mn. Leon Flemming was furnished Monday.
with their niece, Sirs. Bill Reeves the big weekend volume of traf1946 car driven by 16-year-old his car for the rifle.
At the present time his son and uate of Ravenswood Hospital in
Norman
Overway,
18,
of
78
East
David Werkema received a frac- Smith was arrested for a slmlUr and children who are spending fic was slowed at the scene tor and family of Lake Odessa were
wife are visiting her parents, Mr Chicago, will arrive here Aug. 16
week-end guests of the latter’s Ninth St, and Georg* Kalhom, 68,
tured jaw and fractured right offense May 9, 1949, and was the summer Here.
some time.
and Mrs. Henry Johnson at their to take up her new duties. She has
route
1,
both
demanded
examinaMr. and Mrs. Staal and two The Meyer car ended up 150 parents, Mr. and Mn. Lee Starrknee.
placed on probation for five years
home in Fennville.
worked in Ravenswood Hospital
tion
when
arraigned
Saturday
and
ing
and
other
relatives
here.
His passengers, Don Warner, 18 out of Ottawa Circuit Court on children of Drenthe were Sunday feet from point of Impact Before
in Grand Haven. She will work in
were
released
on
$500
bond
each
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover,
visitors in the home of Mrs. the big oil rig, owned by Re•nd Henry Van Sled, 19, both of Sept 26, 1949.
part of Holland city, and Port
Grand Rapids, also were injured.
Staal’smother, Mn. Joe Dubblnk finers Transport and Terminal daughter Esther^ and Mr. and pending a hearing Tuesday.
Grand Haven to Close
Sheldon, Olive and Blendon townYap
Koevering,
who
lives
at
61
Mrs.
James
Edwards
and
son,
Ron» Warner received multiple
and family.
Corp., came to a stop, the trailer
ships.
lacerations on the collarbone and Dncer Charged
Attending the Camp Geneva swung over on its side and right- nie spent Sunday at Kendallville, Packard S.E., Grand Rapids, City Hall Salurdays
Other local nurses are Dorothy
Ind., visiting In the home of their pleaded guilty April 4, 1960, to a
Bible Conferencethis week from ed Itself.
Van Sled,
fracturedjaw. GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Labots and Nell Westveer.*
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
cousins, Mr. and Mn. Mandril charge of groes indecency in OttaDeputy sheriff Dorr Garter is Harold R. Opperman, 24, of 309 the local Reformed Church are
The 18-ton rig was empty at
wa Circuit Court and was sen- Grand Haven City Council Mon- Thera are three public health
East 11th St, Holland, was charg- Delwin Redder and Harvey Jipcontinuing investigation.
the time. Meyer was headed for Munk.
ed by dty police with failure to ping.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Nye and tenced to six months to five years day night approved closing of the nurses operatingin the Grand
„ 1
yield the right of way as the resons were Sunday dinner guests in SouthernMichigan Priaon at dty hall on Saturday,beginning Haven office under Dr. Ralph Ten
Miss Esther Overbergen, who
Driver lined Ticket
Have, county health director.
Aug 7.
sult of a two-car accident at has been with the Rev. Van
of the latter’ssister and family, JacksoL
Robert Rasmussen, 16, route 8, Ferry and Columbus Sts. at 6:56 Heukelom family since their ar- Delay Examination
This action followed closely
Mr. and Mn. Robert Brechen- The alleged offense occurred
reonriBe, was issued a ticket for Tuesday. Opperman was driv- rival hi Hamilton,expected to reExamination of Russell Van ridge of Saugatuck.Their father, Jan. 8, 1950 and followed a wide- upon a recent approval by the The average refrigerator conlaOurg to yield the right of way ing west on Columbus and the turn to her home in Pella, Iowa, Koevering,48, Grand Rapid!, Gottfried Ekdahl returned with spread investigationby then Pro- Ottawa County Board of Super- tains about 200 pounds of steel
Iffer a car he was driving and a other driver, Donnie Sanders, 34, sometime this week.
secuting Attorney Wendell Miles. visors to close the county court
charged with gross indecency was them for several weeks visit
Pickup truck driven by Frank of 1112 Fulton St, Grand Haven,
Mr. end Mn. Hessel Lampen delayed until Aug. 10 upon w Charles Chapman returned Sat- Van Koeveringhad been released hpuse Saturday.
fcammeraad. 28, of 429 College was going south on Ferry when and the Justin Bultman family motion of Prosecutor James Bui- urday from Lake Louise where from prison and had applied for
It has been the custom of the
"collided at 12th St. and Col. the accident occurred.
are erecting new homes on the sard. The delay was granted by he spent the past week at a readmlttancf to the state bar. The city building to remain open durAMBULANCE SERVICE
ly Monday night
’TownUne” road.
Municipal Court Judge Cornelius Baptist Youth Fellowshipcamp. hearing was scheduled to come up ing the noon hour, and this will
HOLLAND, MtCHWAN
’40 model Rasmuscontinue. On, days when dty bills
The first opera advertisedby
The Rev. end Mrs. William vander Meulen. The examination Mrs. Charles Green, Mrs. In the near future.
jRmodelKam, title on American soli was given in Walvoord of New Jersey, former- was originally set for Tuesday. Gladys Gooding, Mrs. Abner Milare due, the treasurer’soffice 2» lost 9tk
truck was
Charles Town (now Charleston) ly In charge of the local Reform- Van Koevering is free on $1,000 ler. and Mrs. Harry Kel*nsn All elections are important, at will reimin open until 8 pjn. This
©Iberi Vend.
CJu Feb. 1736.
spent Thursday afternoon with least we think so. Did you VOTE? will be a year around schedule.
1 ed pastorate, wet^ visitors in the bond.
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WARM WELCOME TO HOLLAND. Moyoi
Harry Harrington (lift) groott ionkheer and
Mrs. Rono J. Q. H. Rooll of Haamstedo, Tho
Nothorlandsas tha couplo arrived in Holland

A

+ *

*

¥

¥

last week 'on their United States tour to thank

groups for aid during the floods of 1953. Tha
Roells were accompanied by Willard C Wichers
(right), during their stay hero. (Sentinel photo)

¥

Dutch Mayor Says Fight
With Sea is Just Begun
DOLLS AND ANIMALS - Hr*'* an txamplt of lh»
IbbiQi that Jrtp( Summer Playtchooldirtefonhopping
dating tha iour-wk ***«ion that ended Friday. One ol
th» canton holding a doll and ttullod animal xiioir war

LoaglollowSchool. Some o/ tho boat entriee
brought by Debbie Ridenour and Dou? famphuie
/landing) and Undo Van Duron (with panda), Mr*.
Loator Douma and Shoryl Volkoma. (Sentinel photo) .

—

f

VeUerman Loses

Playschool Closes Shop,
One-Hit Contest

ToMain

Auto, 1-0

Case Velderman experipnrpd
what all pitchers fear Friday
night in City Softball League.

Van Daren of 317 Control

From doll shows
Park

Ottawa County

*

— This panda .wo* by far tho largo/1 entry (n the /how and It
almost hides Sti -year -old Linda Van Daren, daughter ol Mr. and Mrs. Don
A BIG ONE

Called Great Success

Aro.

(Sentinelphoto)

to Kollen

outings, Holland's

Summer

Playschool closed shop Friday and

Community Ambassador Vividly

finishedanother four-wdek session

Real Estate

that saw almost 1,500 children enHurling for North End Velderrolled at some time or another.
man allowed just one hit. But that
"We’ve had a big year,” said
hit was key to a Main Auto run.
RecreationDirector Joe Moran
and Velderman’g mates couldn't
Bert J. Gebben & wife to Alvin "And it’s been a huge success.”
score on four hits. So it was Main
Auto 1-0.
J. Bos & wife. Lot 89 Bouws Sub.
Attractive Mrs. Lester Douma,
Bareman Service hurler Joe No. Twp. Holland.
who
directedthe operationsat
Berens also turned in a fine pitchAlvin J. Bos & wife, to John C. LongfellowSchool with Ron Bos,
ing performance,but he won as
agreed.
he shut cut Vandenberg Buick, LaBarge & wife. Lot 89 Bouws
‘They sure keep you going,"
Sub. No. 1 Twp. Holland.
4-0.
she
admitted, as scores of bustlLone score of the second conGuy W. Tibbits & wife to John
ing childrenscampered around
test came in the fourth inning Markell & wife. Pt. Lots 50. 51
her. "I think' 1 they lie awake
when LeRoy Tucker slammed out
Laug’s Plat No. 1 Coopersville. nights trying to think of things
a single to left field. Tucker went
Ivan Cotic to Erwin Rezny Lot to stump us. But it's been fun.”
to second on a fielder's choice,to

Transfers

Describes Bull Figbt in Madrid

ZEELAND
(Special)— Mighty
All America
fiAUCAlia your
jvui Mississippi
miooiaaiyiJ*
--- —
'In
of Manistee were week-end visi- River jDvertta™ and you have a
tor* with relatives in Zeeland. week long emergency and a regu- foy night
They came to attend funeral serlar crop the next year; our emerThe Chix and the Grand Rapids
vices for Mrs. Anna L.- Elenbaas
gency
lasted
for
eight
months
and
Black
Sox slugged it out for more
on Saturday.Mr*. Hartgerink is
crop, are flv, ,o .even
the former Mae Elenbaas and both
Mr. and Mrs. Hartgerinkresided
in Zeeland before their marriage. ^TWa waWonkheer Rene J. Q. H.
Plans are being completed for Roell’s cryptic way of deaerthing
of 11 Inidngs,
the annual Farmers and Commun- the devastation that swept the is- 11 J1
ity picnic to be held Tuesday and land, of Schouwen Duiveiand,
v-tw-ri-nH-in
In th* ..nrino „» iom m*kln* » tremendous comeback,
Wednesday Aug. 17 and 18. The Netherlands,
the spring dt 1953,
however. Trailing 11-3 going into
picnic is sponsored by the Zeeland but that still plagues the country.
the eighth, the Chix scored four
Chamber of Commerce and the "In one night we lost 800 persons
run* in both the eighth and ninth
general committee is Nick Cook on the islands, 1,800 were drowned
frame* to tie the contest and
chairman, Louis Mannes and Mar- in The Netherlands, most of the
send it into extra innings.
vin L. Johnson. Melvin S. Boonstra cattle were killed, our houses
Ron Klamt’s baset-loaded doais chairman of the program com- flooded and the islands submergble was the key blow In the ninth
mittee and he reports progress in ed,” Roell, mayor of Haamstede,
inning rally qnd the Black Sok
'

^
The

b.V K. Don Jacobusse
muffled snort, paws the ground, those plans. Tryouts for these per- said.
Holland’s CommunityAmbassador and charges again, catchingthe former* will be held the .week of
’For a short time we had the
MADRID, Spain — Today my cape in his horns. With a new Aug. 9 and the finals Aug. 17 at attentionof the world. Money and
brother, Fernando, and I are at caj)e the Matador faces the bull, the picnic.
supplies poured in and everything
the famous Madrid Plaza do lifts the sword above his head, The steering committeehas was on an emergency basis."
Toros. Madrid is to bullfighting plunges at the bull, and drives the made arrangements for a ferris But that was more 'than a year
what Holland is to the Dutch sword into it, straight and clean. wheel merry-go-roundand other ago-and by now the floods have
Dance.
After the bull falls the crowd goes rides. The main attraction for almost been forgotten, except by
Wednesday morning will be a the thousands of persons still tryThere, are about 20,000 people wild over the swift, clean, fight.
here today already watching the
They’re standing now, waving tractcr rodeo under the direction ing to make a living on the ravaglarge doors for the entrance of handkerchiefs madly and throwing of Bud Pyle assistedby Richard ed land.
the two "Alfpacillos” Her^ they hats and wine-skins into the ring Machiele, county agricultural "It wasn’t until November that
come, their horses charging to at the Matador as he parades agent.
e could get the breaks in the

^

«

pitcher cooperatedwhen he followed by yielding two straight

walks for another run. Klamt
scored on the tying run on an
outfield fly by Gene Talsma.
Manager Marinus Scheele used
three Chix pitchers in the long
struggle.Marv Warner started
and waa relieved by Jerry Zerrtp
who preceded"Ham” McCullen.
•

.

4-

The program committee has dikes repaired," said Roell. The
beneath the box of the president around. The bull is dragged out
to be .used for meat for the poor secured the Moore Brothers Chet tremendous currents had ripped
and Dale, a fine trampoline team, holes 120 feet deep and 500 yards
of Madrid.
Ernest Hemingway entitlesa who will appear on both the af- wide.
true follow of 'the bullas, an "Afi ternoon and evening program
"You could bring a fleet of In
cionado!” Before long, I think I’ll Wednesday. Aug. 18. This team Missouri class battleshipsthrough
will combine bouncing acrobatic these openihgs," added the mayor.
GRAND HAVEN, (Special)
Haven.
competition, but everyone got a receive the key and now they open be one.
End just couldn't push across a
with hilarious comedy. The team Many of the more than 500 breaks Ruasell E. McClellan, 44, route 1,
Dora DeBey to Robert D. prize— a piece of circus candy.
the doors for the entrance of the
score. Only other North End hits
recently won the nationwide Stars w'ere that size, and required con- Grand Haven, was attemptingto
ScholtenSr. & wif$ Lot 4 Blk
Meanwhile,Bos was out on the Cuadrill.
were singles, one by Bill Zych in B Bosman’s Add. Holland.
of the Future Contest and were structionof first an inner dike to raise enough money to pay a
playground umpiring a fiercelyThe
procession
of
Matadors,
the third and the other by Ted
awarded a trip aroung the world. stop the flow of water before the $100 fine and $5.50 costa rather
James A. Brouwer Co. to Alvin battled softball game. Just a few Bandcillas. Picadores, and Capa- 2 Pitchers
Bos in the sixth.
They are with the Air Force and main dike could be rebuilt.
than serve 25 days in the county
J. Cook l wife Lot 76 Chamber yards away, a few others were tes is parading directlyin front of
Jas Ebels was on the mound for
make their home in Grand Rapids. Land-hungryHolland even has to Jail, Imposed by Municipal Judge
of Commerce Sub. City of Hol- playing table tennis. And inside our seats. They leave now, while
the winners striking out seven land.
Zeeland and Spring Lake have bring rock and slopes by rail from Louis H. OsterhousFriday afterthe gj-m, while the doll and the president waves his white
men.
been selected as the two sites in Germany and Switzerland to fill jn noon on a drunk driving charge
Paul Harris 'Rooks & wife, to animal show was in progress, a handkerchief; a bugle sounds and
Things were tight in the second
McClellan
previously
Ottawa County where extension the dikes.
A.J. Cook Lumber Co. Lot 117, few eager boys were rushing the the first black, charging, bull
contest until the fifth inning when
ZEELAND (Special) — Jason courses will be given by Western Not until the last breach was pleaded not guilty to the charge.
pt 118 Austin Harrington Add. season by playing some basket- emerges from beneath the stands.
singles by Louie Altena and Bob
(Wheel) Ebels and A1 Stephenson Michigan College of Education. closed could pumping operations He was arrestedby officers of
City of Holland.
ball.
Today there are six bulls.
Altena accounted for one Barecombinedto hurl the Zeeland Mer- The courses are offered the first begin. AH this time, for eight the sheriff’sdepartment July 25
Cora
VandeWater
to
Melvin
That’s
the
way
it was for the
man run.
We are sitting in the section chants out of the "B” league soft- three weeks of August and are ofVandeWater& wife Pt. lots 7, 8, two directors and two junior
months, the salt water had cov- on US-31 in Grand Haven Towncalled "Sun and Shade". By the
The lone run primed the pump
ball cellar at Zeeland Legion Field fered especially for the teachers
ship.
blk A City of Holland.
assistants
all
around
the
city— in
ered the formerly fertile land.
and in the seventh Bareman extime the fifth bull is here, we’re Wednesday night with a 3-0, nowho need some more hours of colA charge of furnishing beer to
John L. VanderZwaag to Nelson four school centers.
“It
was
then
that
our
real
work
ploded for three runs behind triin all shade, for it’s about 7:30.
hit victory over Suburban Motors. lege credit to qualify for a certifiIvins & wife Pt. Lots 5, 8 Blk 11
two
minors, to which he ako
At
Washington
there
were
began.”
says
Roell.
ples by Leu Borgman and Ted
The bull ferociously coming at
Five hitless innings by Ebels cate. According to state regulaBarber’sAdd. Spring Lake.
Mrs. Clarence Wagner and Russ us now has enormous, powerful
Every living thing had been pleaded not guilty, was dismissed.
Schreur and a double by Bob Aland two by Stephensonpushed the tions to hire a certified teacher, a
Three persons were arraigned
Allyn W. Barense & wife to Hornbaker.Mr. and Mrs. Carroll
killed by the salt. The land was
tena.
shoulders; he throws them first Motors down into the cellar spot
minimum of six hours of credit is one fourth salt on almost the whole in MunicipalCourt Friday noon
Siebe W. Kuipers & wife Lot 17 Norlin were at Van Raalte while
In the meantime Vandenberg
at one Capote and then at an- vacated by the Merchants.
required and it is not possible to
managed to get only two measly Visscher’s Orchard Sub. City of Russ Welch and Mrs. Barbara other. The three or four Capotes Another Wednesday night shut- hire a non certificate teacher. All island. Grass, trees and bushes on a charge of simple larceny.
Holland.
Aubrey Dale Siewert, 25, and
Arabellas
handled
Lincoln
School
singles—one in the first by Justin
have large, yellow backed rose out was registered by Zutphen, teachers interested in qualifying were gone.
Allyn Westenbroek & wife to activities.
Farmers Immediately began put- Norman Harris Corlew, 23. both of
Vander Zwaag and the other in
colored cupes they flash at the 8-0, in blanking Harlem behind
for a teaching positionare urged
Dr. Thomas G. Huizenga MemMuskegon, each paid $15 fine
All kinds of activities were held bull and when he runs at them,
the sixth by A1 Doreman.
the two hi| pitching of Lloyd to consult the County Education ting gypsum on the soil— a process and $7.30 costs, plus restitution,
orial Hospital Lots 7, 8, 9. 10, 11, —every sport imaginable along
that takes at least five to seven
Schreur had a triple and single
they wave them over his head and Brouwer.
office regarding registration for
and Darwin C. William, 26, Com12 Westenbroek Sub. & pt. Sec. with ceramics and handicraft,
years. In the meantime the fields
in three trips while Lou Altena
behind him so the bull rears about
Thursday night, the Jenison the college work.
24-5-15 City of Zeeland & Twp. batan twirling contests and dressstock Park, was assessed $15 fine,
yield nothing.
and Lou Borgman had two for
and recharges.The bull has chargHolland.'
Zeeland classeswill meet Aug. 2
$12.10 costs and restitution.The
up shows, picnics and peanut ed new about six tmes and again Merchants assured themselvesof
four.
Even
the traditional chickens,
a tie for the "B” league title with to 19, Monday through Thursday
trio was arrested by city police
Peter F. Verplank to Dr. scrambles.
Berens was winning pitcher.
the President waves his white an 11-5 win over Forest Grove. of each week. Courses in geo- which could always be seen scam- alleging they took some seat
Thomas
G.
Huizenga
Memorial
Each
school
put
out
a
mimeoBob Fortney was touched for
handkerchief and the bugle One more victory for Jenison will graphy Techniqueswill meet at 8 pering around a Dutch farm, have
cushions from the Voshel Boat
Hospital Lots 3. 4, 5 Verplank graphed newspaperduring the
eight hits in losing.
sounds.
disappeared. "There’snothing for
give the Merchants the crown.
to
Jl:30 am. and in Political
Livery on Grand River just
Sub. & Lot 123 Roosenraad’s Sub. session— with Lincoln School's
Action tonight pits VFVV and
them to eat,” explains Roell.
Now the saddled Picadores come
In a junior league contest, Zee- Science 12:30 to 4 p.m.
north of the city on or about
sheet rating perhaps the most out. From fear, the horses hug the
Hulst Bros, in a postponed en- Plat No. 1 Zeeland.
And
still
the
terror
of
the
sea
land State Rank-Van Eenenanm
Richard Preston A wife to appropriate. Over there, the kids
July 1L They rented a boat about
counter. Game time is 7 p.m.
side of the ring, but now one is romped over Pikaart-Nykamp,13remains.The dikes are weak in
Ralph N. Taylor & wife Pt. W4 named it "Lincoln Jabber."
8:30 p.m and three cushions.
out toward the center. The hull
many places and so imminent is When they returned the boat at
SE1 SWi 14-9-13 Twp. Chester.
When it was all over Friday, charges at it and gets the long
the danger that round-the-clock 10:30 p.m. they loaded the conDistrict Deputy Named
Arthur G. KnoU & wife to Wil- the directors may have been
watches are maintained.
wooden spear like shaft into him
tents in their car and took off.
liam C. Vandenberg El SEi 12-5- happy for a little rest, but they
about an inch. The guard on the Miss Shirley Kimball
For Michigan by Elks
Admitted to Holland Hospital "A whole network of rescue Two of the cushions were return16 Twp. Park.
certainly could feel a sense of "Vara” the Picador carries, keeps
Thursday were Mrs. Jeanette Hole, equipment is now kept in constant ed and restitutionwas ordered for
Honored at Shower
CHICAGO - William J. Jemick, Henry J. Venhuizen & wife to accomplishment.
it from entering farther.
readiness.” said Roell.
the one not returned.
Harold
A.
Colenbrander
A
wife.
736 Aster Ave. and Mrs. Lester
You just don’t attract that The bull is enraged and strikes
Grand Exalted Ruler of the Bene"We're a long way from Feb. 1,
Morris Brown, 27, Grand
A shower honoring Miss Shirley Wuerfel, route 2, Zeeland.
Lot 4 Blk 4 ProspectPark Add. many kids without a lot of work,
volent and Protective Order of
again and again at the padded
1953, but the fight is a long way
Haven, waived examinationFriHolland.
effort and plenty of "things to horse. But look —he's putting his Ruth Kimball whose marriage to
Elks, today announced appointment
from
being
won,”
he
concluded.
DischargedThursday were Mrs.
day afternoon in MunicipalCourt
CollinsWecber will be an event of
of Fred H. Gilman, as district Ivan Cotic to Erwin Rezny Pt. do.”
head low— and the horse is over
on a charge of larceny from a
Aug. 31, was held Thursday night Charles Rozema. 1055 Lakewood
Sfrll
SWfrll
22-8-16
City
'of
deputy Grand Exalted Ruler for
on its side! Quickly the Capote
dwelling and, unable to furnsh
at the home of Mrs. Ivan Kouw, Blvd.; Charles Bakeman, route 3,
the Michigan West Central Dis- Grand 'Haven.
draws
the
bull
away
to
another
$500 bond, is confined in the
361 I^pe Ave. Assisting the hostClaude E. Barger A wife to Shaip’s 3-Hitter Gives
Dowagiac; Mrs. Eugene Michieltrict.
Picador and again the bull is madess were Mrs. George Ramaker and
Ottawa County jail awaiting arJack C. Zuidema & wife Pt. Lots
The West Central District has
Janior Yanks Tie (or Lead dened by a second jab.
son and baby, 7^0 Aster Ave. ; Mrs.
raignment in Circuit Court Aug
Mrs. Harold Nienhuis.
16, 17 Blk 2 Clubb’s Add. Grand
jurisdictionover Lodges in HolThe president'ssignal corm* Games were played with dupli- Charles Roberts, 49 East 16th St.;
Haven.
-Alexander
Sharp
fanned
10
batland, Grand Haven, Grand Rapids,
again and the picadoreaare reOn Monday, July 26. Brown alcate prizes awarded to Mrs. Her- Miss Kenlyn Rutgers, 162 West 26th
Anna K. Chamberlain to Helen ters and threw a three-hitter
Ionia, Big Rapids, Muskegon, Ludplaced by the Banderillas.One of
legedly took a li horsepower
M. Marshall Pt. Lot IS Blk 1 Thursday night as the Junior
man H. Windemuller, Mrs. Bob St.; Irvin Deur, 555 West 21st St.;
ington, Manistee, TraverseCity,
these slender men is dancing out
Mrs. Howard Stites, 311 Robey PI..
outboard motor, 55 foot electric
Clubb’s Add. Grand Haven.
Windemuller,
Mrs.
Jack
E.
SteYankees clipped the All-Stars,5-2, to the center of the ring, leaving
Cadillac and Petoskey,
extensoncord and a fishing rod
Michael A. Koikes to George in “D" league junior baseball.
gink and Mrs. Dick Windemuller.S.E., Grand Rapids; Donald
Gilman will leave Aug. 6 for
up and down and calling to the
from a garage attached to the
Start & wife Pt. Blk 34 J. Potter
A
decorated umbrella and bou- Tague, 105 East 21st St.; Marinus
The
victory
gave
the
.Yanks
a
now enraged bull.
Chicago to attend a regional condwelling of Mrs. Myrtle Olson in
Hart's Sub. Twp. Spring Lake.
quets of flowers were used as Nyboer, route 4; Mrs. James Heltie for the league lead with the
The bull tears at the Banderilla,
ference of district deputies called
Spring Lake Township.
Gertrude Stroeve Harrington North Side Sluggers at 4-1— that
decorations. A corsage was pre- der, 1399 Forest Ave.
but he jumps aside, and in so doby Jemick to discuss affairs of the
A daughter, Mary Lyn. was bom
Brown is also awaiting trial in
to Eugene Michielsen A wife Lots tie will be broken Wednesday
sented to the bride-electand her
ing places two long darts in the
order and activities for the coming
at the hospital today to Mr. and
Municipal Court on a charge of
mother, Mrs. C. Kimball.
80, 81 Chamber of Commerce Sub. when the two teams battle.
bulls back. It takes a great speed,
year. Gilman is a Past Exalted
assault and battery, placed
Invited were the Mesdames Mrs. George Klein, 135 West 24th
City of Holland.
It was Sharp’s third wiri of the accuracy, and agHty to place the
Ruler of the PetoskeyLodge and
against him by city police upon
Harry Schweitzer A wife to campaign and he was backed up two-foot long colored darts in the George Weeber, Clara Winderaul- St.
a past district vice president of the
complaint of Peter DeCook,
Blanche Blanchard Reich Pt. WJ by the two-hit performances of
ler, B. G. Stegink, Dick Kooienga.
Michigan Elks Association.
bull’s back. They must place the
which allegedlytook place at the
Ei SEi SWi NWi 28-8-16 City Jerry Rice and Don Overway.
darts so that they stay and our
Hortiu
latter's home at 101 Franklin St
of Grand Haven.
Carl De Jonge was tagged with Bandelllra has done a good job.
Investigationwas by deputy
Jerry Wiarda to Peter DePen- the loss for the Stars.
Arrest of Wyoming Park
ler, Henry Windemuller, Robert At Shower tor Niece
Again and again the bull charges,
sheriffs James Brooke and Al
der A wf. Pt. Lot 28 Laug’s Plat
The victory gave the Yanks a and the banderilla has placed five Windemuller, Jack Stegink, RoCoo Solves Local Breakin No, 2 Coopersville.
Hilbrand.
Mrs. Albert Barveld was hostess
bert Mledema, Roger Kooinga, Les
tie for the league lead with the
out of six darts. The crowd wildly
James Spruit A wife to John North Side Sluggers at 4-1— that
Lemson,
Robert
Rhoda,
Odell De at a shower Thursday evening in
cheers our gay little Banderilla.
Two youths, one 14 and the Franzburg Pt. NW i 33-545 Twp.
the Misses Lillian
tie will be broken Wednesday But the roar is stopped short as Jonge and
Driver Issued Ticket
t , c-:
------ honor her niece, Miss Lois Jane
other 16-years-oId,have been turnHolland.
when the two teams battle.
Isla Stegink, Donna Kooih^,nrr,m u,.
at the president’ssign, brings an- Weeber,
ed over to Kent County Juvenile
enea. JuHv Knnipnan Wmrio. Meyer, who w ill become the bride
Followinf Collision
It was Sharp’s third win of the
enga, Judy Kooienga, Beth Windeother step in motion— the MataAuthoritiesafter being arrested in
of Roger Essenburg Aug. 20. The
muller and Norma Lee Kouw.
Campaign
and
he
was
backed
up
dor strides into the ring. All of
Indianapolis,Ind., in a stolen car. Barbara ranis Feted
affair was held at the Barveld
Two late model cars were damby the two-hit performances of the men are dressed similarly In
The pair, both of whom have
home, 250 East 15th St
Miss Myro Kemme
aged when they collidedon River
Jerry Rice and Don Overway. Carl
At
Luncheon
at
brightly colored, sparkling, emprevious juvenile records, were
The engagement of Miss Myra Ave, just north of Eighth St,’
Assisting the hostess were the
De Jonge was tagged with the loss broidered suits. All have pink
residentsbf Wyoming Park.
Misses Elaine, Lucille and Janice Kemme and Pvt. Raymond Tiethof shortly after 1 p.m. Friday.
Mm. R. A. Boersma and Mrs.
for the Stars. *
hose to the knees, knee length
They admitted numerous thefts H. Kolb entertained at a luncheon The standings:
Barveld. Garnet were played and has been announced by her parinvolved were cars driven by
skin tight trousers.And short
(From Saturday’s Sentinel) ___
____
_
___
____
____ ents. Mr. and Mrs. Matt Kemme Rufus Jam6s Schult, 67, Ester*
including breaking into SneUers and personal shower for Miss Barduplicate
prize*
awarded. The
L Pqt jackets. The Matador walks to the
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rybar- bride-electopened the gifts under of 35 East 20th St. Pvt Tiethof, Lee, Fla., and Alyda KarstenT
Hardware on M-21 between Hol- bara Tanis at . Macatawa Bay North Side Sluggers
4 1 .800 box of his sweetheart now', and czyk and son Michael recently en
a decorated aprinkling can with who is stationed at Camp Chaffee, '44. ’of 185 Cambridge Rd. Boti>
land and Zeeland where they stole Yacht Club Wednesday.There
Junior Yankees
4 1 .800 hands her his round black hat and joyed a trip to places of Interest streamers,
/four hunting knives and several were 28 guests present.
Ark., is the son of tyr. and Mrs. cars were southbound on Rivet'
All-Stars
1 3 .250 strollsto the center of the ring
in the East including Niagara
paint brushes.
Guests included the Mesdames Carl Tiethof of Hudsonville.
Ave. when the Schult vAidJ
_____ _
Miss Tanis will be married Aug. Midgets
0 4 *.000 with red tape and sword.
Falls and Washington,D. C. They Lambert Gebben, Duke Gebben,
They also took .a license off a 28 in Hope Church to Jack
crashed into the rear of Mrs.*
Three and four times the bull also visitedin Connecticut at the Herman Gebben, Albert Gebben,
Vavctnn’c Ml*
car on Fred’s Car Lot east of Glupket.
Army tent jeamp sites to accom- charges the Matador's cape and home of their uncle and aunt, Mr. John Gebben, Harvey Gebben! The beautiful gothic chapel of Karsten’s car.
Trinity
College
at
Hartford,
Conn.,
Holland, and admitted car thefts
Damage was estimated at
The bride-electis the daughter modate 180,000 soldiers now are
each time gets closer to the Mata- and Mrs. Malcolm Rogers, former Jerald Gebben, Gertrude Gebben, la noted for its architecture, its
throughout the sfete.
to the ’51 model Schult car
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Tanis, available to provide a low cost
dor. As he skins the Matador the
South Shore Dr. Her fiance is the and expeditiousmeans for housing crowd screams in one accord “O- residents of Zeeland. Mr. Rogers Loren Cook, Chester Vander stained glass window,, amd an un- to Mn. Kanten', '54 .model
served as superintendentof the Molen, Dick Van Wingeren, RoNebraska has about ibtu mil- son af Mrs. G. J. Glupker and the
soldiers during periods of emer- lay” for each charge of the bull local school for son)}
____
______ _ Junior
__
lion head of cattle.
bert Miedema.
Terpstra collegelife, church
late G. J. Glupker.
gency.
Then the bull gives a long, low Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hartgerink and William Meyer.
Douma of the bull-fight.
third on a sacrifice and scored on 14 Eastgate Add. Grand Haven.
They’re dressed all In black, but
was
in
the
midst
of
running
a
an infield out. That was it
'f William J. McGregor & wife, to doll and stuffed animal show that for large white collars, and a red
Velderman banged out a single Arthur C. Kieft & wife. Lots 52.
drew almost 50 entries of all and yellow plume in their hats.
in the fourth and George Moomev
53 Pinehurst Add. City of Grand kinds and descriptions.There was After saluting the president,they
followed it right up but North
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Sunday School

Rites Scheduled

Lesson

For

Thomas White

Many August Vacatione

Runnemp Feels

Arrive at Local Resorts

Sting of

Sharp

influx of August vacationers Eckers lost to Louise Veech and
has given added impetus to resort Al Winston in mixed doubles.
The play *class Nature Museum
activity in Holland area.
now boasts two gophers, living in
Beach and water sports still the museum’s far cage. In connecVFW carved another ngteh in a
head the list of popular activities, tion with the museum, the children
City League reputation that says
although resort spots offer a wide also have a reptile pit, where
"Watch Out” Tuesday night.
variety of features,from dramatic various frogs, toads and turtles
native
to
the
area
are
on
exhibit
Although not consistentenough
productions and pageants to dances

An

August 8 1954
CheeciBg the Beet

I

6:25-33; Phlippians 1:9-11 4:8
By Heary Oeerttagt
In the previous lessons we have

been studying the principleof
Christian growth and how it is
promoted. We saw it was enlarged by Bible study, which
brought to us the necessary food
Tk« fl«M
H*Um4 Ctty N«w»
PublishedEvery Thurs- for our spirituallife. It was proday by the »• a tin* moted by prayer and meditation,
PrintingCo. Offlc* 84-M
West Bthth Street Hol- w'hich brought us into the presence of God. We saw, too, that
land, Michigan.
Entered ts second class nutter ikt worship and fellowshipare necetdie post office ai Holland, Mich., ary elements in the growth and
tnder the Act of Congress March I.
developmentof the Christian life.
1879.
They develop both the Godward
w. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher and manward aides of our being.
Today our lesson is about choosTelephone— News Items SIM
Advertisingand Subscriptions 3191 ing the best. This brings us out

Funeral services will be held
Friday afternoonfor Thomas W.
White, 63, of 211 West Ninth St.
Mr. White died unexpectedlyof
a heart attack Tuesday afternoon
In Bob’s Sport Shop.
Rites will be held at 2 p.m.
Friday at Nibbelink-Notierfuneral Chapel, the Rev. Jacob Print and
officiating. Burial will be at Pi}

'

Hitting Attack

to lead at thl* time, the Vetf

reptile collections.

Lakeshore

have

toppled air the better teams at

Activities for guests at Lakegrim Home Cemetery. Friends
Maple Shade Resort
one time or another. Tuesday night
may meet the family at the furi- The beach is still the favorite shore Cabins have .revolvedarodrid
it was nmnerup Main Auto 8-4.
the
waterfront
and
at
the
dock
eral chapel Thursday from 7 to spot of vacationers at Maple Shade
In a minor upset North Holland
9 p.m.
Resort at Port Sheldon. Shuffle- where everything from row boat

P*}

I

Mr. White, bom in Chicago to board and tether tennis are in full rides to cruises on the “Duchess” dropped Moose 3-1 in the second «
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin J. swing, with the large number of are going on every day. '
contest
Patti Sligh is running the water
White, came to Holland as
children here this week. Men at
As usual, the Vets win was a
ski
school
for
the
third
year
with
young man and „ established theiresorthave taken advantage of
White's Market in 1913. He opera- the perch run with reports of good many former pupils coming back matter of power at the plate. Of
for more. Water sld exhibitionsare their eight hits, three were round
ted the market until 12 years catches.
ago when he retired because of
Newly-arrivedguests are Mr. almost an every day occurrance trippers and one a double. And
ill health. and Mrs. Henry Larsen and Den- with skiers practicingfor the com the homers all went to different
The publishershall not be liable to the large world of varied forces
He was a member of Third Re- nis, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Fanlon and Ing Midwest and National tourna- batters.
for any error or error* In prlntlnn and interests thst impinge upon
John Welters chalked up the
formed Church, Unity Lodge, 191, Karen, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Tuuk, ments. Anne Osier dl Grand Rapsny advertising unless a proof of our souls.
first one in the third after Bill
F and AM, Holland Elks Club and Linda and Jimmy; Mr. and Mrs. ids is assistant this year.
»uch advertisementshall nave been
Ope does not have to be
obtainedby advertiser and returned
Entering the tournaments from Franks had doubled with a man
Fraternal Qrder of Eagles.
J. Terwiel, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
by him in time for corrections with particularly wise person to see
Survivors
include
the
wife, Poat, Myra and Jeff, all of the group will be David VerSluis, on base. Then Hoffman singled to
luch errors or correctionsnoted the tremendous effects that men’s
Nellie; one daughter,Mrs. WilMary Gronberg, Sandy Swaney, score Franks, lajer scoring himplainly thereon; and In such case If
Chicago.
self on a wild pitch. Here Welters
my error so noted Is not corrected, choices have upon themselves and
liam Buis of Holland,and three
Staying on for another week are Marguerite Williams and .Dick
publishersliabilityshall not exceed society at large. The miseries thst
MRS. WILLIAM ARNOLD, wl/e of (he eommtndlnq officer of Dolled Stefee
grandchildren.
Sligh. The whole group has put on slammed No. 1.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Don
HOlwerda,
such a proportion of the entire space we see all around us w ere caused
forces Is AuHrlo. Is shewn with (he Papal Lady Modal, highest award thorn
Main Auto, who had picked up
occupied by the error bears to the
Linda, Donnie and Jimmie from shows at the Lowell Showboat,
by the Holy Fatbor to a
(Seatfoolphoto)
whole space occupiedby such adver- by the choices that men made
Metropolitan Beach and Manistee a pair of runs in the second ort a
Chicago;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
And likewise the good and
tisement.
Carpenter, Betsy, David and Last weekend was “Canadian single by Leroy Tucker and a
amelioratingforces that we see
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
Johnny, Indianapolis; O. K. Car- Holiday” at Lakeshore. GueAts sacrificehit, picked up another in
the fifth, mainly on Gene Gort’s
One year, 33.00; six months, gv.uo; at work are the resultsof choices
(From Wednesday's Sentinel) penter of Dayton, Ohio, and Mr. were there from Wallaceburg single to left field.
three months. 31.00; single copy 10c. made by others. This function of
Windsor,
London
and
Toronto.
Subscriptions payable In advance and choosing makes or joy or s arrow,
Miss Eleanor Casper, of Auburn, and Mrs. Dale Cordray, Bruce and
VFW homer No. 2 was lifted
Returningfor the 15th consecu.will be promptly discontinuedIf not
N.Y., student at Hope College, James from Cuyahoga Falls.
for
life
or
dc-atb
out of Vtn Tongeren Field by
.renewed.
tive
vacation
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
The Walter Domg family, Barfurnished music at Second ReThis power of free will or
. Subscriberswill confer a favor by
Vccn Vande Water in the fifth.
reporting promptly any Irregularity choice is the glory of God s creatformed church Sunday. She sang bara, Nancy, Keith and Gardner, Ed Dorsky and Betty Ann of McA single by Ernie Prince gave
Kees
Rock, Pa.
In dellvary.Write or Phone 319L
and
Mrs.
Dorng’s
mother.
Mrs.
•The Twenty-Third Psalm "Mai
ed rational beings. It prevents
the Autos another run in the sixth
'
Shuffleboard
and
fishing
conlotte,”"In Heavenly Love Abid- Agnes Larsen of Chicago, are
them from being automatons or
It doesn’t take long when talkinning.
spending the balance of the sum- tinue to be popular pasttimes at
COLONIALISM IS OBSOLETE
ing,” Thompson and "Like As
as an animal ruled by an inexorHank Prince singled to get on
ing to Mrs. William Arnold, MacaLakeshore.
Father” Scott. Miss Jane Vande mer at the resort.
* What has happened in Indo- able
instinct. It
moie dwuhcu
i*. is by also
» A/f §
base in the sixth, paving the wfcy
tawa resorter for the past 20 Velde was accompanist.
china, and what it about to happen
for Walt Wlodarczykto come
Wall kazoo Inn
Zeeland people participated
years, to see why her husband, if
through with No. 3. Final run was
in French North Africa, shows
Waukazoo Inn Manager S. E.
from all regenerating
„
he’s at all like her, should be a the works of the World Home
scored on an error after Franks
lonce and for all that colonialism and descend into all kinds of sin Admitted to Holland Hospital
Bible League Sunday by meeting Paulus is lining up Holland talent,
walked.
lieutenant general in the Army
is obsoletein the modem world.
at the Glenn Methodist church as well as that in the resort, to
against God and his fellows. And Tuesday were Mrs. Charles RozAl Kraai hurled a five hitter in
and
commanding general of for distributionof Bibles in Bible- make the Legend of Waukazoo
— For, basically,Communism did by the exercise of choice in the Ltn,[ 1055 Lakewood Blvd.; Donwinning for Vets. Jason Ebels was
Pageant
cast.
Anyone
interested
United States forces in Austria. less homes.
Plans
taggel for eight in losing.
Tnot drive the French out of the right direction
ed.eH'’*J aid Oosterbaan.276 Washington
The fast smile and the equally At the Sunday School session at can contact Paulus at the Inn. The
North Holland almost had a
Indochinadelta. It was colonialand^come 'new^crea- 1 Ave.; Martha Wilkinson. 52 west fast answers indicate a woman Faith Reofrmed church Sunday, pageant will be produced by Vicshoutout as Moose went scoreless
ism that did it; Communism, as
tor Griffin of Springfield,HI., naturea in Christ The power or pri- 2™ St.; Mrs. George Boerigter,
until the top of the seventh when
usual, merely took advantage of
who understands her role as the Mrs.*Derk Dykstra. retired mis- tionally-known producer of Indian
Fishing
sionary to Arabia, gave an adan infielderror put Harv Visser
a situation that had been developwife
of
a
man
holding
one
of
the
great and a dangerou* gift. ^1* Eighth St., Mrs. Dena
dress. • She has been missionary pageants.
on base and in position to score on
ing for years, even decades.
Get out those casting rods.
In choosing the best Christ I Schrotenboer,route 6; Beatrice most important positions in of the Reformed Church is John > and Crys Mitchell have
Red Hulst's single.
* In North Africa today, the indi*
i
bamboo
poles,
tree
branches
s
or
made such a hit with their square
tells us what our first choice Johnson, 87 Aniline An e
Europe today.
Arabia for 45 years.
The Hollandershad scattered
; cations are that the French govSould be. It is the kingdom of I Discharged Tuesday were Mrs.
Although General Arnold was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jay
Janssen, dancing and folk dancing that they what have you, kids— you'll be runs in three innings.In the sec. emment will anticipate the Comunable to take the ar « lal outing, North State St., are the parents have been asked to come back able to use them about 10 days ond Vem Hop walked and scored
a^d ba^*
munists and will give the self- God and his righteousness. When
Vib I nrd sxid this He was on the 2, Hamilton;Mrs. Kenneth Helder Mrs. Arnold snatcheda few days of a son, Charles Albert, born at again tonight They not only teach from now.
after Elmer Veldheer and Jun Hop
government to the colonialsthere
That’s the time — Saturday,
!wth««ide of the crosa* He was
baby, 744 Ottawa Beach Rd.; to fly back for a brief respite Zeeland Hospital Tuesday, July a variety of dances, but give a
singled.
that they are clamoring for. If not.
Aug.
14,
to
be
exact—
when
the
magnificent floor show. Many folks
mMJctaff to HU owiMp«ople in John Van
573 Elmd.1, from a host of duties.
27.
Cal Bosman and Vem Hop
; it seems sung that the French will
ulcTundtr- Court; Mm. Milan Van Order and
And what duties they are. She
Women of the Women's Mis- outsideof the resort are coming to HoUand Fsh and Game Club and singled in the third accounting
eventually be driven eut.
the Holland Recreation Departa «U " tte people baby rome 3 Hamilton: Mr,. practically has a 'second front' sionary Society and the "shut- tonight’sparty.
for another run. while Jun and
t The story has been the same for
all to her own. While stationed ins” of the Second Reformed
Holland’s sharp young fisher- ment are throwing that big "fish- Bob Hop and Gerald Riemersma
Britain.Winston Churchill prop£ I
WUson and baby, In Turkey for three years, and church are invited to the parson- man, Peter Veen, who is bell hop- ing party” out at Kollen Park.
combined singlesfor the final run
tested toward the end of the war
Technically, it’s known as the
In his dav Joshua made the same 818 136th Ave., Mrs. C. Boms, 175 now in Austria, Mrs. Arnold gets age Thursday afternoon. Aug. ping at the Inn. is acting as unoffiin the fourth frame.
that he was unwilling to preside
plea* at* heJ dole Hr. SI Still Eut Eighth St,
H.nrietta hundreds of letters from persons 5. at 2:30 for a time of social cial fishingguide to guests. One of Better Fishing, Inc., Fishing
Glen Ebels won with a six-hitter
pver the dissolution of his
Rodeo—
but
from
the
number
later Eliiah made thia plea to a I Boeve, 353 Central Ave.
seeking her help for everything fellowship. Picturesof the re- his “pupils.” Joe Sternberg of St.
while George Goshom hurled a
Majesty’s empire. But Churchill is
participating,
Holland
children
Deoole who had gone off into Hospital births include a son. from Salzburgfestivaltickets to cent trip of Rev. and Mrs. Eng- Louis, caught a prize winning pike
seven-hitterto lose for Moose.
; as powerlessagainst the irresistregard it as a party.
FJJHL ». . matter of fact this Kevin Lee, bom Tuesday to Mr. winter clothes for poor children. lund will be shown. Mrs. Englund Tuesday morning.
. ible drift as anybody else. Today
p?ee^hat ha. 'to he made to and Mm. Alvin Vander Kolk. 1841
So capably did the attractive has served as prsident of this The Morris Messicks of Dayton. Better Fishing, Inc., is the
colonialismis dead in India, to say
eliy generation that ii bom into River Ave, a daughter. Cn.U woman handle them, that just organizationfor the past few Ohio, have come to Blue Heron national organization in Chicago
nothing of other British colonies;
prior to leaving Turkey last year years.
cottage for August. The Dr. Phil that has set up the rodeos in
Rnd where it isn't dead, it is dying.
Noin”r
I
,orXr(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
one of the high ponts in her life
Champions are now in Laughing more than 500 cities and throws
* So recent as the early yean of
The Rev. A. J. Rus of Grand
was reached.
Squirrel. The Champions always in the two grand prizes— bekutiful
Goodman Family Reunion add fine athletic touch to the cot- rod and reel sets for the boy and Rapids was guest Minister at the
' the present century colonialism
By direct order of Pope Pious
was almost a religionin Britain.
Sunday morning service. The Rev.
XH. Mrs. Arnold was made a Held at Kollen Fork
tage list. The whole family plays girl catching the heaviest fish.
* Kipling was the high priest of that
In Holland, it’s the second an- H. J. Kuizema of Oakland was in
W'U I[today to Mr. and Mrs.
Papal Lady— the hghest award
tournament tennis and are tops
religion, with his injunction to
i i
The anual reunion of the Fran- among the water skiers. Mrs. nual affair this year. Last sum- charge of the evening service.
the Holy Father gives to a woman
Accepting Christ as our per- dark, 213 West 10th St.
"take up the white man's burden.”
'mer,
more
than
300
boys
and
ds
Goodman
family
was
held
SunThe
Holland-Zeeland
Young
CalAlthough she served as presiChampion Is the "family trainer”
sonal Savior is our first and
.
; The theory was that London had
girls under 17 showed up for the vinist League sponsored a Hymn
dent of the Women’s Club in day at Kollen Park. The event for her husband and three boys.
But a%we continue to live I BonWHUm Reunion Held
^a duty to govern the “lesser choice.
honored
the
memory
of
Francis
Turkey,
an
organization
of
160
the Christianlife, we will find I - A...
i
The J. M. Rodgers entertaineda event despite a rainy afternoon. Sing Sunday evening at 9 p.m.
breeds"— for their own good. That
thst we have many other choice* ilf UVeTUel UTOVe
wives of military personnel, and Goodman of Burnips, Allegan party of nine with a special London Time of the rodeo this year will at the Zeeland City park. Robert
' whole theory has been exploded as
Van Ess was director.
the usual round of diplo- County, a former state represent- Grill dinner at the Inn last Wed- be from 2 to 4 p.m..
a theory, and it will soon be com- to
and The annual Frederic Bouwman fulfilled
General chairman of the rodeo
Relatives and friends from this
matic and military luncheons and ative.
nesday night.
pletelyobsolete as a fact.
There were 37 descendants predinners.Mrs. Arnold is faced
Among new arrivals at the Inn is Recreation Director Joe Moran. vicinityattendedthe funeral ser, In these days when the Reds are
with a much bigger challenge in sent consisting of four genera- are Rob Griffin of Detroit; Virginia At present, he is busy rounding vices for Peter Driesinga at the
harping on “American imperialtions. Two of the three living and Estelle Shepherd of Chicago; up local prizes from various Bovver Church Wednesday afterAustria.
Tte world itielt Mll aiw.yi
ism,” it is reassuring to remember
Austria suffered much in the members of the first generation Mr. and Mrs. Marion Boisin of Ann merchants which will be given in noon. He is survived by his wife,
; thst we ss a people took the lead
past war, and was little more were present. They are Mrs. Mar- Arbor; Mrs. Daniel Upthegroveof four other divisions beeides the the former Gertude Smith of this
-in' the battle against colonialism.
Place and eight children at home.
than a pawn in postwar politics. garet Markham of Holland and St. Louis; Mrs. Lula Herndon of grand prize:
At the very moment when Kipling
1. Second heaviest fish caught
Mr. and Mrs. George Vanden
American prestige was rising, but Mrs. Savilla Brower of AUegaa Dallas; Mrs. Charles Mockridgeof
wss preaching the doctrine of the
M^hefam^"? ofTh, worM
Verna when General Arnold took over Mrs. Catherine Rash of Bradley St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs. Dean by boy and girl.
Bosch and Mr. and Mrs. Johannes
••white man’s burden,”we were
2. Third heaviest fish caught Schant enjoyed a trip to the Nianothin Christ Menken, Danny Bouwman, Carla, last spring things really took a was unable to attend.
Knappenberger of
Veldhuis, Ken Hoek, Jim Bouwsetting Cuba free and were giving We owe the
Of
the
fourth
generation
there
by
boy and girl.
gara Falls recently.
4
turn for the better.
has redeemed us from it and in
Dl.;‘ Mrs. George HeathcoteHills
needs are provided I man. Mary_Kolenbrander.Ronnie
- assurances to the Filipinos that our
3. Youngest boy and girl reDale 'Bussie arrived home to
strict disciplinarian
who were two present,Wanda Van of Cincinnati; Mrs. Pearle Foresoccupation of those islands Was
spend his vacation with his parhates red tape, General Arnold Slooten of Dorr and Duane Hall of ter, Springfield, Dl.; Mr. and Mrs. gistering a fish.
son, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bouwman,
temporary. And later we made
took personal charge of conv Grand Prairie, Tex. Relatives H. C. Lorenzen of Indianapolis; 4. First fish registered of any ents, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Bussis
thought for our lives He Is not
good on that promise. We have telling us to be careless, Irrespon- Mrs. Lizzie Brink and Henry plaints from civilians, urged came from Reed City, Le Roy,
species.
and family.
Byron Center, Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Folger and A change is procedure this year The annual church picnic will be
made our share of mistakes, but sible or indifferentas to our Bouwman.
troops to dress in civilianclothes
family, Fort Thomas, Ky.; the C.
present was
the Red charges of “American everydaylives that would be con- old”t_
when possible, anj) eliminated all Dorr, Hopkins,Monterey, Otsego, A. Long family of Dearborn; Mr. is the awarding of prizes in the held tonight at the conference
"first” categories to the persons grounds. Supper is at 6 p.m..
imperialism" are obviously ridicu- truy to the direct teaching of the Joaeph Bouwman, 78, and the the braggadociaoof an "occupa- Allegan, Burnips, Holland. Kalaand Mrs. F. W. Holthouse of Louismazoo, Erie and Grand Prairie,
that register the fish first. Last
' lous in the face of the sober hisThe Allendale Christian school
We are to live and youngeit was six - week - old tion’ army.
ville; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lowentorical facts.
year, officials had trouble a few Board will meet tonight at 8 p.m.
Things went so well that even Tex.
thal of Toledo, Ohio, and Lucille
times in determiningwhose fish in tlje school.
A picnic dinner was sowed at 1
In general colonialism is not
depend4
the hostile Austrian press has
Howard of St. Louis.
p.m.
At
the
business
meeting
the
was caught first.
dead, but it is dying. Some governMrs. Albert Kuyers is spending
„t upon ua. That i. a
and
swung around to backing Arn
secretary
following officers were re-elected:
All those participatingmust be a week with her children, Mr.
ments, like that of the Netherlands,
old’s efforts. Recent quick action
Doust
Resort
Mrs. Markham of 137 East Ninth
under 17 the day of the rodeo and Mrs. John Mast and family in
are enlightened enough to act in
in aiding during the Alpine floods
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Brisbois and
St., president; Francis Goodman,
were presen,
and those under 10 must be ac- Zeeland.
iime, as the Dutch did in the East
is
expected
to
help
relations
even
calls to
Grand Rapids, vice president;Mrs. two children of Detroit are vaca- companied by someone 18^ years
treasurers.
are (Grand Rapids. Port Huron.
The special monthly mission ofIndies. Some others wait until, like
more.
regard to
Carroll Van Order. Kalamazoo, tioning for two weeks in cottage or older.
not to lay up treas- 1 mont, Kalamazoo. Battle Creek,
the French in Indochina, they are
fering will be received next SunAnd all this time, quietly workSea Gull” at Doust resort at
Entries should be made at Main day.
blasted out.
“r^ndthn l earth These are Plainwell. Martin. Saugatuck, ing in the background,Mrs. Arn- secretary and treuurer.
After the meeting ice cream Ottawa Beach. They have enter- Auto Supply, Superior Sports
Mr. and Mrs. Renold Koop spent
Eventually Russia will have to perishable and temporal. We will Zeeland, Overisel and Holland.
old does the thousand and . one
was served. Next year's reunion tained Mrs. Brisbois’parents, the Store or Bob’s Sport Shop. Each Sunday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
face this fact. It is unthinkable leave them all behind when
things that fall to her. When
will again be held at Kollen Park. M. F. Mangrams of Grand Rapids, contestant must furnish the Donald Vonk and family in Hudthat the satellite countries,which leave this world. Our Lor^ South Blendon Clinchei
queried about how it feels to be
Mrs. Markham has been a resi several times since their arrival. equpment and bait. Further rules sonville.
are modem colonies,will be conthe wife of a man with such
The George Davisons and Arthur
dent
of Holland lor 50 years.
are available at the three places
The large number of Spanish
tent to remain colonies.What do "
proven,
To Uy "pi Ti* for ‘A’ L*.*u« Title
responsibility, Mrs. Arnold is
Davisons of Champaign, Dl., vacataking entries.
American and Texas laborershave f
you think? Write us 300 words.
quick to reply that "I have a retioning in cottage “Hacienda,” had
Refreshments donated by local arrived in this vicinity to hanest
boo? of° Preverh*
ZEELAND (Special!
South sponsibilityof my own.
Bridal Shower Honors
as their guests the Clifford Coads
concerns and individuals will be the pickle Crop. Serviceswere
the improvident. But he Blendon’s crack softball team
She certainly does. Austria
Dick Vander Molens
and
daughter
from
Champaign.
served to participants.Members held at 2:30 Suhday in the South
not to pile up earthly assured itself of at least a tie for looms now as one of the strong- Miss Marilyn De Vries
Weekend guests in "Homestead” df the police department will be
Olive Christian Reformed Church
1
richeTke
is
telling
us
that
there
the
Zeeland
’’A’’
league
title
Entertain at Cottage
est outpostsof the free world
Miss Marilyn De Vries, who cottage were Mr. and Mrs. Wayne on hand to handle first aid.
in the Spanish Language.
olhJ kinds of riches.There Monday night as ace Lum Veld- America has poured almost $40
Weatherford of Champaign, Dl.
Other committees for the event
Mrs. Rita Schaible and Debbie
Mr. and Mrs. Gelmar Van
heavenly riches which are man pitched a two-hit, 2-0 victory million into the countrj? and it will be marric'd SepL 19 to William De Vries, was guest of honor Mr. Weatherfordreturned to
Sue, Mrs. Shirley Thomson and eternal and indestructible. We are over Suburban Motors,
Noord and sons and Mr. and Mrs.
has brought results.
at a bridal shower last Thurs- Champaign Monday and Mrs. < Executives — Neal and Walter George Dekkcr of Zeeland spent
Donna, George Schaible end Jerry, not compelled to do the one or
Saturday night. South Blendon
Large military encampments
Mr. and Mrs, Lee Smith. Paul. the other. We are to mike our clipped Hudsonville Produce, 5-2, stand in Salzburgand Linz, min day night The party was given Weatherfordand son, Larry, will De Waard. Hine Vander Heuvel, Thursday evening at the home of
by her aunt, Mrs. Cecil Bekius, remain with the Davisons in Nel Bergen.
David, Sally and Mark, and Jerry own decision in the light of the as the Grand Rapids Cardinals utes away from Russian troops.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerhen Kuyers and
288
East 11th St.
"Hacienda” for another week.
Peers, all of Ann Arbor, and Miss truth which our Lord has given. defeatedthe Grand Rapids RedAssuming responsibilityfor Games were played and dupli- The Perry Springers and two ' Rules and Regulations — Judg- family.
ing— Neal De Waard, Cornelius
Mary Cook of Holland spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Egbert Ten
In living out the Christian life, wings in a girls contest that pitted American forces in this strategic
last two weeks at a cottage at we have the choice which the the bottom teams in the league. area is General Arnold. At his cate prizes awarded to Mra. Mel sons were guests in "Homestead” Stroop, George Vrieling.
Broeke and family spent Sunday
Prizes and Fishing Facilities— evening at the home of Mr. and
Chippewa resort as guests of Mr. apostle Paul placed before the
North Hudsonville upset Grand- side, handling her different but vin Tubergan, Mrs. Catheryn over the weekend.
and Mrs. Dick Vander Molen.
Mrs. Ben Kuyers in North Blenville,
KM, Friday night in a ”B" equal tasks, is Papal Lady "Lib” Mouw and Mra. John Fairbrother' Maurice Springer, who has been Hlne Vander Heuvel.
Galatians. Thst Is of living acInvited were the Mesdames vacationing at Doust Resort for the
Refreshment*—"Shud” Althuis. don.
Among (he day visitors were cording to the flesh or the Spirit league game, while Holland VFW Arnold.
Tom De Vries, Joe De Vries, Wal past month, has returned to his
. .Mrs. Agnes Voo and Cheryl, Grand
Publicity— Joe Rhea.
The Young People attended the
They were seeking to live under used three pitchers,but still
ter De Vries, Catheryrt Mouw, home in Grand Rapids.
• Rapids; Mis. William Boes, Mar- the Law and not under the Spirit. dropped a 5-4 decision to Zeeland
Photography—John Emmick.
Alliance picnic on Thursday eveJohn Fairbrother, Melvin Tubercia, Billie and Betty of Zeeland;
ning at the Jamestown grove.
Paul shows the results which are Coliseum. Another “B” league Allegan Group Plans
gan, Clarence Tubergan, Jack
Castle Park
Mrs. John Beyer, Zeeland; Chuck,
the works of the flesh on the one contest Monday .night saw Zutphen Beauty Contest, Show
Westenbroek,Mae Frazee, Martin Activity at Castle Park has set- 32nd St, Families Have
Jimmy and Jack Klynstra of Bca- hand and the fruit of the Spirit blank Grandville, 7-0.
t
Zeeland Chix Loie Again
Ten Brink, Kenneth Bauman, Al tled "back to normal” after a big
*. verdam: Mr. and Mrs. Tony J.
ALLEGAN (Special! _ Plans len Taylor, Norman Taylor, Tom week featuring the Castle Capers Neighborhood Party
on the other.
• Breukelaor and family, Battle
As South Haven Wins, 9-7
are being made for Allegan's sec- Lindsay, Richard P. Taylor and
Negligent Homicide
and the 15th annual Castle Park
• Creek; Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit OomA neighborhoodparty was held
ond annual beauty contest and Miss Ellen Taylor.
Junior Horse Show, which drew Tuesday evening by neighbors on
Dosch, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Dom- Luncheon and Shower
ZEELAND (Special)
The
Eziminttion Postponed
amateur show, set for Saturday,
hundreds of young horsemen and 32nd St.
• bosch and Mr. and Mrs. Sam Vanfaltering Zeeland Chlx dropped
Aug.
21,
according
to
H.
D.
Tripp,
Honors Miss Beehe
spectatorsto the resort.
• der Molen of Jenison.
GRAND HAVEN (Special )-The president of the Allegan Improve- Zeeland Girl Injured
Games were played and movies their third straight Southwestern
•The week began with traditional were shown during the evening.
Also Mrs. Agnes Barens, Mrs.
Michigan Baseball League conMrs. Stephen Hollander of preliminaryexamination of ment Association which will spon- In Two-Car Accident
Vespers Sunday night, with Dr.
• John Scholten and Nancy of SparPresent were Mr. and Mrs. John test Tuesday night as the South
Grand Rapids, who Is spending Charles Westra, 18, 821 Burton St. sor the event.
ta; Patsy Jager of Marne: Mrs.
A Zeeland girl was injured late Marion de Velder ms speaker and Stevenson and family, Mr. and Haven Merchants pulled out a
In the beauty contest,local resithe summer at Edgewood Beach, S.E., Grand Rapids, on a charge
r Jem Richter and Donnie, Mr. and
Tuesday afternoon when a car in Maggie Kesterson as soloist.
Mrs. John Geerling and family, 9-7 victory.
Holland, was hostess at a lunch- of negligent homicide, scheduled to dent* will choose their representa• Mrs. Steve Lukso and Mr. and
The Castle Park Banner, weekly Mr. and Mrs. Harold Homkes and
It was a free swinging, see-saw
eon and shower this noon at The be heard in Municipal Court in tive for the county-wide "queen of which she was a passenger and
. Mrs. Fred Biggie, Grand Rapids:
Grand Haven Friday afternoon, the fair” event held during fair another collided on M-21 near 112th publication which keeps parkert family, Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Den battle, but the Merchants went
Castle.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Dort Meyers, Carol.
informed of goings on at the re- Bleykcr and family. Mr. and Mrs. ahead for good with two runs in
Guest of honor was Miss Edna has been postponeduntil Aug. 27 week. Last year more than 20 Ave.
. Phyllis, Jerry and Barbara of
Joyce Mulder, 12, of 136 Good- sort, underwenta staff reorganiza- William Bekiua and family and the seventh inning.
girls competed for prizes in this
Beebe of HoUand, whose marriage it 2 p.m.
, Hudsonville; Mr. and Mra. Frank
rich Ave.i Zeeland, was treated for tion Monday night at « meeting of Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Bruursema
Marv Goorhouse and Gene Talto Roger Greenway, son of Dr. The charge against Westra re- event.
• Vander Molen and Francis of Hudsma pitched for Zeeland while the
In the beauty contest, local resi- a cut lip by a local physician and "Our Gang.” August resorters are and family.
Leonard Greenwsy, pastor of sulted from an accident on M-50 a
I sonville;Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Merchants used three hurlers.
Burton Heights Christian Reform- mile and a half eut of the Grand dents will choose their Represent- released. She was riding in a car invited, to work on the newspaper.
. Voo and Robert. Mr. and Mrs. LaTennis tournaments have been
Talsma led Zeeland hitting with
ed Church, Grand Rapids, will be River bridge May 20. 1954. when ative tat the county-wide"queen driven by Elizabeth Zuidema, 37
• veme Smith and baby and Mr. and
three for five.
Mrs. Raymond (Phyllis)Fish. 18, of the fair” event held during fair of 609 Gordon St. which was in- numerous in the last couple of Continues Crackdown
held Aug. 20.
Mra. B. Miller and Carol and NorIONIA
Assistant Police
The . defeat moved the Chix
Guests invited were the Misses of Grand Rapids, was fatally week. Last year more than 20 volved in a collisionwith a car weeks. Marthena Bosch won the
ma, aU of Holland.
Marjorie Guichelaar, Marilyn injured. Others injured were girls competed tor przes in this driven by Reka Geerlings,47, route girls 12 and under class and Chief Harold T. McKendry said into fourth place in the league
George Maentz won Jn the boys 12 Monday he will continuediis "Get with 2-3 and shoved South Haven
l
Dykstra, Sue Haverkamp, Shirley Ansela Palazolla. 21. and Miss event.
and under division. In the 15 and tough” policy of sending reckless Into second place with a 2-1
Mrs.
Zuidema
was
issued
a
First
prize
in
the
amateur
show
Wanda
Baretta,
17,
both
of
Grand
Winkels Della Koeman, Mary
will be a special audition for a ticket for faking an improper left under division, Mary Bosch was driven to jail Two hot-rodders mark. Tonight# Zeeland travels
Ruth Hollander, Julie Keen, Rapids.
Evelyn Hollander, Doris Hollander Sheriff’s officers investigatedand Grand Rapids television station hand turn. Damage to the two cars girls winner and Jim Benedict, were sentenced to five-day jail to Cedar Springs and Thursday
Mrs. Peter Sellea and Mrs. John Prosecutor James W. Busard auth- talent ahow. plus merchandisecer- was consideredminor, according boys winner. All four will receive terms under the new order during
^hiLChhch0,tGrandRai>trophies.Phil Farrow and Barbara the weekend.
to Ottawa County deputies.
tificates from local stores.
orized the warrant July 12.
the late
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Plans to

ktangMes Tax
(A* Tuesday’s primary election
nears, we ask you to read the following editorial reprinted from the
Milwaukee Journal— Editor)
There’s an eternal subject that
can’t be repeated too many times:
If you don’t vote, don't take an
interestin government,don't keep
posted on local affairs, you haven't
any right to 'kick much about the
kind of govemmenf you get.

Wed

Augwt Bride-Elect
Honored at Shower
Mrs. William Klingenberg, Mrs.
John Huizenga and Mrs. Kenneth
Gustafson were hostesses at a
ahower last Tuesday evening honoring Miss Helen Jansen who will
become the bride of Howard Voss
Aug. 20. The event was held at
the Klingenberg home.
Games were played with duplicate prizes awarded to Mrs. J. H.
Jansen, Mrs. Arthur Tills and Mrs.
John Lokenburg.
A buffet lunch was served. The
buffet table was centered with
floral arrangement of blue and
white daisies and white pompons
and lighted tapers. Mrs. Bernard
J. Haak poured.
Invitedwere the Mesdames John
Lokenburg, Louis Van Appledom,

Find Distributed
GRAND HAVEN
Intangible 'tax

(Special)

money

—

friim the

state for the year ending June
SO, 1054, ir beihg distributed
throughout Ottawa County by the
county treasurer'soffice.
This money is based at the rate
of $1.49 per capita, on a total

Every now and again someone
new way of saying that
There was a school meeting recently at Monona village, a suburb
of Madison, at which only a relative handful of Citizens showed up,
In the Suburbanite, a local paper,
.came this statement following the
meeting— one every Milwaukeean
and Wisconsinite ought to pin in
thinks of a

state population of 6,372,009.

Onawa

County's populationis

73,751, and the amount received
by the county is 9109,888.99.
Among the units to benefit from
this money are the following, the

first figure representing the
population,and the second figure
the amount received.
Holland city. 15,858, 923.628.42; Zeeland city, 3,655, $5,445.

his hat:

"We, the forty-odd persons who,
attended the annual Allis school
meeting,wish to thank those of
you who didn't for the extreme
confidence you placed in us.
“As your unelected, unsolicited
representatives we selected the
majority of the members who will

95; Grand Haven

city, 9,536,

$14,208.64.

Coopersville village,1,371, $2.-

042.79; HudsonviUe, 1,101, $1,640.49; Spring Lake village. 1,824, $2,717.76.

comprise the school board next
year, we determined who is to

Georgetown Township,3,990,
$5,945.10; Holland Township, 7,094, $10,570.06;Jamestown township, 2.049, 93,053.01;Olive Township, 1,460 $2,175.40;Park Town-

serve on the audit committee and
we decided to spend 9181,196.77 of
your money. On a pro rata basis,
each person there was entrusted

ship, 3,412, 95,083.88; Port

with something over 94,500.

Sheldon Township, 473, 9704.77;
Rot* son township, 1,281, 91,908.
69; Zeeland Township, 2,194, $3,-

"If this neither worries nor
frightensyou. think for a moment
of some of the things for which we

But Lose

Tilt,

Chalk up another one

for

Hulst

Bros.

RAPIDS

— A

SPEEDROMP

whzzed around the half mile
track in a mercury motor racer
to come near to the record. Other
heat winners were Paul Graver ot
Chicago, Max Peacock of Pontiac,
and Bill Quigler ot Aurora, HI.
Bill Sprentall of Detroit driving a Lincoln Car Raver won tha

Ind.,

.

featured event.

ROAD

Miss Betty Lou Kehrwecker,wlw
will he married Aug. 6 to James
Dale Meyer, was guest of honor at
a bridal Shower last Wednesday
evenll^. The party was given by
Mr*, vem Kehrwecker,Mrs. Clyde

Present Capers

4-1

-GRAND

(Special)
fast track and
drivers from nine states competed
in big car racing Sunday afternoon that almost saw the trade,
record go by the waysde.
Wlbur Robnson of Indanapolls,

Betty Lou Kehrwecker

WHTC.

Kehrwecker and Mrs. Ken Kehrweeker at the Vem Kehrwecker
home. 241 West 17th St.
Games were played and prizes
won by Mrs. Jerome Schipper and
Mrs. R. H. Mulder. A two-course

' fcvf

ficientlyfulfilled their obligations
and need not pay their share of the
school expense. We had the votes.”
Pretty clever, isn’t it? And a
pretty tellingreprimand to those
who didn't fulfilltheir obligations
as citizens, whose apathy left their
voice in their community go by
default. Read it over again — if
you're like most people it applies
to you.

New Reconi

Next Friday stock cars will be
held with time trials starting at
Tula, Henry Tuis, Sr„ John Prins.
7 p.m. Drivers will race on the
John Vogelzang, Jr., Arthur Tula, same quarter mile track where
John Tuis, Peter Tula. James Voss,
Brick Eichholt of Three Rivers,
Mis* Carol Holmes
Bernard J. Haak and the Misses
The wedding of Miss Carol Barbara Lokenburg. Claire Tuis who was killed in a crash at Owoaso last week, set the Speedromt
Holmes and William Gargano, and Virginia Klingenberg.
whose engagement was announced Also Mrs. William Newhouse and record of 14.87.
recently by her parents, will take Mrs. A. Mein of Kalamazoo, Mrs.
place Saturday, Aug. 7, in Stam- H. Batts of Detroit,Mrs. H. Venbaugh, Mich. The bride-elect,an der Werp, Mrs. P. W. De Jonge, Marriage Licenses
Ottawa County
English teacher at Holland High Mrs. William Zaagman and Mrs.
School, is the daughterof Mr. and G. Folkringa of Grand Rapids.'
Robert Gort, 19, route 1, Jenison, and Rose Marie Visser, 22,
Mrs. John Holmes of Stambaugh
Grand Rapids.
Mr. Gargano, son of Mr. and Mrs,
Emil Gargano of Detroit, is pro- Bridal Shower Honors
gram director of radio station

Castle Parkers
Vets Outlot Hoist

Set

J. H. Jansen, Harry Prins, Herman

269.06.

might have voted. We could have
lowered the teachers salariesto a
point where none would have worked, or raised them to a point where
you couldn’t have afforded them.
We might have voted that those
who attended the meeting had suf-

Almost

Drivers

SERVICE
COMPLETE SERVICE
All Makit

A large crowd filled the Amphitheater at Castle Park Friday evening when guests, Castle Parkers,
waiters and waitresses presented
the third rnnual Castle Capers.
lunch was served.
Theme of the year's Capers was
Guests were the Mesdames R. H.
televisionprograms and a cutting
Mulder, Henry< Naberhuis, Andrew
from the musical comedy "Okla-

Authorised
Chrysler-Plyaiouth Deelsr

Ham Motor Solos
U W M Strart Mom 7241

The league leading nine got
fewer hits than VFW Saturday
night in City SoftballLeague play
Dalman, Henry Nyenhuis, Myron
t
but they got 'em when they couht- homa.”
Becks voort, Jerome Schipper, MarBuffalo Bob and the western
’
ed to win 4-1.
vin Vanden Bosch, Isaac Meyer
Key to the Hulst attack in the cinema was the first number of and Fred Buursma and the Misses
the
revue.
A.
takeoff
on
Howdy
fourth inning was a home run by
Angie Lam, Joan De Maat, Phyllis
third baseman A1 Velthuis with Doody featured Ralph Banks, Ellie
AT HOME AND AT
Boes, Marlene Brewer and Phyllis
Casper,
a
girls
can-can
and
memAmong the newcomers in Holtwo on. Dale Hulst and Bob York
Bax.
bers of the play class. An original
THE
land are Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A.
had singled, settingup the plsy.
SPECTACULAR CRASH-Drivtr of the cor in
McCormack and family of Aurora,
rig from Fcnnville to Muskegon. Deputy Henry
VFW struck back in the fifth western produced and written by
111., who now reside at 136 West
tho above photo was criticallyinjured in a*
inning when Jay Hoffman singled Carter Ratcliff highlightedthe first Driver luted Ticket
Bouwman is shown inspecting the interior of
28th St.; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph J.
an dscored on John Wolters dou attractidh. Half pint cowboys,
three^ar collision Saturday
crash involving the tanker in lower picture.
the badly damaged '50 model car while Deputy
dressed in full western garb ran afternoon resulted In a ticket to
Wolthuis and son of Grand Rapids
ble to center field.
Clarence Meyer, 45, of the Hollandar Hotel,
Andrew Vand^r Vliet slows trafficaround the
now residing at 26 West 19th St.;
Hulst picked up another run in all over the stage until the danger- John Kickover,65, of 148 South
rig on busy US-31.
Mr. and Mrs. Gunther Olberich was driving tho car toward Saugatuck while
the seventh. Lavem Zoerhoffgot ous " villain”wag captured.
Church St., Zeeland, after his car
(Sintin§l photos)
and daughter from the Nether- Earl Cook of Muskegon was driving the big
on base when hit by a pitched A takeoff on Liberace was per- struck one operated by Arie Schuitlands, at 219 West Ninth St.; Mr.
ball, went to second or a wld pitch formed by Scrib Mantle who play- man, Jr., 48, Jenlson, whose car
YOU! HOSTS:
ed "The Beer Barrel Polka” by then hit one driven by Charles
and Mrs. Berend Klompmaker Little things mean a lot.
bins that have not been cleaned and scored on Ron Weatherbee’s
single.
candlelight.
from the Netherlands, residing at
FAUk
AND
IONA VAN RAAITI
Bird,
38,
Grandville.
Kickover
was
Board members of Resthaven
and sprayed. You can use la preJacque Brown did the first com- charged with failure to keep an
4 East 14th St.; Mr. and Mrs. Shem Patrons, Inc., wanted the youngAction started out fast in the
ventive material mixed in with
ACROSS FROM FOSTOfflCi
Blanton and daughter from Ken- sters of Lawndale Ct. to know that
your grain before storage. There first inning when Vets’ pulled one mercial,assistedby a girls chorus. assured clear distance ahead.
tucky, living at 376 West 21st St. their contributionof 9111 towards
of two Hulst runners.
Twenty
Questions
was
played
ZEELAND
Damage was estimated at 9200 to
Richard Machlele
are some commercial materials
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth R. Mat- the new Resthaven building is one
County Agricultural Agent
made up of a combination of , VFW got the singles, but at the with Jules Goebel as quizmaster Kickover’s'46 model car, police
thews and three children of Grand of those "big little” thmgs that’s
CLOUD SUNDAYS
With wheat harvest almost pyre thrum - piperonyl butoxide wrong time. Two of them in a and two groups of Castle Parkers said, and minor to the other two
Rapids, at 487 Lincoln Ave.; Mr. not soon forgotten.
vehicles.
completed we are getting soma (this practice is not as well esta- row to Hank Pince and Larry for panelists.
and Mrs. C. E. Merillat and two The Rev. Paul Hinkamp. secre- reports on yields. Bill Antonidies blished in Michigan as it should Tebbets gave the Vets a scoring A Grand Old Opera skit with a
children of Adrian at 99 West 12th tary of the board, expressed thanks of Allendale who grew a 'field of be.) Remember this is a protect- chance that fizzledin the second real mountain band highlighted
St.; Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Wil- to the children through a letter to certified Genesee tells me that ant and not to be used after in- frame.
another portion of the program.
A1 Bosch was tagged for six Backward step, a takeoff on
liams and family of San Jose, Joan Geuder, one of the group his yield ran close to 58 bushels sects are in the grain. Wheat and
Screw “7*:
Calif., at 262 West 23rd St.; Mr. which staged a circus,then decid- to the acre. This seed will be for other grains should be inspected hits in winnng. A1 Kraal gave up chlorophyll chewing gum commerand Mrs. Lewis Barnum and son ed to give the profitsto "Rest- sale as certified seed th!s sea- at lesst once each * month. If Five safeties in absorbing the lost. cials. was done by Mr. and Mrs.
Today'* scrap i*
Grinneil Burke.
and daughter of Monroe at 74 East room” Haven.
pen. Bernard Ter Haar also grew weivel and other insects appear,
tomorrow'ssteel.
Eighth St.; Mr. and Mrs. Donald The letter stated "It was very a field of Genesee wheat, one fumigate.
A record imitation of the hearGebraad of Fremont at 634 West kind of you to bring the six dimes, year away from certification. He
ings featuring Skip Kelly, Mike
20th St., and Mr. and Mrs,. Herman nine nickels and six pennies for our tells me this field also out-yielded
Breammer,, and Alfred Curtenius.
Medema and children of Kalama- new Resthaven building from the the Yorkwin on his farm. There Walther Leaguers Hear
Lessons from Great Lovers was
zoo at 94 East 28th St.
the Pixies’ contribution to the realways buying
mottrials
neghborhoodchildren of Lawndale will also be some seed wheat Report on Convention
vue; a series of sketches on wooCt. It is good to know that even available at Ter Haar's. Genesee
Mr*. Irene A. Doust of route 4, some children have thought of the is a white winter wheat with
ing men. .present and past, was
August meeting of the Walther
Ottawa Beach, has found a box needs of older people and have good stiffnessof straw and represented.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
League was held Sunday at Zion
containing a valuable contact lens. given the proceedsof a summer sistant to loose smut.
Hunter S. Robbins of Spring Lake Arthur Murray Presents was
120 River Ave.
Lutheran
Church.
Donna
HoogerHeReadL Mlek.
She has advertised in the Lost and activity to this fund. We hope that
Leyton Nelson of the Farm
appearedbefore Justice Frederick danced by Austin Brown with unFound column and still no one others will do likewise.
College, called attention to one hyde led devotions and Ann Free- J. Workman of Spring Lake July usual changes of pace. A cutting
claimed the lens. It all leads her
"You will be glad to know that Crops Department. Michigan State man gave a topic on prayer. Joan 28 and entered a plea of not of "Oklahoma” was the final and
to believe that some one from out contracts for the new Resthaven other variety in which some folks
Kiiian was appointed chairman guilty to a charge of asaault and outstanding number on the' Capof town lost them near the beach. were let today (July 23) and con- might be interested,especially
ers. Curley was Jim Brading;
battery, and posted 125 bond for
There were no marks to identify struction should begin within ten those who have trouble with lodg- of the membership committee
Laurey. Margret Ann Kesterson;
trial, date for which has not been
them and no one can use them days. When the buildingis finished ing. This is a white wheat called with Joan Ruddick and Dale Conk- set.
Aunt Ellie, Ellie Casper; Ado
lin assisting.
except the owner. So if you hear we want you and your little friends Cornell 595 in the 1954 trials in
Annie, Sally Brown; dancer. ColComplsint
against
Robbins
was
Nancy Francis and Nancy HanThere'sonly one locol agent'sselling coet to a customer
of anyone that lost a pair, Mrs. to come and see it and help cheer Michigan. This variety stands up
made by Robert Seaberg of Grand lette Curtenius. An Oklahoma
sen provided refreshments.
Doust would like to know.
when
you Insure your ear with . , ,
better
than
any
other
variety
in
chorus and ensemble provided
up the residents. Thanks again and
A report was read on the 62nd Haven, alleging the offense oc- backing.
these trials. The yields however
God bless you all.”
curred on Cutler St. in Spring
Employes of The Sentinel had a
were slightly less than* the -Gene- annual international Walther Lake at 10:15 p.m. July 23, when
Producer for the capers was
Co's*
League
convention
held at Long
dandy treat Friday from the boss.
see and Yorkwin.
Amby
Holford. Production staff
Seaberg
was
getting
night
crawlBeach,
Calif.,
in
July.
The
convenSome cheese W. A. Butler pur- Newlyweds at
includedMrs. DeDe Burke, Marian
Aate
Fire
Ufe
tion voted establishment of- $10,- ers. Robbins felt that because he
chased for the personnel June 8 in
Ratcliff, Bill Acott. Jim Benedict,
I
have
had
a
lot
of
calls
this
has
been
-keeping
up
the
grass
Following Marriage
000 for carpentryassignmentsin
the Netherlands arrived — and it
UN VAN UNT1. Ageal
past week on nut grass. This New Guinea, and an 988,000 bud- to the street apparentlyno one Cynthia Laing and Bill Butler.
was mighty tasty.
177 CollegeAvenue
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Lemmen grass shows up in cultivated get was adopted. The Rev. Adal- had a right to trespus on the
Phone 7133
The cheese was ordered from T. are at home at 160 Reed Ave. fol- fiells during exceptionally wet
property, which Is a part of Cut- Keep Trees, Shrubs
bert
R.
KrAzmann,
Chicago
pasW. Bruyn. Havenrak 119, Broek in lowing their marriage July 20 at periods. It can be identifiedby
tor. was honored for long-term ler St. and therefore, approachWaterland, Holland.
Neat by Pruning Now
the parsonageof Ninth Street the small bulb attached to the league service., and he with Dr. ed Seaberg with Robbins’ dog.
As someone remarked, it came Christian Reformed .Church. The roots. The best control we know
The dog made a past toward
Samuel
J.
Roth,
a
Detroit
educaon a perfect-’‘meatless Friday.' Rev. M. J. Vanderwerp performed for this is cultivation.It is not
Now is the time to prune low,
Seaberg, who had a tire iron in
tor, retired from board memberthe ceremony.
difficultto exterminatebecause ship.
his car and was going to use |t troublesome tree branches and
seed heads on flowering shrubs.
Mrs. Lemmen is the former'Jen- the small bulb is easily detached
At a talent ‘Went emceed by as the dog jumped him. Seaberg
nie Batema.
from the roots during cultiva- film star Richard Denning, the claims Robbins then struck him That’s a suggestion from Joseph
Mr. Lemmen’s brother and sis- tion. We are going to do some ex- Walther Leaguers heard Forrest in the face, grabbed him around Cox, Michigan State College extension landscape specialist.
ter-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. George perimentalwork this year by
Taylor, the Grandpa Fisher of the neck and was gong to choke
The low-priced evergreens,
453 W. 22nd St. Phone $-$042 Lemmen, attendedthe couple.
using chemicals on this grass. Dr. “This Is the Life” tell them ‘’as him, that Seaberg got away, left
A reception for 35 guests, mem- Grigsby at ichigan State College you go back to your home, take his car parked on the street and which are forest trees, will grow
THAT MAKES
Fine Furniturofor
bers of the mmediate families, was states that MH-40 might control to your Fellow Lutherans the from a public telephone booth in open and scraggly if they are not
FashionableHomes
held at Cumerford’sdining room. it. Will have' more definite in- hope that comes from Grandpa Spring Lake called the Spring pruned consistently,according to
Cox. You should head back the
Several showers were given lor formation sometime in the future. Fisher’s heart, that we will con- Lake village officer.
FURNITURE
alternate leader shoots and rethe bride before her marriage.
The
charge
against
Robbins
is
For Vor/efy Try Our Cracktinue to bring Christian growth
move
injured branches in order
LAMPS
CARPET
Early this spring we reported and faith to every comer of the taken under the village ordinance
ed Wheat, Ryo and White
and will be prosecuted by Harvey to do a good pruning job.
The nation’s oldest horse-racing that a new quack grass killer had earth.”
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING
For high quality, spreading evertrack is at Saratoga Springs, N. Y. some promise. This killer has
Nelson Leigh, who portrays Pas- L. Scholten, Spring Lake Village greens.Cox suggests cutting back
Bread.
Custom finishing
The Saratoga Association for the been tried by a few farmers in tor Martin on the Missouri Synod attorney'. Robbins is being re- about half the growth made this
•iti REFINISHING
presented
by
Louis
H.
Osterhous,
Improvement of the Breed of the county. Harve Smith located television series, also spoke. A
year if plants are to stay young
Horses was organized in 1864.
north and west of Zeeland tried it telegram from New York Gover- Grand Haven.
and compact.
on one of his fields and reports nor Dewey commended the league
Per capita beer consumptionIn are that it did almost a 100 per- for its evangelism program and
the United States totals 18 gal- cent job in killing quack grass. called the work a bulwark against
Waives Examination
M4 CENTRAL
RHONE 2677
lons annually.
One advantagein using MH 40 is juvenile delinquency.
On Morals Charge
that it does not leave the ground
in
sterile as some of the other grass
I GRAND HAVEN (Special)
killers do. By the end of the Diana Lynn De Feyter
Mrs. Frieda E. Hoogerhyde,259 Norman Bemardine, 23, with the
growing season we will know de- Celebrates Birthday
West 12th St., a Holland public U.S. Coast Guard at Holland
finitely whether all the grass was
school teacher, and Ralph E. waived examinationin municipal
killed.However, it looks promisDiana Lynn De Feyter celebrat- Richman, 194 Femwood Ave., court Saturday on a charge of
ing to date.
ed her fifth birthday anniversary Upper Montclair,NJ., announce taking indecent liberties with a 14I noticed a good many hay Thursday at a party given by her their marriage July 28 in
Annoincemenls
year-old girl in Grand Haven on
fields this past year had a lot of mother Mrs. David De Feyter, Jr., Redeemer Lutheran Church of
July 22. Unable to furnish $300
Song
shests
FREI with aacb
Yellow Rocket in them. This is a of 229 132nd Ave.
Auburn, N.Y. Tha ceremony was bond he is confined in Ottawa
plant that looks almost like the
•rdsf of Wedding Stationery.
The party was held on the lawn, performed by the pastor, the Rev. County Jail awaiting arraignment
Mustard, but comes early In the wliere games were played and re- Howard J. Leber.
in Circuit Court Aug. 6. '
season. We are looking for five freshmenta' were served. Prize
Mr. and Mrs. Richman will re/S/Y7 HARD TO L
David L. Johnson, 23, Grand Ra
Special
• I»
or six locations In the county to winners were Dennis Owen. Gary side in Montclair until Jan. 1,
pids, paid $25 fine and $5.50 costs
try some control work with this Lucas, Mary Owen and Philip Ste- 1956, afttr which they will live in
Saturdayon charge of furnishing
Printing
weed. If you have been bothered genga. Each guest receiveda Holland. Before going to Montbeer to a minor.
In the past and would like to favor.
clair to live, Mr*. Richman will
BUT Wl ARE •— '
have a trial on your farm, please
Assisting the hostess were complete some studies at Hope
Oar ex part workmen wesN ne time.
let us know as soon as possible. Diana’s grandmothers,Mrs. College. Mr. Richman is vice Two Cars Damaged
We beve the right equipment which
It is necessary that the applica- Charles Stegenga and Mrs. David president at New York for NatNorma Lucas, 17, ot 17 East 20th
Arrange that apoelai bush
Printing
tion will be made this fall. Folk! De Feyter, Sr., and her two aunts, ional UnderwriterCo., largest in- St., was given a ticket for failure
vHI speed the job end save yea
nets appointment at Tha
at
Michigan
State
College
who
Mrs. Alvin Wassink and Mrs. surance publishers.
to have her car under control after
meney. Roofing and siding is onr
Blar Kelder. Alrconditloned
arecputting on this trial are pri- Harold De Feyter.
Mrs. Richman has two chil- she struck a vehicle operatedby
with only nationally advert
basinets, net • side line.
Ut us do oil your printing! Quality presswork, dependable
marily interested in the control
Guests were Sharon and Dawn dren, Donna Jeanne, who will en- William Olive, 80, of 87 West 14th
tlaed beveragea. upon. tor
in
alfalfa
fields.
De Feyter. Clifford Lee and ter Valparaiso University in Sept- St., at 10th St. and River Ave. late
torvica, prompt delivery . . . satisfactionguaranteed)
your convonlonce from noon
George De Feyter, Barbara and ember, and Kaye Don, who will Saturday afternoon. Damage' was
until midnight
Grain storage time is here. Laura De Feyter, Billy De Fey- begin his theological studies at estimated at 9200 to Olive’s ’47
Here are some suggestionsfor ter, Sandra De Koster, Mary and Concordia TheologicalSeminary model car and at 9175 to the ’54
control insects in our stored Norma Owen, Marla and Sandra in St Louis this fall
.
model car driven by Miss Lucas,
grains. Be sure grain is stored Vanden Meulen, Dennis Owen,
police said. , ij
with less than 14 percent moisture, Gary Lucas. PhilUp and Patricia
COMPLETE PAINTING
Is regardedas
your bins well using a Stegenga, Connie Jean Wassink
A' V
•pray of. either Methoxychloror and Karel and David Allen De
9 East lOtli Stmt
DDT. Never store grain in old Feyter.
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of Rites

IJm
Mr. ond Mrs. Myron Dole Vonden Bosch
(Herfst photo)

-

The marriage of Miss Joan La luring a Chantilly lace tunic and
Vonne Houtman, daughter of Mr. train and a fingertipveil of illuand Mrs. Harry Houtman sion. She carried a white Bible
201 Howard Ave., and Myron with red roses and baby breath.
Attendants were attired in
Dale Vanden Bosch was solemnized July 9 at Maple Avenue pink, green and blue gowns of
Mr. ond Mrs. Edword P. De Vre«
Christian Reformed Church. Par- organdy over taffeta. They car(Penno-Sos photo)
ried
colonial
bouquets
of
roses
ents of the groom are Mr. and
The
home
of Mr. and Mrs. EdThe
bride’s wedding ensemble
Mrs. K. Vanden Bosch of route and baby breath.
The Misses Jean . Mowery, ward Van Tatenhove, 134 East was a street-lengthstraplessdress
1, Zeeland.
Norman
Houtman and Karen Van 17th St, was the scene of a wed- with bolero jacket ipade of white
Double ring rites were performding ceremony Friday evening. crystalette.Fashion features were
ed by the Rev. John den Ouden. den Berg served the 130 guests July 23, when their daughter, Miss
the tucked bodice, empire waistat
a
reception
in
the
church
parpastor of First Reformed Church.
Belva
Van
Tatenhove,
became
the line and flared skirt over white
Zeeland, before a setting of lors. Master and mistress of cere- bride of Edward P. De Vree. Mr. taffeta.She wore a matching cap
palms, ferns and candelabraen- monies were Mr. and Mrs. Neil
De Vree is the son of Mrs. Henry with elbow-length veil and carried
hanced with bouquets of gladioli, Houtman. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph De Vree of Grand Rapids
a white Bible with white cama
Stephan served punch and Miss
daisies and baby breath.
The Rev. John Minnema per- lions.
Marilyn
Tubergan
and
Miss
Bridal attendants were the
formed the double ring rites. CanHer attendantwore a similar
bride’s sister, Miss Judith Hout- Carolyn Slagh were in charge of
delabra,palms and baskets ot dress in yellow and carrier a cresman. the groom’s sister, Miss the gift room.
The couple have returnedfrom white gladioli decorated the home cent bouquet of white daisies.
Marilyn Vanden Bosch and Miss
for the occasion.
A reception followed the rites.
Joyce Buursema. Verlin Vanden a northern wedding trip and are
Miss Marcia Van Tatenhove and
Mr. and Mrs. De Vree will be at
living
at
route
1,
Zeeland.
For
the
Bosch attended his brother as
Henry Knott, Jr., attended the
best man and Richard Houtman. honeymoon the bride wore a twohome
after Aug. 8 at 1190 Chicago
bride and groom as maid of honor
brother of the bride, and Ernest piece rayon suit with white acDr., Jenison.
and best man.
cessories.
De Jonge were ushers.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon BerkomTraditional wedding music was
•••••••••••a
played by Mrs. Peter Houtman. pas. the groom’s brother-in-law
Gordon Berkompas was soloist. and sister, entertained at a reGiven in marriage by her father, hearsal party at their home, 272
the bride wore a satin gown fea- West 10th St

•

>
*

k
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*
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IN THE PICTURE ABOVE Cynthia Lalng i* shown awarding a blue llrtt
place ribbon and trophy to Lynn Cartier winner in Equitation Jumping
Clau In the Castle Park Junior Horse Show.

BONNIE BAZAN

really gets around these days, thanki to the
neighborhoodat Ottawa Beach, the four-year-old
girl is a muscular dystrophyvictim ond has only strength to
wheel her chair on flat, smooth surfaces. But the kids, Craig
and Bruce Baker, spend lots of time pushing her, and brother
Rollin Jr., (left) joins in on the big cement area near their home.
'kids' in the

’

'

I
*
.

*

•k

National Poster

Uttle summer visitorto Hol- Bonnie’s body cells is active. She
be the nation-wide has the power of a six-monthMuscular Dystrophy Association old child. The Bazans illustrate
of America poster model. And her strength by pointing out that(
what reaUy makes her eyes light a small water tumbler, if full, Is 1
up, she may get to meet comedians too much for the child to hold.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis.
First indication the Bazans had

Lets Plant Beauty-Two Hydrangeas
In Blossom Distinguished Plantings

East 30th Street, stands out because of two magnificent hydrangeas heavily laden ‘with blue and
pink blooms. They point up
beautifully the charm that may
be given a place by one distinc‘tive feature. Junipers, yews and
Anthony Waterer spirea will be
interspersed with color of late
chrysanthemums.
A garden of roses and annuals
and two gay plant boxes on the

dioApiial TbisA
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Friday were John Kamerman,
6651 Washington; Ben Scholten,
461 Riley Ave.; Peter Vander

Leek, 632 South Shore Dr.; Arlene
Reus, 481 West Ith St
nifty squeeze bunt in the fifth

Four-year-oldBonnie Bazan,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rollin
Bazan of Ottawa Beach, has been
nominated by the Kent County
chapter of the
for the

that something was wrong was
when Bonnie failed to sit up at 12
months. Doctors said she was probably normal but when she still

honor.

took further examinations and
diagnosed it as muscular dys-

MDAA

A cute

good

said. "But I
good.”
. And he had good /
feel that way. George had just
chalked
his sixth victory
against five setbacks. In doing so
he pitched 112 times, sening up
40 balls 72 strikes along the way.
He walked just t\\o men, struck The followingsermon topics were
used by Rev. Denekas Sunday, in
out four and hit one with a pjtchthe morning ’’Hope or Despair"
ed ball. The Holland righthander
and for the evening service
allowed seven hits and faced a
‘Things That Satisfy.”
total of 1 A's.
Add to that the fact he knock- Student Henry Martinez spoke
ed in the third Tiger run with a at the Sunday School session Sun-

George

may

•

Holland State Park and live in a
trailer for a week or so the last
of August.
George has his eye aimed at 12
vicitories this season. "I never
felt better in my life, both physically and mentally. They’re sure

Bentheim

their foundation plantings,

that of John Van Tatenhove,132

attend Thursday’sgame, but
watched on television.His wife
and daughter plan to come to

up

In a row of hones distinguished

for

change to his street clothes and
go home to baby-sit while his
wife did the shopping. He has
rented a house on Grand River,
about six miles from the stadium.
His wife and daughter did not

to me here."
He’ll be out there throwing today and tryng out his screwball
and new fork ball. On days when
feel real he is going to pitch, he gets tc
the park about noon, or 12:15.
reason to Other days it’s about 11:45.

Mdy Be
Model

A

land

around George Zuverink to congratulate him on winning a 4-2
verdict over the Philadelphia
Athletics in the first game of a
doubleheaderat Brinks Stadium
Thursday afternoon.
Shortstop Harvey Kuenn had
just made a brillant backhand
stab of a stinging line drive and
turned it into a double play to
end the game.
Tin sure glad of that double
play ball," big George said as he
took off his cap and settled his
195 pounds on the bench in the
Tiger dugout. His mates went on
into the locker room for a brief
respite before the second game.
•’It's awfully warm out there,"

+

Dystrophy Victim

Grondstqnding...
Happy teammates crowded

it.

(Sentinel photo)

PICTURED ABOVE IS IITTT THOMAS MA awarding the Thomataa
Brothers Challenge Trophy hr Wtsitrn Horsemanship to lean Pekelder.
Miss Pekelder won the Western Championship trophy hr the llrst time
this year at the Castle Park Junior Horse Show held Saturday at Maplebrook Farm.

'

Girls Win Top Trophies
A

Junior Horse

Show

photo of her in her
wheelchairhas been sent to the
national association for judging.
Decisionof judging on background, interest and ability to
travel will be announced Sept. 1,
prior to the nation-wide campaign
in Noyember.
Bonnie, who also prides herself on being the official mascot
of the Grand Rapids Chicks baseball team, is one of 50 local persons and some 200,000 in the country afflicted with the dread dis
ease.

couldn’t sit up at 18 months, they

trophy.

Since then Bonnie has been a
regular patient at Mary Free
Bed Guild nursery in Grand Rapids, and next year will transfer to

Eastern Orthopedic hospital.
Great caution must be used
to keep her from getting a cold,

because

undeveloped chest
muscles make it impossible to
cough out phlegm, and she would
probably choke.
There is no known cure torn
muscular dystrophy. Victim*

Fatal in 99 percent of the cases, usually live to their early teens,

more than 65 percent of the cases although adults have contracted
involve attacks on the muscular it in later life. Several new drugs,
system that renders the victim notably Rubratone, and use ot
practicallyuseless.
vitamin B12 regularlyhelp to keep
Now four years old and 53 the children going.
pounds, Bonnie is unable to move
Lacking strength and hardly
her body. She sits continuously able to move Bonnie depends upon
in a wheelchair,in which she her brother, Rollin, Jr„ and the
can’t shift her weight.
kids of the neighborhoodto get
About a dozen times a night around. But six-year-oldRollin is
Mrs. Bazan is called to her bed- a cerebral palsy victim and hamside to move her a bit. or turn pered by steel braces on his legs. „
her over. Bonnie can do none of The other Bazan children,Barbthese things herself.
ara, 14, and Bruce 18, help en-j
Doctors at Mayo Clinic have tertain Bonnie when they’re not1'
said only about one in five of in school.

day about his work which he is
t
DischargedFriday were Martin and you have a true "George doing among the migrant workers
in this vicinity.
Jean Pekelderand Nan Barrett
Van Beek, 176 West 19th St.; Del- Zuverink,’' victory-.
bert Stegenga, 280 West 15th St.;
George confided that he threw The annual Mission fest will be took top honors in the 15th anJuan Tobinson, 305 West 14th mostly sinkers and quite a few held at Lawrence Street Park on nual Castle Park Junior Horse
St; Mrs. Bertus Lamer, 230 North curves at the Philadelphia bat- Wednesday afternoon and evening.
terrace make a colorful setting MichiganSt., Zeeland; Mrs. Alvin ters. And he was keeping them Dr. Paul Harrison and the Rev. Show Saturday, by copping the
for the home of Louis Steketee, Koops and baby, route 6; George low and outside for the most Harold Englund will be the speak- two big horsemanship trophies.
122 East 30th. A few doors west Kurz, Douglas.
part-forcing the opposition to ers. Vanden Berg Bros, will fur- Jean won the Thomasma BrothJervis,
at 106, the James Townsends
Admitted Saturday were Clara ground out. After Detroit cam? nish the specialmusic.
were Mr. and Mrs. Tom Vander
have made an interestinguse of Boms, 175 East Eighth St; James from behind to take a 3-2 lead Next Sunday the Rev. Albert ers ChallengeTrophy for WestSlik of Kalamazoo, Mrs. Lyda Do
ern
horsemanship
and
Nan
was
roses, planted before the white Zwier, 248 West 23rd St.; Howard in the fifth, George seemed to get Lenderink will conduct both serA five-hitterby Grand Rapids
Vries of Holland.
awarded
the
Carter
P.
Brown
board fence which borders their Lugten, Hamilton; Donald Knoll, new life and was burning a few- vices at the local church. The
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beyer of
Jervis’
Jack
Rumohr
and
nine
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
entrance walk.
evening service will be in the Challenge Trophy for English
Zeeland were Sunday guests of
301 West 28th St.
fast ones in there.
horsemanship.
errors by Holland were more than
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Spaman
and
The Holland Heights area wth
DischargedSaturday were Mrs.
"Schoolboy Row-e coach) is Dutch language. Rev. Lenderinkis
Lynn Cartier took the Black enoiugh to^send Dutchmanpitcher family of Holland were’ Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Louis Beyer and
Us many new homes and gardens Gordon Comelissenand baby, 140 teachng me a screwballand I a native of the Netherlands and is
Family.
Sally
Memorial Trophy, given by
evening guests of Mr. and Mrs.
in the making attracts us again, West
Mrs. John De used it once during the game,’’ studying at General Theological Margaret McLean Lashua. in the Lou Humbert down to defeat,
Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma
this time to visit the John De Jonge and baby, route 2; Mrs. George said. "But they quickly Seminary in New York City.
8-0, at Riverview Park Thursday Henry Spaman.
and
family were Sunday guests
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt In Grand Rapids.
Vries home at 870 Woodbridge Maurice Wittcveenand baby, 233 told me not to experiment any The condition of George Essink Child’s Hunter (Jlass. Victoria night.
Buchcn
won
the
annual -race.
Road.
Not only did RRumohr keep the of Zeeland are entertaining Mr.
West 18th St.; Anthony Boere, more with it until I get a little has improved slightlysince his
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Schuil of
Despite overcast skies and preRed leaved Carmine crab Is a 348 West 17th St.; Christine Wrig- better.’’
Dutchmen handcuffed by allowing and Mrs. Andrew Schuil of Red- Redlands, Calif., Mr. and Mrs.
recent illness.
dicted
rain,
a
record-breaking
striking note as a specimen tree ley, 572 Pine Ave.; Mrs. Jeanette
them no more than one hit in any lands, Calif.
Everet Vander Poppen is recovJacob T. De Witt and daughters
"I’m also working with Teddy
crowd attended the horse show
in the front lawn. An unusually Kole, 736 Aster Ave.
Appointed as ushers for the motored to Chicago Tuesday to
Gray on a fork ball,” he added. ering nicely after his prolonged at Maple Brook Farm near The inning, but he rammed a home
colorfulborder has been created
run into the left-field stands with month of August are John Wol- spend the day there.
Admitted Sunday were Patricia In describing the squeeze pla>\ illness.
Castle.
by featuring contrast in color in Jcy Lundy, route 4; Henry Nyland, in the fifth, when he brought
two on in the eighth inning to fert and John Broesma.
Arnold* Yonker, who recently
Mrs. Henry Boss was a MonOver 150 riders and horses knock Humbert out of the box.
shrubs as well as in flowers. route 6: Ben Molenaar,361 West Frank Bolling home from third entered the armed services,is staAnnual Sunday school picnic day afternoon caller on Mrs. L^ouis
participated
in
the
day-long
Golden Japanese yew, barberry, 18th St.; Shirley Weyschede,- 24 with a perfect bunt dow-n the tioned at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
Before that, Humbert had sur- will be held at Hughes Grove in Beyer and infant soa
event. Judges were Lawrence vived both errors and Jervis hits Hudsonville Aug. 5 with a basket
the gradually bronzing foliage of
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden was
West Third St.; Mrs. Charles Ro- first base line, George said, "It
Leon Lyema, who enjoyed a 10Katt, Grand Rapids, Western
Euonymus Alatus, Anthony Wat- berts, 49 East 16th St.
a Monday afternoon caller on.
was a high, outside pitch, but I day furlough,has returned to division, and Fred Boudeman, fairly well. Grapd Rapids finally supper at 6:30.
erer spirea, arborvitae, KoltwitMission Fest will be held In Mrs. E. L. Brower of Drenthe.
got a run In the fifth on a triple
Discharged Sunday were Mrs had to hit it because the Camp Chaffee. Ark.
English judge.
zia and imported Weigelia,Pee Max Welton, 135 132nd Ave. Mrs. squeeze was on all the way."
and sacrifice after being hitless Zeeland City Park Wednesday, Mr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma,
Services were held at the local
Gee Hydrangea,' and forsythia Martha Harding, 203 West 21st • George was through for the day church Sunday for the migrant Results of the three morning for the first four Innings.
Aug. 4. There will a afternoon Mrs. K. Jousma, Mss Agnes
form the background for dwarf St.; Mrs. Theodore Renkema and after his victory. His mates, workers. Henry Martinezconduct- classes held before 11 a.m. apHumbert had the distinctionof and evening programs.
Jousma in company with Mr. and
peared in Saturday’s Sentinel. surviving four hits without a run
marigolds, white anji Fire Chief baby route 4; Mrs. John Jonker
Tuesday at 8 pm, Bible study Mrs. Paul Drooger and family of
meanwhile,gulped cold lemonade ed the meeting.
The
results
of
the
fourth
event
of
petunias and spikes of red celosia
in the sixth. Grand Rapids’ Carl- and prayer time was held in the Holland motored to Grand Rapand baby, 816 Lincoln Ave.: Mrs and munched sandwiches,lolled Many boxes of used clothing
the morning, a water carrying son doubled to left, but was church basement
(cocks-comb). Bridal wreath, Gol Jacob De Graaf and baby, 26 Eas*
ids Sunday where they were
around a bit, and scrambledback which were recently collectedhave
race in order of finish were:
den Shrub, and variegated Wei 20th St.; Albert Timmer, Sr., 671 to the field for the second game.
The World Home Bible* League guests of Mr. and Mrs. William
been sent to a mission station in Diane Denman on Bachelor, caught by Bob Van Dyke trying
gelia in the back border are Myrtle Ave.
to make third. The next batter is sponsoring a program today at Van Houten and Mr. and Mrs.
The big fella was going to Kentucky.
Rosemarie Brink on Lucky and singled, but Humbert picked him the Christian Reformed Confer- Ted Jousma.
fronted by gladioli, Dahlias, floriHosptal births include a daughJane Hansen on Honey Girl.
bunda roses, chrysanthemums,ter, Judith Lyn, bom Friday to
off first, then allowed two more ence grounds on Lake Michigan,
The Rev. Theodore Byland was
Child’s Hunter — Lynn Cartier
and azaleas.
hits before getting the last man near Grand Haven. Special music, a recent caller at the Louis
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bos, 165
on Rocky, Nan Barrett on Miss on a pop-up.
An outdoor living area is being Howard Ave.; a son. Lynn Leigh,
an Inspirationaladdress by the Beyer home.
Goose Valley and Victoria Buchen
developed here, part of which will bom Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
Two hits and two errors gave Rev. Lawrence Veltkamp and a
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wynon Lively Gal.
later be screened. A setting of
Jervis a pair of runs in the film titled ’They Too Need garden were Saturday evening
Milan *Van Order, route 2, HamilCastle
Park
Horsemanship
(beJapanese flowering trees makes a ton; a daughter. Joyce Elaine,
seventh and they picked up four Christ," were planned.
guests at the Gordon Streur home
ginners) -Laurie McLean, Rodger
nice spot for the picnic table and
The Rev. Theodore Byland on South Shore Dr.. Holland.
in the eighth on a walk, three
bom Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
fireplace.A rock garden planted
Brown and Jack Brown.
Marcia Nyhuls of Kalamazoo
errors and Rumohr’s home run preached on the following subHarold Troost, route 4; a son,
Castle Park Horsemanship( adwith portulaca,petunias, and Rickey Darrell,bom Saturday to
blast. A triple and fly ball made jects last Sunday; "What Christ was a Sunday guest of Mr. and
* sweet alyssum is a center of invanced) -CharlotteButler riding
Hates Most," and "Being and Mrs. M.D. Wyngarden and famithe final tally in the ninth.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Wilson, 818
terest
Ken try, Alfi^ Curtenius and Be
Wednesday night, the Dutch- Doing.” Nell Lamper of Grand
136th Ave.; a daughter, Eileen
4
puf Winston.
men murdered Cedar Springs in a Rapids sang at the evening serFrances, bom Saturday to Mr. and
Western
Horse
or Pony— Larry league encounter. It was a score- vice.
Mrs. Frank Schwarz, 231 West
Former Schoolmates
Slager riding Happy, and Margie keeper’s nightmare a? Holland Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Schuil of New Police Cruiier
23rd St ; a daughter, Marcia Ann,
Thomasma
riding Sweet Senorita
Hold Annual Picnic
bom Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.
led, 33-0, when the game was Redlands, Calif., Mr. and Mrs. Damaged in Accident
Rosita.
finally called at the end. of six Jacob T. De Witt and daughters
Richard Zink. 326 Maple Ave.; a
A group of former schoolmates son, David Scott, bom Sunday to
Pair Class— Bob Erickson rid- innings.
of Zeeland were Saturday evennew 1954 Holland police
held their 24th annual picnic Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Schultz,
ing The Profile' and Engcla ErickDuring that time, Jim Boeve ing guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bob cruiser driven less than 200 miles
Wednesday at Kollen Park.
son riding Fritz, Charlotte Butler pitched three-hit ball and even Bakker of Grand Rapids.
route 3, tennville; a son, Robert
was damaged early Saturday
The group enjoyed
social
riding Kentry and Nan Barrett Manager Russ Woldring got into
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Zuverink
Lloyd, bom today to Mr. and Mrs.
afternoon following a potluck Clesson Butler, 31 East 26th St
riding Miss Goose Valley, Jane the slaughterby slamming out and family of Grand Rapids were when it was struck by a skidding
dinner.
Hansen ridng Honey Girl and three hits. The win gave Holland Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. pickup truck on North River Ave.
Attending were the Mesdames
Roberta Cederlund riding Day’s a 2-2 second-half league mark Gerald Zuverink and family.
near the bridge.
George Zonnebelt,Corneal Zee- Injured in Fall
End Golden Lassie.
Mr. and Mrs. George Van Donald Veldhoff, 31, route 2,
and cemented third place for the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
dyk, Georg Kalmink, John Dyke,
Obstacle race winners: £velyn Dutchmen.
Zoeren of Zeeland were Sunday
Ben Speet Gerrit Alderink,Henry Mrs. Emma Kuipers 67, of Aiding
Lee on Honey Boy, Victoria
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.GJ. Hamilton, was driving north on
Vander Veen. Henry Sprick. Jacob ton, West Va., received a fracturRiver Ave. when his truck skidded
Buchen on Lady Kentree, - and
Van Zoeren.
Escapes Injuries
Garvelnk. Albert Kuypers, George ed right wTist, a gash on the lower
Terry Brink on Lightning.
Marilyn Broesma has completed on the wet pavement, slid backDe Haan, John Lappinga. Wil- lip and possible rib fractureswhen
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - her summer school term In Colo- wards and crashed into the side
First place in Speedy Turns
ian Strabbing and Dena Hughes. she fell down the stairs at First
class was Victoria Buchen riding Donald Khodl, 20, route 1, Grand rado and is now vacationing with of the police car.
Christian Reformed Church, Grand
Haven, escaped injurieswhen his her parents, Mr. and Mrs: John
The cruiser, driven by Officer
Lady Kentree.
Haven, Sunday morning after
Hunter Hack— Victoria Buchen 1952 model car rolled over and Broersma and family. In the fall Charles Dulyea, 51, of 198 West
Bike Rider Injured
church services. She was taken
riding Lively Gal, Nan Barrett was completely demolished on she will teach In Sou^h Haven Ninth St, was southboundin the
THE MEW OAKLAND CHRISTIANREFORMED CHURCH balldlaf wot form,
Carl Dortie,18, route 1, received to MunicipalHospital by ambu
outside lane of the four lane highon Miss Goose Valley, and Linda M-50 In Robinsontownship at 11 :40 tor the second year.
ally dedicated Thursday night bj a capacity audience of congrtgatlon and
leg bruises when a motorcyclehe lance.
p.m. Sunday. State police who
Swanson.
Mrs. Henry Bouwens Is staying Way.
friend*.The aftracfJrentw church, darted April 1. 1153, Mat* an audteuco
I
riding and a car driven by
Bareback Horsemanship class— charged him with reckless driving with ,Mrs. John Frericks at pre- * Damage to the police car was
of about 500. The Iter. Harmon /. luisoma, pattor, preaidedot tht rife*
Vanden Berg. 50. of 69 West
More than 70 languages and and preached the termoa. Greeting* were extended by mlnltten of neighVictoria Buchen riding Ijidy said he lost control of his car and sent.
estimated at $250 and to the pickon Rfvlr Ave. and 200 dialectsare spoken in Ethi
boring church#*and a mmJcai program wan giree. The Oakland church
Kentree. Jimmy Bonham riding went off the road before rolling
Saturday guests at the home of up truck at $50. Veldhoff was t»iopia.
Mir Mushor* JJ7 families.
over.
Robin, and Lynn Cartier.
Mr. and Mr*. Sin
‘ a

Dutchmen Blanked
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County Group Studying Needs

Sentences

Jail
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Handed Two

Of Mentally Retarded Children
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Lawn Wedding
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$25 to $500
HoUand Loan Asroc&Ioa
10 West 8th Street Holland
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M
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Many Others Appear

b

In the Good

Municipal Court

Daring Past

Week

vander Meulcn during the
week handed out

put

.

(Following is the 35th in the
aeries of articles taken from news

Jail sentence* to

two Holland men after they
^ fc

h

Old Days

Municipal Court Judge Cbroeliu*

of the Ottawa County Times
ibUshed in Holland mors

pleaded guilty to separate charge*
of assault and battery.

i

Douglas Bronson, 29, rout* 2,
was ordered to serve out his 15
day jail term on weekends. In
addition he wu fined 154.70. Glen
McFarland,24, of 140 Clover Av**
was sentenced to five days in
jair and fined $29.70.
Oral McFarland, 25, of 140
Clover Ave., pleaded guilty to a
disorderly charge and wu fined
$29.70. The two brothers were
arrestedfollowing a disturbance
in a downtown tavern.
Others paying fines within the
last few. days were David Diepenhorst, 17, of 215 Dartmouth Rd.,

WALTER

1.

yean

1

ago.)

Thursday afternoon,Sept IS;
Miss Sena Slotman and John
Wiggere will' be married at tie
home of the bride’sparents, Mr.
and Mrs. JJL Slotman of Overi-

WHEEL

a

Sheriff Rimkel

DOUGLAS KUITII

•tl

The Macatawa Bay Yacht Club

Wins n Allegan

will move its clubhouse from Its
present location to the shoal at
the entrance ot the bay juse east
of the south pier of the government channel The present site is
very difficult of access and too
far removed from either of the
parks. A floating debt of about
$1,000 hanging over the club was
removed by the liberal subscriptions of its members.

Brave Youngster

(Special) — Sheriff

ALLEGAN

Walter E. Runkel won handily
over his Republican opponent,

Loses Battle

Michael J. Uramkin, by a 3 to 1
majority in Allegan county's primary election Tuesday. The vote
was 3,509 to 1,181 in 29 out of
JAMESTOWN (Special)
A
32 precincts.
In the other Republican races, heroic struggle for life ended
incumbent Howard C. Strandt quietly Saturday for 10-yearwon over John Tien, 2,540 to 1,- old Douglas Kuiper.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
858, in the register of deeds contest, and incumbent William Jerry Kuiper of Jamestown.

Against Disease

-

reckless driving, $28.90; Charles
PROBLEMS or MEMTM1T BET AIDED CHILDREN or* bdey
asai '”'
Howard Ave., Btadkd by a eotmfy-wkfc group ot parents and friends of such children,or' Hfr
I.’
On Wednesday morning Hope
if failure to keep an assured dear
ganlmd as the Ottawa Association tor Retarded Children. Although much
College again opened Its doors lot
distance ahead, $12; James Allen,
work has been done toward solring the problems, the association hopes to
the year 1902-1903accordingto
22, Grand Rapids, improper passcarry out a program which would enable them fe fulfill practically all
a story in tha Sept 19 issue of
ing, $15; Marvin Knoll; 23, route
seeds of retarded children in this area. Pictured conferring on plans for a
the Ottawa County Times publish1, speeding, $5; Donald Schuitemeetfog Thursday night are PresidentVictor Van Oosferhouf;. Mrs. Ruth
The plucky red-hairedyoung1
* v
.tv.v.V.i:
ed in 1902 by M.G. Minting. Over
Teed
defeated
John
Atkins
in
the
'tawiiWi
Mealier, matod, Mr*. William Venema. standing at right and Mrs. /.
man, 20, of 401 East Lincoln
50 new students havs been enrace
for drain commissioner,2,- ster had been waging a valiant
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ellsworth
D.
Barber
Holmes.
Ave., Zeeland, speeding, $10; Bill
fight to survive ever since he
rolled this year. The Rev.
436
to
1,757.
The
two
Incumbent
(Herfst
photo)
The Ottawa Association for Re- and Mrs. Henry Van Kampen,
Funckes, 17. of 51 East 15th St,
first became ill in November,
In • lawn wedding Saturday, wore pink ballerina gowns with Utterwickof New York addressed
tarded Children,
county-wide Coopers ville; Mrs. Victor Van coroners also won renomination,
stop street, $5.
1950. A short time later doctors July 24, at the home of Mr. and strapless bodices and net capes the students. Prof. EJ* Norton,
Hail, 29, Saugatuck, group of parents and friends of Oosterhout and Mrs. William William Ten Brink receiving 2,- amputated one leg In hopes of
Mrs. Henry Kirsten, route 2, and carried pink and white coloni- Ph. D., Is to talcs the place of
258
votes
and
Clyde
A.
Dickinson
speeding. $17; Ludlle Timmer, 23, mentally retarded children, has Roberts, Holland.
Holland,
their daughter, Miss al bouquets of rosea and carna- Prof. AJ. Ladd in the chair of psy2,332
votes.
A
third
condidate, arresting his trouble.
undertaken
a
study
of
the
probof 340 James St, speeding, $10;
The association is working to- W.L. Slentz, Jr., of Otsego, re- He quickly adapted himself to Marlene Kay Kirsten, became the tions.
chology and pedagogy
pedagogy ,
Robert Achterhof, 19, of 595 lems ot retarded children in ward building a county fund to
his artificial leg and was able to bride of EUsworth D. Barber
Nearly 200 pupils are enrolled
The bride’s twin cousins, Jean
ceived 1,110 votes.
South Shore Dr., speeding, $12; Ottawa County.
develop a program for retardates.
Allegan county actively support- get along quite well. But disease The groom is the son of Mr. and and Janet Timmer, as junior In HoUand High School this year,
James Melton, 22, of 251 Weet In helping to solve this great To fulfill all needs of all the
ed
D. Hale Brake in the Republi- continuedto take its toll on the Mrs. Herman Van Langevelde, bridesmaids, wore aqua ballerina an increase of 30 percent over the
Central Ave., Zeeland, speeding. problem, the association has set children, a county residential home
route 3, Holland.
gowns and carried coloniA bou- attendance ot any previous year,
can
nomination for governor. small body.
$10; Charles Chapel, 20, Grand up far-reaching goals which ulti- and school is needed, with several
Despite pain which was always
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Lane
Three
large
bouquets
of
white
quets of carnations and roses.
Brake
received
1,829
votes,
com. Rapids, speeding, $10; Susie mately would fulfill needs of the
day school centers throughout the
with Dougie he never complained. gladioU accented the background Nancy Ann Karsten and Terry Kleyn Friday, a son.
pared with 745 for
J.
Kempker, 18, Hamilton, speeding, retarded children in this ares.
county.
A new brick structure win be
Cleary, 920 for Eugene
Keyes Time and time again he would tell of shrubbery and white ribbons Allen Kan ten, niece and nephew
The tragedy of having a child—
year ago, legislation
his mother, Mrs. Jerry Kuiper, marked the bridal aisle. Miss of the bride, were flower girl and erected at the 19th St pumping
The following four had their for whom one has hoped and passed enabling the county board and 1,028 for Donald S. Leonard. not to work to hard.
Faye Brunsell and Kenneth Kars- ring bearer. Nancy Ann wore an station to enclose the elactricalThe Democratic vote in the
p't fines suspended after completing planned— be a retardate may bring of education to accept* funds for
When friends would drop In ten were in charge of music for aqua organdy dress and carried ly driven pump. The building wiU
county
was
exceptionally
light
driver training school. They are: great problems into the life of the establishmeitof a program for
and chat with Dougie the answer
be 24x28 feet In sise.
a basket of rose petals.
Gerald Prince, 18, of 45 East parents,associationmembers point mentally retarded children.These with only a few minor contests was always the same when the rites.
The Rev. J. Van der Meulen
For
her
wedding,
the
bride
Max
Chrlspell
attended
the
at
stake.
Governor
G.
'Mennen
Seventh St., cutting comer to out Some parents refuse to believe funds are administeredby the
asked how he felt, “Okay, feel wore a ballerina gown of white groom
best man. Serving as left this morning for South Bond,
dose, $12; Ray Haviland, 18, of it, others hide their children away county .board of education and Williams was leading the ticket pretty good."
nylon tuUe over skinner satin, ushers' were Allen GUford and Ind, to attend the faU>meetlnr:of
and in 13 out of 32 precincts poll711 Jenison Ave., speeding, $5; and many emotional ills result.
deposited with the county treasDuring the past few months the with rosepolnt lace Jacket A Kenneth Lamb.
the Michigan Classls to be held
ed
351
Carl Simpson, 25, route 4, speedWhile society cannot make these urer. This insures donors that
boy was confined to bed. He was headdress of orange blossoms and . Seventy-five guests attended there Tuesday and Wednesday*
ing, $15 suspended; Murray Motts afflicted children normal, it can
gifts art wisely and honestly used.
forced to lie on two large pillows pearls held her fingertip veil of the reception at the Karsten home.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Hathaway
, 27, of 122 West Ninth St
help to improve the situation. Much help and guidance already
to ease the constant pain rind help tulle and lace. She carried a Miss Barbara Lee Karsten
rejoice In the birth of a little girl
Others paying fines were Fred Relatives, friends and neighbors ha* been given by the Ottawa
him breathe.
cascade bouquet of white carna- In charge of the gifts and Misses on Monday.
Smith, 37, Sycamore, Mo., im- can help by realizing that brain County' Board of Health and the
Dougie was frequency men- tions and roses. Mr; Karsten gave Linda Tubergen, Marlene Tuber- A daughter was born Sunil— *o
proper right turn, $12; Clara Pott, injury or retardationis no disgrace
Muskegon Art* Child Guidance
tioned on Jean Hill’s Storyland his daughter in marriage.
gan ‘ and Rose Tubergan, and Mr.' and Mn. Bert Kielnhc .1
55„ Grand Rapids, speeding, $112; —it may happen in the best of
Clinic in diagnosticwork.
program
on WHTC. Last summer
Miss
Barbara
Lamb
as maid of Mrs. Tony Slagh assisted about East Eighth St
Frances Speet, 34, of 624 Michi- families. A kindly and intelligent
A program of work placement,
the boy made a trip to the station honor and Misses Donna Brunsell, the rooms.
A. Stevens, formerly nl^it
gan Ave., speeding, $10; Virginia attitude does much to make life
job training and guidance for
and
appeared on the program.
operator
at tha Per* Marque. te
Mary
Jx>u Bronkborstand Shirley
Mr.
Barber
Is
employed
at
Hart
Vdt Strate, 18, Byron Oenter, easier for parents, brothersand retardates over 16 years old now
Doctors were amazed at the Van Houten, as bridesmaids, all and Cooley Manufacturing Co. depot has been transferredto
Irene Ver Hage, 31, route 4,
reckless driving, $29.70; Juris sisters of the retarded child.
is in progress under the Michigan Holland, and Clarence Simonsen, boy’s struggle to live. They didn't
Coloma, where he will have the
Karklin, 48, Grand Rapids, paid
Common causes of mental Demonstration Research Project 38, of 490 Riley Rd., were treated expect him to last a year after his
position of day operator.
$17.40 after /being found guilty retardationare glandulai; defifor Severely Mentally Retarded. at Holland Hospital for cuts and first illness. The boy up until a Shower Held Here
The Rev. CAL Duryea, for two
of failure to keep an assured ciences, cerebral palsy, hydroceSome retardates are able to work bruises following an accident at few months, ago didn't know the
yean
pastor of
local
dear distance following a trial phalis, accidents and others. The
For Ludington Girl
on farms, ,do housework, rug 7:08 a.m. Saturday.
Wesleyan Church, will have
seriousness of his illness.
Lester Oosterbaan, 19, Grand problem is increasing, as often
weaving, operate knitting macharge of the Brighton,L* \,
The pair were drivers of carls A little girl visitingDougie told Mrs. A. Brink and Mrs. C. StlelRapids, speeding, $15; Paul Doane, modern drugs, oxygen and transchines and the like, under super- that collided at the intersection him. After that the youngster
church leaving the field here .o
y 56, Lansing, speeding, $10; Willis fusions save a life, but damage to
stra of Ludington entertained at
vision.
the Rev. E.W. Chapman f
of New Holland Rd. and 144th seemed to sense that he was slowly a shower Tuesday evening at the
Bajema, 29, Grand Rapids, speed- the brain remains, for brain cells
The Ottawa Associationwill Ave. Ver Hage was going east on dying despite the efforts of doctors home of the former. 255 Lincoln
Coopersville.A farewell recc..; .i
ing, $10; Henry Holtrust, 22, of do not replace themselves.
meet Thursday evening at 7:30 in New Holland while Simonsen was across the country.
Ground breaking ceremonies
given him Mondly even j
Ave. in honor of Miss Janice Lee
280 North River Ave., leaving the
Parents of the Ottawa Associa- Coopersville school gmnasium to traveling north on 144th Ave.
Parents and friends began main- Radtke of Ludington. She will be were held at 32nd St and Colum- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. II.
scene of an accident,$24.70.
tion have set up recreational
Beukema.
Damage to the 1950 model Ver taining an around the clock watch married Aug. 14 to Clarence
Five youths were each fined programs in various parts of the hear Miss Florence Vander Woude,
supervisingnurse of Ottawa Hage auto was estimated at $400 on Dougie when his condition took Stielstra, Jr., grandson of the bit Ave., this morning for the new
Bert Westerhof, his sister, Jen$14.70 on charges of furnishing county for retarded children. These
building of Resthaven Home for
county, discuss “Problems of and at $300 to the 1948 model a turn for the worse last month. Brinks.
nie, and Gilbert Wlerenga, w •*
beer to minors. Paying the fine include picnics, parties, movies,
the Aged.
thrown from a buggy Sunday
were Allen Kraai, 18, route 1, singing games and other activities, Retarded Children/* All interested Simonsen car. Sheriff’s depart- One night as his mother sat
Games were played with dupliOpening remarks were given by
persons are invited to attend.
ment deputies are investigating. beside his bed he turned to her cate prizes awarded.
afternoon near the HoUand towntwoZeeland; Paul Volkers, 20, of 303 under direction of Mrs. Arnold
PresidentBenjamin Dampen on ship hall They met one of tha
Eighty-oneryear old George and said, “Don’t worry about me, course buffet lunch
served.
West Main St., Zeeland; Bob Meinel and Mrs. Guy Beitenwert, County officers are Victor Van
Oosterhout of HoUand, president; Orris, route 6, Holland, was term- Mommie. When I get to heaven, Decorations Included a miniature the history and the work done by Chicago automobilesand the
Wierda, 19, of 193 West 15th St;
Grand Haven; Mrs. Forest Koning Mrs. Ruth Meuller, secretary. ed in good condition at Holland
the many members of the buildI won't have this pain. Jesus will bride and flowers.
horse taking fright turned a
‘Don ewhouse, 19, of 277 East 12th
ing committee, officers and the
Hospoltal
today
where
he
is recov- take care of me/'
sharp corner and overturned tho
Invited were the Mesdame* J.
St; and Jason Raterink, 20, of
ering from injuries received when
At 8:30 Saturday Dougie’s Zoerhof, W. Alofs, Will Postma, Resthaven Guild during the drive rig. The occupants escaped in229 Lincoln Ave., Zeeland.
for funds.
Seeks
Judfment
a
tractor
wheel
passed
over
his
pain
stopped. The fight to live Garry Prins, G. Plasman, G. Rypjury but the rig wu demolished.
Paying $1 parking fines were
Alfred Teaman donated and
body
in
an
accident
at
4
pjn.
Frithat
showed
scores
of
neighbors
Twenty five thousand populama, B. Kroeze, Russ Woldring,
k James Webster, Saugatuck; Ed
In Industrial Case
day.
and friends what courage is, had Art Postma, Gilbert Postma, Clay- presenteda gold shovel to Rus- tion for Grand Haven in the next
De Jong, 214 West 12th St.; Robsell Dyke of Dyke Construction
Orris was pulling a four-wheel ended. The boy died quietlyIn his ton Hoover, Art Slenk, L. De
five yean is predicted.This preGRAND HAVEN (Special)
ert Heyboer, Grand Rapids;
Company,
go
general contractors for
diction is based on the recent
Fouw, Andy Postma all of Hol- the building.
Richard Robbert,203 West 18th
Mrs. Marie
Milliman of trailer of grain on the parking own bed at home.
Surviving besides the parents land, Mrs. Frank Vogel and Mrs
lot of the Holland Cooperative on
addition of a glove factory to the
St
Crozet, Va., formerly Mrs. R.W.
East Seventh St He got off the are a brother,Terry Conrad, and Simon Brinks of Grand Rapids Dyke then presented H to the Industries of the dty and the
A series of breakins were Camfield of Spring Lake, has tractor to unhitch the trailer, and the grandparents, Mr. and Mrs and the Misses Marian Postma. Rev. P. E. Hinkamp, secretary of action of the council in allowing
cleared up today when three opened a suit in Ottawa Circuit
the tractor, still in gear, started Milo Osterbaan of Holland. The Connie Stielstraand the guest of the Resthaven board.
the electric line at last to coma
Hlnk^np dug the first spade- within tha dty limits and grantCourt
seeking
$5,291.60
Judgment
to move,
body was taken to the Yntema honor.
youngsters admitted the burglaries
ful of sod and broke ground for ing it the proper franchise on the
plus interestand costs from LawOrris ran along trying to get Funeral Home in Zeeland.
after questioning by Holland police
the new building. After the ini- streets of the dty.
rence V. Meyering of Grand the tractor out of gear, and apand Ottawa County deputies.
Haven.
tial spadeful members of the
Twin Lakes
Held
parently fell under the wheel. The
Glen Andrews, popular shortboard and representatives from stop of the local team, left SatThe amount represents the tractor continued on, hitting a
The trio of brothers ranging in
For Theft of Motor
the various Holland churches also urday for Glenwood to spend a
age from 10 to 12 admitted taking balance due on a promissorynote garage, but was undamaged.
shoveled the dirt
* Cool weather Saturday and a variety of items ranging from a dated June 1, 1951, for 5,000 with
few weeks at the home. He will
Hospital authorities said there
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Sunday thinned the crowd a wrist watch to fishing rods in the interest at 5 percent. Plaintiff were no fractures and no indicatake up a course of pharmacy at
Orlo Walden, 21, of Twin Lakes,
little at Holland State park this breakins during the past three ciaims Meyering paid $250 June tions of internal injuries but he
Ferris Institute,Big Rapids.
wu arraigned in Municipal Court
weekend, but a lot of people were months.
1, 1952, representing the annual was being held for observation.
Tuesday
on
a
charge
of grand
still there.
The theft of the wrist watch interest installment,and that In an accident 6:30 pjn. Thurslarceny. He demanded examinaGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Beerebooms Leave City
Sunday’s attendance was 17,- puzzled police. Officers said they nothing has been paid since that day cars driven by John F. Stuit,
In an opinion filed in Ottawa Cir- tion, set for Aug. 19 at 2 p.m.,
-000— compared to a crowd for weren’t sure where the watch was time.
Admitted
to
HoUand
Hospital
67, and Paul Steketee, 60, both of
not
the past few weeks Of 25,000 on taken and the youths weren’t sure
Monday were Andl Robenson, For Stay in England
Mrs. Milliman’*late husband Grand Rapids, collidedon M-21 at cuit Court Wednesday,Judge Ray- and bond of $500
»
mond
L.
Smith
denied
a
motion
route 2; Mrs. Roger Glbeon, route
Sunday. About 9,500 visited themselves. The watch contained was founder of the firm, the Cam- liuth Ave.
Dr. and Mrs. John J. BeerWalden, taken into custody Sat- 4; Mrs. Henrietta Boeva, 953 Cento dismiss or quash the informathe park Friday with 10,000 at
Stuit, headed east on M-21,. was
engravingon the inside Inscribed, field Manufacturing Co., which
boom, Jr., and son, John m, left
tion filed against Ronald V. Ken- urday by state police, allegedly tral Ave.; Dawn D* Feyter, 1875
^ tending Saturday.
“To Wayne from Dad— ’54’’. Any- Meyering now serves as presi- ticketed for maklng an improper nedy, 43, Grand Rapids, who is took a 16 horsepower outboard
Monday tor New York City. They
Park Manager Clare Broad said one knowing who the watch beLakewood Blvd.; Mrs. Harry De
V turn.
bUASft*A-y
U 1 lug {J to
K\J 1110
A Uk/a
left
Damage
his 1954
charged with cheating and de- motor valued at about $400 from Visser, Chicago Dr.; Mrs. J. B. will sail on Friday on the S.S.
that swimming was prohibited longs to is asked to contact HolA suit for $25,000 representing model car was estimated at $150
United States tor England where
after noon Saturday because of
professional legal services is now and at $150 to the westbound 1950 frauding the state of Michigan a boat docked behind Johnson Me Daniel 459 West 18th St
he hu accepted a fellowship at
land police.
Brothers
Boiler
Works
at
Ferry*out
of
$600,
one of the worst undertows all
DischargedMonday were Shir- the University ot Manchester.Ha
The following places were en- pending in Ottawa Circuit Court model Steketee auto. .
burg
June
23.
A
Twin
Lakes
offiBefore
Kennedy,
dismissed
season. Sunday, the rampaging
brought by Meyering against Sheriffs deputiesinvestigated.
ley Weyschede,24 West Thitd St.;
tered and various items taken:
Grand Rapids land buyer for the cer, who felt Walden could not Joyce Disbrow, route 1; Mrs. will study under Prof. EJUL
. jvater was calm again as the efMrs. Milliman.
Jones.
Roels Produce,West Eighth St.,
state, was arraigned on July 28, afford such t motor, checked the Charles Vftnde Water and baby,
fects of Friday night's rough
Dr. Beerboom
granted a
$9 in cash; Don Winter residence,
serial
number
and
it
wu
discovhis
attorney,
Nuel
Donley,
of
Mrs.
Sarah
H91
Dies
iquall wore off.
route 3; Mrs. Robert Bond, 360 fellowship by the Micro-Biological
89 West Hth St., $31 in cash in two
Grand Rapids, presented a motion ered the motor belonged to Wes- River Ave.; Andl Robenson,route
Ventura School Voters
For the week, 86,500 persons
Institute of NationalInstitute of
trips; James Brooks residence, 86
At Home of Daughter
in writing to have the informa- ley Warner of Ferrysburg,who 2.
were recorded and 292 camping
Health. He received his Ph. D. deWest
Hth St, an undetermined Okay $50,000 Bond Issue
had
reported
it
miuing.
tion
filed
against
Kennedy
dispermits were issued. Both trailer
Hospitalbirths include a ion, gree at Wayne University in
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
amount
of
money;
Washington
The motor, with attached gaso- Bruce John, born Monday to Mr.
missed on the grounds that the
and tent spaces are available at
In conjuction with the primary Mrs. Sarah Hill 78, died unexSchool, several pens and small
MunicipalJudge “had abused his line tank,
found in a woods and Mrs. George Keen, 128 West June. He wu graduated from Hop
present.
election
Tuesday
members,
of
the
pectedly, at 10 am. Friday at the
June. He
graduated from
items on several, occasions;Cal
. The Holland Coast Guard reVentura school district. Park home of her daughter, Mrs. Nor- discretion in that there was no near Twin Lakes, where Walden 31st St; a daughter,Marguerite Hope Colege In 1949.
evidence produced in the exam- had hidden
»
ported a quiet weekend. No dis- Nordhof home, 253 East Hth St., Township District 1 fractional
Kathleen, bore Monday to Mr. and
man Davis, 15556 Franklin St,
Dr Beerboom is a son of Mr.
$4 in bills, a cast iron piggy bank
tress calls were received, alMrs. Robert Boyce, 556 College and Mrs. John Beerboom, 95 East
voted overwhelminglyto approve with whom she made her home for ination upon which the magistrate
and a large jacknife.
could find probable cause that the
though a buoy light on Lake
Ave.;
a
son
Roger
Max,
bore
toa $50,000 new bond issue for the the past four years.
Ninth St His wife is the former
Seventh-DayAdventists
offense was committed—."
Macatawa burned out and had to In additionthe, boys took a case construction of a school. Vote on
day to Mr. and Mrs. Max Evens, Min Marcusse, daughter of Mr.
She was born in Washington After presenting the motion
of
soft
drinks
from
Riverview
be replaced.
route 1; a son, Gerald Cornelius,
and Mrs. Peter Marcusse, 80 West*
Park, drank the' pop and sold the the board issue was 37 to 0 and County, Miu., Feb. 1876. Her hus- Kennedy was arraigned and stood Open Annual Camp Meet
bore today to Mr. and Mrs. Ooycc
the vote to increase the milleage band Andrew died 14 years ago.
19th St
bottles. Several weeks ago during
mute
whereupon
a
plea
of
not
Several members of Holland Grooms, rout* 3.
was 37 to 3.
>.
She was a member of the Beulah guilty was ordered entered by
a Sunday School session the boys
Seventh-DayAdventist Church
Construction
is scheduled to be- Baptist Church,MuskegonHeights
West* OGve Man Fined
stole the teacher’s purse and rethe court
are planning attendance at the
gin in mid-September.
John Hesselink Feted
moved some money.
Besides the daughter, she is surMiss Mouw, Miss Bratt
For Reckless Driving
The new school building will be vived by one sister, Mrs. Esther In its opinion filed today, the annual Seventh-day Advoitlst
A half dozen fishing rods were
At Birthday Party
constructedat 168th Ave. and Dixcn of Detroit;one brother, court stated it “is of the opinion Camp Meeting at Grand Ledge to- Feted at Surprise Event
also taken ‘from Bill Vander
. GRAND
(Special)
Quincy Sts. end can be expanded Charles Jdckaon, Paris, Calif.; two that there was no abuse of dis- day to Aug. 15. Close to 1,500 are
Schel’s fishing shanty and a rowMrs. John Hesselink of route 5
cretion by the court below and expected to attend the event
Floyd W. Hippier, 46, route 1, West
A group of 44 friends met last
to add more classroom space.
grandchildren and three great that Kennedy would be held forv
entertained
Tuesday evening In
boat
from
near
the
Harrington
Bethel
A group of local members plan Thursday evening
Olive, paid $45 fine and $3.90 costs
School board members are RichGrandchildrea
Coal Docks.
trial in the October term of the to spend the weekend at the camp Church, Richmond, to stage a sur- honor ot her husband, who celein Justice F. J. Workman’s court
ard Vander Yacht, director; Don
Ottawa Circuit Court. Kennedy and others will attend throughout prise in honor of two of their brated his 78th birthday anniverTuesday on a charge of reck- Police said the boys would be Van Lente, moderator; and Don
turned over to Probate Court after
is at liberty under $1,000 bond. the session. Local pastor Elder teachers, Miss Gertrude Mouw sary.
less driving.
Brueker, treasurer. Member* of Officen Pick Up
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Stanley Hyde, is presently attend-, and Miss Katherine Bratt who
He was arrested upon complaint questioning.They indicated pthers the building committee are EdBrink, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bronwould
probably
ba
implicated in
For
Arizona
Sheriff
will
leave
soon
.for
Pennsylvania.
ing.
of Corp. Edward McGarvey of the
ward Siegers,George Kurdux, and
Bridfes Completed; Open
the thefts.
The church's Michigan Youth Both will teach a year in the dyke and Mr. and Mrs, John WolBruce Dekker.
Rockford State Police post, all egfert.
GRAM)
(Speed)
Adams
Street
to
Traffic
Congress
is being held the first Christian School of the Orthodox
ing that at 3:35 Monday afternoon
During the social evenin'*. T‘*s.
John (Jack) Peck, 26, was picked
three days. On Saturdayat 5 pm., PresbyterianChurch at Wilkinson US-31 in Grand Haven town- Driver
Ticket
Hesselink served refrrchnr- ' •
Gran
Fire
up by Holland city police officers
ZEELAND
(Special)
—
Detour*
burg,
Pa.
Governor
G.
Mennen
Williams
will
ship, Hippier passed several cars
James Palasek, 19, Grand RapSaturday it 124% East Eighth St. signs were down today and traffic speak. Youth . Congress speakers
Anthony Fitts was in charge of
on the highway, knicked the rear ids, was issued a ticket for iailure Firemen of Park township department No. 2 were called out for the sheriff’sdepartmentat was open over two new bridges on will be Elder Laurence Skinner, the meeting and Miss Albertha Burglars Scared
fender of one with his front fender to keep an assured clear distance
Tucson, Ariz., where Peck jumped Adams St (East 16th St) east of association secretary, General Bratt led group singing and G.
at 2:40 pm. Tuesday to a
ZEELAND (Special)—Oty police
and kept on going.
ahead after his truck hit a parked fire near the Stanley Boven cot- $1,300 ball.
HoUand
Conference Missionary Depart- Dykman led closingprayer.
The officer was on the highway car operated by Eleanor Smith, 35,
tage on Lake Shore Rd. The fireAccording to records of the
Work isn’t completely finished on ment; Elder Donald Hunter, Just
In behalf of the group, Mrs.
at the time and overtook Hippier of H4 West 22nd St., on Douglas
trucks were on the scene about Ottawa sheriff's department, Peck the two structures that eliminate returned from India; Elder K. F. Henry Van Huis presentedgifts Services at 28 East Wash'n-*- ^ ,
who
had
been
drinking,'
tT,
Ave. near River Ave. Wednesday half an hour. Herman Winde- has been in jail in Ottawa county
a bad jog in the highway, but pav- Anobs, treasurer of the South to the honored guests. Refresh- Tuesday n&V. Eur--Hippier is awaiting trial In Otta- afternoon.Damage to Mrs
muller, fire chief, said the fire on four occasions.
ing operations will be held up until African Division,and Elder Ford- ments were in charge of I'-r,
a Circuit Court on a raoe charge. ’49 model ear
CMrge’
mOTeiJiar was estimated at was started by children,who built
Lawrence Kenyon, 34, was the fill settles.
yce Detamore, evangelist.
Andrew Johnson and Lire. C-; w
Fenen from FenPlans call for raising the entire
5**?
a
?5’«acct^ 10 0ttawa Cwnty
‘" the grass. About one- brought to Grand Haven
H. M. S. Richards, radio speak- Yearry. Guests were _
ton Sunday for non payment of j ro^dway^throu^ti^ section
er, will be featured Aug. 13 and
tenn’of court,
alimony.
14.
it Barnard, 79, of 344
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Dykstrq-Windemuller Vows Spoken

Umpire Cracked

John

S, 1954
innings. Vandenberg led off with
a run in the firs!; but Gra-Bell
struck back in the fourth to knot
the score.
Then Vandenberg put together

G. Korterinf

Succumbs

at

Same

Homt

(Hd Story;

John

G. Kortering,- 76, died
at his home, 357 Lincoln
Ave^ as result of a stroke suffered
July 23. He lived in Holland for
the past 61 years after moving
from Overisel where ht was a

Monday

With Bat; Holland

A9 Alone

In 2nd

in second place all alone in the
SouthwesternBaseball League
today as the result of an 8*7 come*
back win over the league-leading
Grand Haven Athletics at River*
view Park Monday night

line. .

Williajn J. Kleinheksel, 86, re-

tired farmer and fruit grower,

Israels, Rich Welters and Bob died at 12:15 a.m. Monday at his
Fortney to account for^four runs. home
Fillmore township,
Gra-Bell desperatelycame back (Holland 5), following a lingering
with three runs on-Rog Overway's illness. He was bom Aug. 17,
single and a double by Norm 1867 In Fillmore township, was a
Schreerhom.
member of the Overisel ReformBut Vandenberg picked up two ed Church, the Greater Consismore runs in the sixth on doubles tory and the Men’s Adult Bible
by Norm Japinga and A1 Doze- Class.
man, and another four runs in the
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
seventh, mainly on singles by Bill Justin Oetman of Fillmore; a son
Fortney and Gord Veurink. Gra- George Kleinhekselof Fillmore;
Bell’s lone score in the seventh two foster daughters, Mrs. Henry
came after Ken Koning doubled. Brink of Fillmore and Mrs. Mar’

ing.

questionedby

Holland police following the game
and released.The battle between
the two started after Westerhof
disagreedwth Stuits* fbul-ball
call of his drive down the third

base

by A1 Dozeman, Ron

Rainfall Fairly '

Dies After Long Illness

Vandenberg Buick 11-5.
Bob Fortney won the free-hit- vin Bush of Holland; 14 grandJunior BaseballersMove
Hulst was really slamming 'the
ting contest allowing nine sofeties, children;_16 great grandchildren;
cowhide right Irom the second
Toward League Finales
while Bob Stille allowed 10 in los- two brothers, James Kleinheksel
inning when Bob Vork and Glen
,
of Hamilton and Joseph KleinThe North Side Sluggersrolled Nykamp singled for one score, to
heksel of Grand Rapids; a
over the Midgets, 17-4, Monday the seventh when A1 Velthuis
brother-in-law, Ben Folkert of
night to set the stage for a game singled and scored on an infield Mrs. Margaret Boll Diet
Fillmore and a sister-in-law, Mrs.
with the Junior Yankees Wednes- error.
John E. Lehman of Hamilton.
In
between
Vork
slammed
out
a
At
Hospital
in
Jackson
day night that will decide the “D"
league Junior baseball champion- home run with one on, while also
Mrs. Margaret Bull, mother of Dr. Winter in Hospital
in the third inning Lavem Zoership.
Jack Hulst won his third hoff and Larry Knoper garnered Mrs. ElizabethProtsman of 658 For Emergency Surgery
singles.
straight game on a four-hitter.
West 22nd St, with whom she
In another game, the Cubs Another Hulst ruri came in the lived, died at 10 p.m. Friday at Dr. John K. Winter, 726 State
moved into the finals of the "C” fifth on Ron Weatherbee’ssingle, Mercy Hospital in Jackson.
St., is a patient at Blodgett Hosleague playoffs by clipping the later scoring on an error. In the
Mia. Bull and Mrs. Protsman pital, Grand Rapids, where he
sixth
a
single
by
Knoper
and
Mighty Nine, 8-4. The winners
were enroute to Kenton, Ohio, underwent an emergency gall
overcame a two-run lead by the double by Dale Hulst paved the when Mrs. Bull was stricken with bladder operation Sunday mornMighty Nine in the first inning way for another pair of runs.
a coronary attack.
ing. His Condition Monday Was rewhen Bob Woodall blasted a Only Ford run came in the Funeral services were held ported as “good."
grand-slamhomer. Ronald Kuyers third inning after Ron Appledom Monday at 2 p.m. from the Schnde
He will be hospitalizedabout two
was the winning pitcher.
singled, went to third on errors wolf Funeral Home at Kenton,
weeks.
The Cubs will meet the winner and scored on an outfieldfly.
Ohio.
Dr. Winter was to have returned
of tonight's game between the
Knoper was on the mound tor
Mrs. Protsman is a teacher at to work Monday following an exRedwings and Southwest Hitters the winners, giving up four hits. Lincoln School
tended vacation.He and his family
Wednesday night for the crown. Norm Boeve was tagged for 10
arrived home July 24 after a trip
hits in losing.
Most of the collars and cuffs to the icelandsin northern Canada.
Gra-Bellput up a pretty good made in the United States come They returned home via the west
A kiss has a funny way of getting back to its originator.,
battle before losing in the later from Troy, N. Y.
coast

Stuits over the head with a baseball bat and sent Stuits from the
game with blood streaming from
the wound.
Stuits said this morning that a
doctor had called the injury a
“hairline fracture” but that
stitches were not required to
close the wound.

was

Gra-Bell Loses

doing all season— lost this time to

Tension was high for the
crucial contest with the Grand
Haven crew and K reached a
peak in the sixth inning when
Athletic second baseman Jack
Westerhof cracked Umpire Ned

tinglee

Grower

'

The Dutchmen rallied in

the
eighth to give the Athletics their
first defeat of the second half.
Trailing 6-4, Holland used three
hits, a walk and a fielder’s choice
to score four runs and take an
Mr. ond Mr*. Robert D. Dykstro
8-6 lead with Paul Mack’s base(Prince photo)
clearing pinch-hit triple the big
Palms, ferns and bouquets of white roses.
blow.
Following
reception at
white carnations and yellow roses
Grand Haven wasn’t through,
formed
the setting for the marri- Cumerford’sRestaurant,the
though. Manager Nick Marod
couple left on a southern wedding
came in himelf as a pinch-hitter age of Miss Marion Windemuller trip. The bride’s traveling outfit
in the top of the ninth with first and Robert D. Dykstra Friday
consisted of a pink dress with
baseman "Waggy” Wagonmaker evening, July 23, in the audi- white accessories and the orchid
on base with a walk. Marod torium of Sixth Reformed Church. from her bridal ensemble.
clouted a triple into center field Parents of the couple are Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Rodenand probably would have had an and Mrs. Herman E. Windemuller house, brother-in-law and sister
insde-the-park home run if he of route 6, and Mr. and Mrs.
of the bride, acted as master and
hadn’t slipped coming around Fred Zigterman of 245 East 11th mistress of ceremonies. Mrs.
third, but he was nailed at the St
Roger De Haan and Mrs. Bob
plate as the Dutdunen halted the
The marriage ceremony was Rhoda arranged the gifts.
potential tying run.
read by the hev. Henry A. Mouw
newlyweds
reJerry Prince started for the In the presence of about 50 re- side at Albany, Ga., where the
Dutchmen and was relieved in latives and friends. Miss Edna groom is in the Air Force at
the sixth by Jack Kempker who Johnson attended as maid of Turner Air Force Base. The bride
received credit for the win. honor and Kenneth Dykstra assis- is a graduate of Holland ChristLoren Cook went all the way for ted his brother as best man. ian High School and Mercy CenGrand Haven.*
Ushers were Roger De Haan and tral School of Nursing. Before
* The Dutchmen picked up three Robert Rhoda.
her marriage sheVas a nurse at
runs in the first on
walk to
“O Promise Me,” ‘The Wed- St. Mary’s Hospital, Grand Rap-

Normal

in

farmer. He was a member of
Sixth Reformed Church and the
Everything was true to form
Adult Bible Class.
in City Softball action Monday
Surviving are two sisters, Je^iette, with whom he made his night
Hulst Bros, did what they’ve
home, and Mrs. David Wright of
Byron, HI.; also an uncle and aunt, been doing all season— won, this
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kortering of time over Fords 8-L
Gra-Bell did what they’ve been
Holland.

Holtanffi Flying Dutchmen were

Westerhof

Hulst Bros. Wins,

Fillmore Trait

The

July

in

month of July

was

fairly

normal, according to weather data

compiled by Charles Steketee,
chief weather observer at Hope
College. Average temperaturefor
the month was 70.9 or .8 degree
under normal. Rainfall amounted
to 3.45 inches or .94 inch above
normal.

MaxJmum temperaturewas 91,
compared with 93 in 1953, 95 in
1952, 88 in 1951 and 90 in 1950.
Minimum tAiperture was 47, compared with 48 in 1953, 48 in 1952.
42 in 1951 and 45 in
4 >
Average maximum temperature
was 81.9, compared with 84.6 in
1953, 85.6 in 1952, 81.7 in 1951 and

1950.

80.4 in

1950.

1

Average temperaturewas 70.9,
compared with 73.6 in 1953, 74.8
,

in 1952, 69.4 in 1951 and 70 in 1950.

Precipitation amounted to 3.45
inches, compared with. 2.62 inches
in 1953, 5.26 inches in 1952, 1.88
inches in 1951, and 4.23 inches in
1950. Precipitationfell on eight
days, compared with 10 days in
1953, 12 days in 1952, six days in
1951 and 12 days in 1950.
Greatest amount of precipitation
in a 24-hour period was 1.32 inches,
compared with .94 inch in 1953, 1.59
inches in 1952, .60 inch in 1951 an(L
L31 inches in
j

1950.

Neither Greenland nor Liberia
has any telephones, but there are
70 million,300 thousand of the instilments in the world.

a

The “Good Old Summertime ” Directory

now

The

a

Lou Humbert, doubles by Ron ding Prayer" and 'The Pledge" ids. The groom expects to be disFortney and Bob Van Dyke and were sung by Miss Evelyn Hulz charged from service in Decema pair of wild pitches, but Grand inga accompanied by Miss Lois ber.
Haven had already picked up two Kok who also played traditional
runs on three hits and the Ath- wedding music.
letics tied tbs gams with a run
A gown of white lace over Gerrit Kaathoek Dies
in the third. .
satin with fitted bodice was worn
Prince aided his own cause with by the bride who was given in At HoDand Hospital.
an inside-the-parkhome run into marriage' by her, father. Other
Gerrit Kaashoek, 63, of 147
center in the fifth, but he went features were a scoop neckline
behind again in the bottom half
by yielding three hits and another
pair of runs.
Grand Haven stretched its lead
to 6-4 in the seventh on two Dutch-

and short sleeves appliqued with
lace flower trim. She wore
matching lace mitts and a waistlength veil trimmed with seed
pearls, held in "place by a tiara
fashioned of lace and pearls. She
carried a Bible and white orchid
with streamers.
The attendant’s gown was

West 18th Stn died Monday afternoon at Holland Hospitalof
heart condition.

GO - WHERE

Drive-Ins

NAD'S
SANDWICH and SODA BAB

Aoom

RUSS9

SANDWICH SHOP
KIR

LIMITS

HOLLAND

yaar-round fireproof hotel Is
Dm hoart of Weitorn Michigan'*
Vaoatkmlandt
truly Modus
Hotel 170 room*.

—

Grand Haven
201 020 Oil— T— 11— •

Holland

—

Yonder Ploeg-Hoeve

tot

The

standings:

W

East tth 8L

Rites

Read

FRIEND

.750
.600
.500
J500

Their

AT

•

170 West 13th

Begin

to

5:30 oju.

Show

AD

'til

Homes

•

of

Farms

DIESEL BOAT

WOLVERINE
LEAVES KOLLEN PARK

K

W. 8th

St.

Reels xEroduce Mkt.

ADULTS 75c CHILDREN 45c

Phon* till

M

Outboard Motors

St-

to 6 P.M. Daily

Ifh

Stmt

194 River at

Jewelers

Films

8th

BID

A

Conrentent and Friendly
Plac* to do your banking.
Deposits insured to 810.0M

GIFTS

STANDARD SERVICE
— Washing - Polishing

Phone 3546

HOUSEWARES
HARDWARE

Atlas Tlr** and Batter!**
and

Hirer

WOOD

11 W.

MICHIGAN
Water Temp.

REALTOR

8

Cfty

A Perm

St

424 Meple Av*.
Phene 4442

—

Worm

EASTMAN KODAKS

Wade Drug Co.

.

TODAY

dl

gift BAB Stamps

tMOrm

; 1ITH

Phone 4707

13TH AND MAPLE AVE.
Ph. 9564

AND MAPLE AVE.
Ph. 9544

Portraits ond Comeros
DEVELOPING ond PRINTING

FILMS and SUPPLIES

IT

IOUN WALGREEN AGENCY

Weds Drug Co.

HERFST

Whilo on your racation.

ORDER

RexoD Agency
Phone 8101

PRESCRIPTIONS — DRUGS
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Friend Tov.

Holland Evening Sentinel

75

8th
*

ID W**t

PHOTO

ond GIFT SHOP

The

Air

B*glster*d

Hansen’s Drug Store

Comm

St.

READ

4

We

• Photo Finishing
Quality
Fast Service

DU SAAR

DRUGS-TOILETRIES

Model Drug Store

STUDIO ond PHOTO SUPPLY
r Wat 6th
Holland

70

Ph. 4714

Drugs and Cosmetics

Dry Cleaning

Across from
Property

Pharmacy
81

PHONE 9SI5

KODAKS

St.

Jacob Grasmeyer

LAKE

Mi

Photo Supply

City and Resort Propertia

IS Wat 8th

East 8lh

Phon* 1121

TEERMAN’S
REALTOR and INSURANCE

FOUNTAIN

Bunte’e

MEENG’S

US

C. C.

Cosmetics

Gifts

City, Commercial and Resort
Properties

St.

-

BIT OUB

7225

Jewelry

OPTICIANS

Drugs

BEACH TOYS

Russell A. Klaasen

Bth

At*, at Sixth

Drugs

M

20 Wert

FOX'S

Um

mil* East on M-21

CHICAGO DRIVE PHONE

WAYS

Jobbers Outlet

Peoples Stale Bank

MOTOR SALES
Vfc

THREE

48 EAST BTH STREET

UNITED

Phone 2311

and Michigan,

EVERY WEDNESDAY

— Books

BOOK STORE

RELIABLE SERVICE
Qty — Lake — Form Properties
Homes — Cottages — Lots

31st

S LOW PRICES
S J & O GREEN STAMPS
S DOUBLE STAMPS

MAIN AUTO SUPPLY

BRINK’S

Large Selection to
Choos* From

Da Rod Really Go.

Pine

awl

SAVE

With
BoO-a-MattcFull Shift

USED
CARS

REALTOR and INSURANCE

Mr, ond Mrs. Pool Vander Ploeg
GRAND HAVEN (Spedal) Miss Martha Hoeve and Paul with white accessories and wore
Mrs. Steve Pekick, 35, of 1035 Vander Ploeg were married July
Madison St., died Monday in 21 in double ring rites performed yellow glamellia corsages.
At the reception for 100 guests
Municipal Hospital following an by the Rev. Theodore Byland in
in the church, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
illness of two years. She had been
Vries land Reformed Church. Par- Schermer were master and misseriously ill 14 months.
ents of the couple ara Mr. and tress of ceremonies. Misses Joyce
She was bom Edith Van Woer- Mrs. John Hoeve of 106 West
and Evelyn Hoeve arranged the
kom, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Main, Zeeland, and Mr. and Mrs
gifts, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hoeve
Wiliam Van Woerkom, and was Peter Vander Ploeg, 315 East
served at the jjunch bowl and Miss
graduated from the local high Wshiangton,Zeeland.
Gloria Hoeve waa in charge of the
school. She was an active member
Ferns, candelabra and bouquets guest book. Serving were Misses
of the First Reformed Church, of white gladiolidecorated the
Joan Bolman, Delia Bosch, Shirley
where she taught Sunday School church. Miss Shirley Heyboer was
Goorman, Jerene Timmer, Audrey
and sang in the choir, until ill organist and Dick Timmer, the
De Vries hnd Marcia Compagner.
health forced her to retire from bride’s uncle, sang “Because"and
When the newlywedsleft on
any actvities.
‘1 Love You Truly.”
their wedding trip to northern
On November 24. 1946, she was
Miss Carolyn Hoeve attended Michigan, the bride wore her
married in Grand Haven to Steve the bride as maid of honor and
wedding ensemble and her bridal
Peklch, who survive* along with Miss Marjorie Hoeve was bridescorsage, hey are now at home in
two sons, Steve, Jr„ 6 and Wil- maid. Attending the groom were
Columbus, Ga. The groom is staliam Thomas, 21 months; her par- Gary Dykstra as best man and
tioned at Fort Banning with the
ent*, Mr. and Mrs. William Van Herman Hoeve and Wayne Vander
U. S. Army.
Woerkom of Grand Haven; three Ploeg as ushers.
The bride, a graduate of Zeeers, Capt. John Van WoerFor her wedding, the bride wore land High School, has been emwith US. Array atationed
white summer suit with white ployed at the office of Sumner
Azore Islands, Gerald of accessories and carried a white Chemical Co.
and Robert of Bible with a corsage of red roses
Before her wedding, the bride
one sister, and white carnations. Her attend- was feted at five showers given by
U wore light blue
relativesand friends.

81

SCOTT ATWATER

HIGH GRADE

Pho.. 2364

1 • 3 - 5 - 7 • 9 P.M. Daily

(Prince photo)

PRODUCE

ESSENBURG ELECTRIC CO.
SO Wool 8th

Lots - Resorts

-

on Lake Macatawa
and Lake Michigan

35

Food

All Typos of Electric Wiring

Auto Service

Scenic Cruise

Grand Haven Resident

84581

Freak Dally—Two Location*

Phon* 4573

AAi

-

BottlodGas Barrie*
Barrie* On All Appliances

M Eat

ISAAC KOUW
REALTY CO, REALTOR

Watches
Age

I

3315 - B4I33

CONDITIONED

2 Hour

restart was needed In the
third heat when A1 Gepner and
Harry Van Dyke were involved
in a three car tangle.
Time trials are scheduledfor
7 p.m. and races at 8 Saturday.

Bulk or Bottlod

REALTORS

12 pja.

Boat Rides

A

at

Op«

REAL ESTATE

Junior Terpstra, Gordon Drooger
and Dale Schut of Holland gave
Marv Eppink of Grand Rapids
some stiff competitionin Saturday’s races.
Eppink. the fastest qualifier of
a field of 45 cars, was edged out
of first place n the fast car dash
by Terpstra. Drooger was a half
car behind in the pursuit with
Schut a dose second in the third
heat
Carl Bussies of Holland was
taken to the hospital for minor
injuries after his can* rolled over
several times in the first heat
with Jack Dibble finallywinning
the dass.

ITS

DINNERS

AIRPARK SPEEDWAY Special

.Succombi

^

With Confidenc* and Save Time

HOLUND BOARD

’Best*

HEMPEL'S
PASTRIES

Buy Thru A Realtor

PHONE 2379

un B

G.E. ElectricalAppliances

Pastries

Real Estate

Local Drivers

COMMERCE

NK3 HARDWARE CO.

Phono 2543

FOR

XXX)

FAST
• LUNCHES

Phan* 7372

m-mrasi

»*i

m

Enjoy Yourself At Th§

WARM

8L

AT TOOT SERVICE

COMFORT

l Pet

8 1
3 2
2 2
1 1
0 3

Grand Haven
Holland
Zeeland
South Haven
Cedar Springs

H

Eat in Th* Dutch Grill*

Restaurants

VAN GBONDELLE
1S2 East 8th

FRENCH
PASTRY SHOPPE

Cloio to Buiines* Diitrict

AIR CONDITIONED

Ford

Hour* Paint*

SWEET ROLLS

A

RELAX IN THE BIER KELDER.

.

Traveler
,

CAKES and PIES

A

'

Entorpriso

.

lustro

•

INFORMATION
HEADQUARTERS
HOLLAND
CHAMBER OF

The Color House

PASTRIES

HoDand. Michigan

Pock up the Family
and drive over to

Low

DELICIOUS

Tourlkt

-WALLPAPER

PAINT

LaminaD

from Junior High

a

Miscellaneous

FOR

JtwatoL

Oar Bpodalty

- WHAT TO DO

WHERE TO SHOP

Bakery

JawuL

U/aAlTL

Hamburvm. Bar-B-Qi
lee Cold Drink*. Thick Malta

-

TO EAT

Hotel

Surviving are the wife, Bertha;

son, Garry of Hudsonville;
errors. The Athletics outhit
three daughters, Mrs. Andrew Ver
the Dutchmen,11-8, and played
errorless ball, but still lost to
Schure of Holland and Lois and
tnake their . second-half record
Leona at home; four grandchil3-L The Dutchmen now stand at fashioned of white pylon net over
dren; two brothers, John of
a-2.
pale green with an appliqued
Holland will play host to the necklineand sleeves. She wore Grand Rapids and Peter of HolFennville Merchants Thursday green mitts and a headdress of land; two sisters, Mrs. George
night
appliquedgreen satin and net.. Slikkers and Mrs. William Pott of
The Unesoore:
Her bouquet included yellow and Holland.

man

WHERE TO

Phone 3191
For Space
In JThie Directory

